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The Complete Glider Service 

~ SPARES ~ INSTRUMENTS ~ PARTS ~ MATERIALS ~ SERVICE 

HIGH QUALITY MAJOR REPAIRS: in all materials. 
Schleicher gliders a speciality. 

TOST: Wheels, tyres, weak links and release hooks. 

DOPES AND PAINTS: Main stockists for Neogene 
products. 

INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter age nts 
most other makes available. 

MATERIALS: For all your repair and re-build needs: 
GLl Finnish birch ply, German steel tube, glass cloth and 
ceconite. 

INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND SERVICING London Sailplanes 
COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIER SALES Limited 
SERVICE: All items competitively priced. 

Tring Road, Dunstable, Beds LU6 2JP Open Monday to Friday 9am to Spm 
Dunstable (0582) 662068 Saturday 9am to 4pm 

THE GT2000 LIFT TOP GLIDER TUlLER 


Comes complete, Fully-fitted with adjustable fittings' Etch-primed & painted synthetic white gloss' Light alloy roof 
skins prevent ultra-violet penetration' GRP aerodynamically-styled nose and fin box' Recessed rear light array' 
Powerful gas struts' Internally-stored 7-pin plug· Capacious storage area' Concealed tie-down points' 'Roll-off RolI
on' for neighbour-friendly rigging/de-rigging away from trailer. 

AMF's winning trailers : GT2000 and the famous "Droopsnoot". 

Solo rigging aids: towing out kit: trailer spares. 

FULL REPAIR, IRE-PAINT, UNDERSEALING and MAINTENANCE SERVICE for Metal, Wooden and GRP Trailers. 
Prolong your Trailer's act,ive life - Book it in for an AMF Overhaul- you may leave the glider inside. 

Now is the time to order AMF's Specially-designed rigging aids, trailer fittings and solo Towing-Out Kit. 

AMF ENTERPRISES, MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS RG16 7TJ. 

Tel & Fax: 0488 72224 
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Computer Graphics in the Cockpit 

1BORGELTB-JOO FMC I 

An Innovative Soaring Computer 
Guidance and Information 
System featuring :

61x41 mm Graphics/ Data Screen 
Easy to Use with On-Screen Help 
Uses proven Borgelt Press. Trans. Technology 
Drives up to 5 Pilot Configured Analogue Meters 
On board U.K. Turning Point Library 
Elecrtonic G-Meter sensing Cruise/Climb 
Remote Programming unit for ease of use in Flight 
Remote Compass Interface for Area Navigation 
Transfer Data to and from Personal Computer 

Flight Mission Computer 

A Powerful, Compact and Practical 
Computerised Soaring System for 

Today's demanding pilot. 

Load in Contest Site Information directly 
from the Turning Point Database on the 
ground or in the air and make POST task 
flying quick and easy. 

GPS now available - 5 Channel power 
saving system in compact lightweight 
housing - £ 925.00 

Dual Function 

Analogue Meter 


'The Borgelt B-20 Series Vario Range ~ 


Full Time Digit!)l Aver,\gt::T 
Full Time 5pe<..--d Command 
,,·ronc Cnllse/Climb Audio 
CusttlOUl..td Gl id er Pomr 
Dynamic AuJio Quid Rand 
Auto Drift Com pensation 
80mm Standard Irus lrumL'nt 
ReJ I Time . ctta to B-21 

B-21 Vario - £237.50 

rr(~:;;un: Tansducer 
fechnulogy 
Ek'Clron ic Gust Flht.'T" 
25pet.>d RL"Spon.se 
RFI p rotected 
A l l itudl~ Compen~ah.'<i 22,OOO ft 
5Sm.m In:'i'rument F(lc~ 
Available as l~epeAll"f Unit iOT 

2 sL'ulcr applicatiuns 

B-24 Averager / Netto / 
Speed Command/ Audio 
£349.75 

B-25 Final Glide/Nav 
Computer £425.00 

9 Turning Point Capability 
EdS to Program ilnd use 
Hea.d/Tail Wind Compens., tion 
Bu~ Polur C{1mpcnsa lion 
Clc.l r LCD Readout 
EJlIROM containing Polar 
DUilJ Po lar tor lipped G liders 
ROmm Siand ard Ins trument 

Flite Lines Marketing 32 Brislington Hill, Brislington , Bristol BS4 SBD U.K. 

Tele: (0) 272-710043 or Fax: (0) 272-721923 All prices exclude V AT and p&p 
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The Sabre range 
of oxyglen equipment 
for gliders 

1. 630 "'"' 2000 pel 
2. 630 IIInI portable 

3. 540 IIInt 3000 pel 

4. 370 \lint 2000 pel 

5. 540 or 370 IIInt portIIb\e 

6. 230 IIInt 2000 pel 

7.230 IIInt portable 

ExCluSively distributed by 

I.---==,...--,.---f RQ"AVIATION 
LIMITED .....

Unit2S Sa . ~ 
, nkslde Kid,.

Te~ Oxford OXS' lJE'ngton 

Fax (~~~~~~~(~ hours) 
We urs) 

MOI1daY'Fri~:yopen to callers: 
Saturday 093()..183Q hrs 
Other times by .103()..1230 hrs . 
~ ilppoinrmenr please:.... ~{§] . 

ROGER TARGEn' 
Sailplane Services 

/ 

/ 

- -- --- - -.. ....::. 

Sick Glider? 
Then let us make it 
better! 

Phone: 
Portable 
(0850) 769060 
Workshop 
(0453) 860861 
Home 
(0453) 860447 

or call in to our workshop 
at the Bristol & 
Gloucester Gliding Club. 
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The ever popular and 
practical 

KNEEBOARD 
The GB-3 Glider Kneeboord with 

moulded back and velcro strop 

to suit thigh. Fitted spring clip to 
retain Flight Log pods etc . 

Functionally slim and usefully pr& 

printed with take-off and landing 

checks. Manufactured in long-lasting 

durable plastic. Glider Pilots Flight 

Log pods always available. 

The Glider Pilots' 

LOGBOOK 
Casebound Glider Pilots rf,;,= _",,,. 

log book containing 

sections for gliding 

certificates and other 

Books, Char.s and 
more Books in .h. 
Glid.r Pilo.s 

BOOKSHOP 
Aero Shopping 
hold a compr& 

hensive range 

of books and 

charts for the 

glider pilot. 

I II ,n
I! I r 
I !II I 
i srI:::., 

qualifications, previous ex[:>eri~~__~~-..; 

Gliding 

plus space for handling notes. Page 
layout incorporates columns for Type, 

Registration, Holders Operating 

Capacity, Place and Type of Launch, 

Time Flown and further remarks. 

An appraisal of how to embark on the sort 
of Gliding and what is involved in learning 
to Ry a Glider to solo stondard and 
thereafter to attain greater proficiency 
leading to the various categories of British 
Gliding Association approved certificates. 

BASIC EXERCISE NOTES 
fOR 

GLIOING INSTRUCTORS 

-

BASIC EXERCISE NOlES FOR 
GLIDING INSTRUCTORS 
o Exercise Plans covering training from ab initio to early post 
o Instructor's Noles giving advice on technique. training 

sequence and pitfalls. 
• Ideal for candidat.. s preparing for the Assistant 

Instructor's Course. 
o Good Revision for all Gliding Instructors 

wishing to improve their technique. 
• A sound bose for Club Standardisation. 

Produced in 0 

handy pock., size, 
knee-pod formel. Flip o .... r for 
easy reference. Clearly prinred 
on durable plastic peper. 

Airtour supply a number of 
other products and publications 
suitecllo the Glider Pilot. Log 
Books, Stop Watches, Survival 
Equipment, Charts, Text Books, 
Clothing, C.A.A. Publications etc. 

GB-4 Soarlnglnee 
Board 
The GB·4 Soaring Pilot's Knee 
Boord is manufoctured and 
finished in rigid heavy gauge 
blue plastic. Fittad with spring 
clip (top centre) for relentian and 
use of Air10ur Glider Flight Log 
Pads etc. Includes an elasticat<ld 
velcro-fostening thiah strap and 
moulded cushioned back lor 
comfort. Printed with Pre Flight 
preparation, selected and 
Volmet frequencies. 

OIDIII AIID "IIOIW. CALllIlIOa 
AERO SHOf'PING lTl) 
WfCOMBE AIR PARK 

WJl.lOW 
SUCKINGHAMSHIRE SI7 3D!! 

nL 0494 526107 

lUll 0IDIII1Oa 
AERO SHOf'PING PILOT'S SHOP 

ElSTREE AEROOROME 
HERIfOROSHIRE WD6 3AW 

UNrTED IKINGDOM 

tIlDIIONll 01'.9534170/6064 
,aCIIMlUI 01'·'53 5219 
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C OF A OVERHAULS 
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES 

FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR 

JOHN SMOKER 
9 ANSON WAY 


BICESTER, OXON 

T81 : Bicester 0869 245422 


RESTORATIONS 
and repairs to wooden gliders 

of all ages a speciality 

SKIDS 
Laminated ash skids 


for most of the 

popular gliders supplied 


from stock. 

Others made to order 


TRAILERS 
Aluminium sheeting 

on steel frame 

Hoffmann 
Local Servicing bri 

SKYLAUNCH WINCH 
400HP 7.4 litre Chevrolet va Engine thru· Standard 
3 Speed Automatic Gearbox and Torque Converter: 
Excellent Acceleration and accurate Power Control. 

Reliable running and Odourless exhaust from cheap clean burning 
Propane Fuel. 

High Quality Engineering and unique Sprung Cable feed produces 
Launches of exceptional Smoothness. 

Easy Maintenance. simple design. dependable Operation . 

Simple controls in a comfortable air filtered cab with heating makes 
for pleasant, easy driving. 

Single or Twin Drum Winches at £32,000 and £35,500 
also Retrieve Winches to provide complete Launching 
System. 
Come and See One in operation at the 
Midland Gliding Club 

"It's 'ike going up on Rai'sl" 
Designed and built in Britain by 

D & M ENGINEERING 
WESTLEY FARM 

Tel: (07431 874427 BAYSTON HIL.L 
F • ., (07431 874682 SHREWSBURY 

SHROPSHIRE SY30Al 

The 
Last 

Q & A for Glider Pilots 

by Chris Robinson 


Hundreds of Questions with detailed answers 

for Bronze C and all glider pilots 


f)Es.{~rOp S~rUDIO£8.20 
p & P £1 Tel: & Fax: (0473) 87773 

I Cart Lodge Barn, Priory Rd. Hintlesham, Suffolk IP8 3NX 

BRIA'NWEARE - AERO 

ALL TYPES OF GLIDER AND MOTOR GLIDER 


MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. FROM SMALL TO THE 

LARGE ,INSURANCE REPAIR. REFABRICATING OF 


TUGS. VINTAGE GLIDER AND AIRCRAFT 

RESTORATIONS. 


GLIDER WORKS Phone: 
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT Works (0404) 891338 

HONITON, DEVON EX14 ORA Home (0404) 41041 

Straw 
Is when you have 
an accident then 
find you're not fully 
covered, a situation 
that will not arise 
if you are insured 
with us! 

Phone, fax or write to: 
Stephen Hill 

hell aviation
I insurance 

services Itcl 

Phone: 0845 587777 Fax: 0845 587744 

22 Melltowns Green, Pickhill, 


Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 4LL. 
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A nice day out! 


~___ "l.__ 

~- ... ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

~ 

Whether it's a few hours in the country, or a few hours 
soaring over it, you can never guarantee how it wlill turn 
out. 

If your flight doesn't end quite as well as it started, you could be very 
glad you are insured with Mowbray Vale. 

Whatever the problem, large or small, you can rely on us to try and 
sort it out fast and with the minimum of fuss. 

And that's something that is guaranteed! 

Contact Carol Taylor on 

Thirsk (0845) 52307 8 - 24 hr. Ansaphone Service. 

Or write to: 

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE 

Castlegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL. 

Fax: 0845 525483 Represented at Lloyds 
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SCOTTISH GLIDING ASSOCIA nON! 

Dear Editor, 
The possibility of an independant Scotland 

may give rise to issues which few have con
sidered. In anticipation of one such I offer a 
possible logo for the body to replace the BGA 
north of the border - or would that become a 
frontier? 
TONY MOSS, Bedlington, Northumberland 

129_97 
Dear Editor, 

A clear sign of spring must be the inability to 
get a word in edgeways on 12.9..97 between the 
"how you doing chat". However, I propose as 
"entertainer of the year" the Scots motor glider 
instructor who managed to transmit for an 
entire hour long sortie on March 31 which 
blanked out most of southern England. 

His inane prattle (sorry I meant "patter") was 
an inspiration to us all, (!) and his personal 
recollections of gliding were interesting and 
'highly amusing. Most of all I enjoyed hearing 
what he said about Chris Pullen, who is clearly 

LEARN TO GLIDE IN A WEEK ... 


ONE-WEEK SOLO COURSES 
W e succeed by allocating no more 
than three beginners to cach instruc
tor so that your time in the air is max
imised. ie 10 launchcs/2X ho urs per 
day or equivalent. Prices from £350. 

ONE-WEEK ADVANCED COURSES 
Trainees can expect a mixture of dual 
advanced training (including cross-country 
soaring) and as much solo flying as they can 
cope with. T ype conversion on to suitable 
single-seaters will be offe red wherever 
appropriate . 

The ai m of these co urses is to reach the standard of The Gliding Centre, 

the Bronze or Silver badges. Suitable also for part 15 Norfolk Place, London W2 lQJ 

tra ined pilots from other clubs who wish to acceler 071-706 2434 (live girls during office 

ate their training. Prices from £275. 
 hours, answerphone at other times) 

June/July 1992 

... AND WHY NOT? 
UNLIMITED FLYlNG 
The prices include unlimited flying and instructio n (using 
winch and aero tow as well as motor glider where appro
priate), logbooks, insurance , lunches, refreshments nd 
BGA membership fees. B+B acco inmodation is avail.able 
on site . GUARANTEE: Fees arc fi xed and a refund is 
made if flying is limited by the weather. 

The airfield is at Hinton-in-thc-Hedges which 
is near Banbury. It is just over an hour from 
both London and Birmingham and about 20 
minutes from Oxford, Mil to n Keynes or 
Northampton. 

FURTHER INFORMATION 

a more interesting person than most people 
realise, as well as having too much money and 
an ASH-25! Nothing wrong with that!! 
TERRY HOLLOWAY, High Wycombe, Bucks 

A QUERY ABOUT SIGNALLING 
Dear Editor, 

I have undertaken to design a new light 
signalling system for my club, and once again 
this has provoked a lively debate on the inter
pretation of clause 5.7 in Laws and Rules. 

What exactly does "dashes of one second 
duration and three seconds interval" mean? 
"One second on, three seconds off", or "one 
second on, two seconds off"? 

What does "quick dots at one second inter
val" mean? The designer of our current box of 
tricks interpreted this to mean "one second on, 
one second off", but this is clearly wrong, and 
"All out" is given using the Stop button. Perhaps 
it means "half second on , half second off", or 
maybe the on period should lbe shorter, though 
of course long enough for the lamps to illumi
nate fully. 

For a publication which devotes two whole 
pages to specifying to the millimetre the place
ment of lights and reflectors on glider trailers, 
perhaps it would be possible to spare a little 
more space to make clause 5.7 less ambigu
ous. 
JEFFERY GOODENOUGH, Newbury, Berks 

Bill Scull, BGA director of operations, 
replies: The light signals for take up slack are 
as given. For take up slack the dash should be 
one second and the interval three seconds. In 
morse code a dot is shorter than a dash by half 
so "All out" is light on for ha'lI a second with one 
second intervals. Interval is defined as "inter
vening time or space; pause; break, gap." So far 
as the glider trailer law is concerned perhaps Mr 
Goodenough would prefer to find his way 
through all the Road Traffic regulations when 
building a trailer. 

MEASURING CABLE LOADS 
Dear Editor, 

Howard: Torode in responding to Chris 
Riddell's letter in the last issue, p71, suggested 
that measuring cable loads was difficult and 
probably not desirable. 

Quite fortuitously Supacat's unique design 
allows the load applied to and the load in the 
cable to be measured accurately. We have 
been recording both simultaneously for a 
variety of gliders and conditions. 

In the established climb the readings are 
identical but are they of any use? 

As the designer does not want his glider to 
break up II have always assumed that it was 
wise to follow his advice on weak links and 
speeds. One obvious use of an indicator is not 
to exceed the weak link rating . Applying a 
maximum of 75% stops the buffeting of average 
turbulence breaking or stressing the link. 

Applying less gives a lower launch but we are 
not yet using the indicator to guide the driver. 
We are simply measuring the loads applied by 
experienced drivers with traditional briefing. 

rhere have been clear differences between 
drivers launching the same gliders on the same 
day. A tracing is almost a thumb print of the 
driver and they can not all be giving optimum 
launches. 

The tracings for the critical first 10011 are 
interesting. At first the two lines move apart, 
then move in opposite directions and cross 
before walking the same path. The load applied 
to the cable looks the more useful particularly lin 
strong wind gradients. 

More work is required but I have no doubt 
that a good load indicator will be a boon to 
winch drivers. Winch launching is relatively safe. 
Tomorrow we will remove the rare mishap. 
GORDON PETERS, Wellington, Somerset a 

We welcome your letters but please 
keep them as concise as possible and 
Include your full name and address. 
We reserve the right to edit and select. 

"SO~RING" 
The official monthly 
journal of the Soaring 
Society c:A America. 
The only US periodical 
devoted entirely to the 
sport. 

For sUDscription send 

$35 US by international 


money order or inter

national cashier's cheque 


payable to the Soaring 

Society of America, 

Inc., Box E, Hobbs, 


New Mexico, 88241-1308, 

U.S.A. 
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Ie good "ew, ;, Ih" ,,,,,,,Ie eleOl<oo;o 
navigation is available, easy to use, and almost 
affordable now. The bad news is that it will be 
better, cheaper, easier and smaller tomorrow, 
as is always the case with electronics . 

GPS was mentioned at least three times in 
the December issue of S&G, but what is it and 
what can it do for glider pilots? GPS stands for 
the Global Positioning System and is one of the 
systems whereby the cruise missiles were able 
to "turn left at the traffic lights in Baghdad" as re
ported during the Gulf war. It ,is a very accurate 
world-wide system of positioning' and naviga
tion, rumoured to 'have cost the US Department 
of Defense (and therefore the US taxpayer) 
about $10 billion . 

They have generously allowed the rest of us 
to use the.ir signals, in a slightly degraded form, 
for free, even though it probably costs $1 billion 
a year to maintain the system. This means that 
we can now navigate to an accuracy of 100 me
tres at the very worst, whether we are in cars, 
boats , on foot or in the air, merely by buying a 
GPS navigator. 

In January 1991 these units cost £3000 and 
satellite coverage was far from complete, but a 
crash programme of launches before the Gulf 
war made coverage in 20 mode better than 
22hrs a day. The system when complete, will 
comprise 24 satellites, including three spares, 
circling 20000km above the earth. 

Three are required for a 20 fix, and four for 
3D, which obviously gives altitude as well as po
sition. The system is incredibly sophisticated 
and will tell you the position and availability of 
the satellites for any time during the next few 
months. So even though the whole system is not 
complete, you should not be caught out without 

. coverage unexpectedly. 

They will give a magnetic 
bearing and distance to any 

of at least 100 waypoints 

In August 1991 I was able to buy a hand 
portable at a London boat store for £ 1100 and 
today (March 1992), faster , smaller sets are 
available for less than £750, all prices before 
VAT. 

What can they do? They will all give your po
sition in lat and long to 1/100th of a minute, which 
is not a lot of use for a busy glider pilot in the air, 
but will also give a magnetic bearing and dis
tance to any of at least 100 named waypoi nts 
stored by the user in the memory, and will tell 
you your true groundspeed, estimated time of 
arrival and adjustments required to your course, 
updated every second or so. 

They can also store your current position 
merely at the touch of a key. This feature will 
allow GPS systems to be used for TP verifica
tion in the future. Apparently GPS black boxes 
will be used for this purpose in the World 
Championships in New Zealand in 1995, and 
tested at the Worlds in Sweden in 1993. For the 
moment it is a handy feature for marking a good 
lift position in wave flying, although its normal 

130 
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GPS - SATELLITE 
NAVIGATION FOR 
GLIDERS? 
With more and more technology promising to help glider 
pilots, Julian Fack explains the possibilities of the Global 
Positioning System 

Julian, an engineering consultant, started 
gliding in 1985, flies a Discus BT based at 
the Mynd and has 300hrs with two 
Diamonds. 

use is in marking a "man overboard" from a boat. 
Most of the available units are capable of com
munication with other electronic systems, such 
as radars or autopilots on boats, so in future they 
may talk to suitable data storage systems, for 
example an electronic barograph. 

This would allow proper policing of airspace 
infringements in Comps for the first time, and 
final results could be available immediately after 
landing if GPS based TP verification was also 
used. 

Vario manufacturers like Cambridge and 
Peschges have already announced GPS add
ons for their top-line systems, but at high prices, 
around £2000, in addition to the £2000+ that the 
varios cost in the first place. 

As an example of the operation of GPS, I had 
an enjoyable wave flight from the Mynd late in 
September, after a 4.30pm take-off into weak 
ridge lift. The short west winch launch only gave 
200ft and the wave suppressed ridge lift topped 
out at 800 or so. Some weak autumn thermals 
triggered by the ridge allowed a struggle to 2000 
when ~t of wave lift appeared. This got up to 2 
or 3kt at times and took the Discus through a 
large hole in the cloud layer to 6000fl. I set out 
upwind above cloud, which was well perforated, 
towards Wales . Losing 1000ft or so per bar , 
which was easily regained, I hopped several 
bars until I reached the NeW10wn area where I 

decided to turn back downwind. 
As a test for my new toy, I pressed the ROUTE 

key, and the display showed "Lastfix to . ..". 
Pressing the 6 key, also marked MNO, brought 
up the first M waypoint , which happened to be 
"Mynd", and the ENTER key selected "Lastfix to 
Mynd" as the route. Now preSSing the NAV key 
brought up the magnetic heading to steer, the 
distance to run and a left or right adjustment 
needed to remain on course. 

Following the instructions on screen, I saw 
the distance counter click down as I sped down
wind . As it approached zero, I looked down 
through a convenient hole in the cloud and, just 
as it said, there was the roof of the clubhouse 
5000ft below. It was not approximately right, the 
roof was exactly below me. Tests on the ground 
have shown that the system at present is accu
rate to about a wingspan . 

This accuracy may not be available in the fu
ture, as the signal for civilian use can be deliber
ately degraded to 100m, but this feature was 
switched off during the Gulf war and seems not 
to have been reinstated. It is a shame that this 
superb system is to be deliberately spiked. 

What hardware is available, and what does it 
cost? GPS add-ons for Peschges and 
Cambridge varios have been mentioned and the 
possibilities opened up by the alliance of accu
rate position and height information with sophis
ticated variometry and final glide computation 
are almost limitless. 

There are cheaper hand held units designed 
mainly for boats or even walkers. Lower cost 
units available from mail order chandleries which 
may be suitable for gliders include the Sony 
Pyxis at £800, the Garmin 50 at £750, and the 
Magellan 5000 at £800, (see photos). These 
prices exclude VAT and are the lowest discount 
figures available in March 1992. There are many 
others and prices will probably continue to fall 
and specifications to improve for some time. 

All three can be operated on internal batter
ies , or external power, and with integral or re
mote aerials. The Magellan is the largest 
(222mm high, 89mm wide and 55mm thick). It is 
fast , easy to use, and has the longest battery 
life, 10hrs. It is too big for panel mounting, and 
even bigger when fitted into its holder which al
lows the connection of an external aerial. 

The Garmin is much smaller (159 x 82 x 37), 
and has a really clear LCD display. It has a de-
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GPS - SATELLITE NAVIGATION FOR GLIDERS? 


Sony Pyxis. 

tachable battery compartment, like an Icom 
handheld, making it even smaller (123 x 82 x 37) 
when external power is used, and a detachable 
aerial , so the optional remote one can be easily 
added. But the battery life is quite short and it is 
limited to 90kt groundspeed, unlike the others; a 
fact not mentioned in the brochure! 

The Sony has a separate aerial dish, which 
can be used attached to the main unit or re
moved on a 7M lead which is supplied with the 
kit. The whole thing is small , 175 x 100 x 39, but 
with the aerial removed it is tiny, just 100 x 63 x 
39. It has a very short battery life , but could eas
ily be panel mounted and powered by the glider 
battery. The aerial could be fitted on top of, or 
recessed into the panel coaming , as it is a flat 
disk 1 OOmm diameter and 39mm thick. One dis-

Magellan. 

advantage of the small size is the display, which 
could be difficult to read at a distance, and the 
small multi-function keys . 

In my Discus, the Magellan works perfectly 
strapped to my left leg, using its integral aerial , 
but I believe that a carbon fibre fuselage can 
cause reception problems which may require a 
remote (external) aerial mounting. 

Whilst GPS will give your position accurately 
in lat and long, and will direct you to any pre
entered waypoint, it will not tell you in any mean
ingful way where you are . However, a recent 
development by the British company Skyforce, 
who produced the Sky force Navigator automatic 
VOR, is a small box, 130 x 70 x 28 , which will 
take data from any GPS with a NEMA interface 
(Magellan & Garmin, but not Sony) and convert 

in price . I would 
against all that happening during 

1992, such is the pace of change in the world of 
electronics. 

Looking further ahead, it is technically feasi
ble that an integrated air traffic control system, 
based on GPS transponders which automati
cally report all aircraft positions and heights to a 
central computer, could become a mandatory 
fitment on all aircraft so that tragedies like last 
year's collision between a civilian and a military 
plane at Carno near Newtown do not go on hap
pening in the future . It is all a bit "big brother" 
and not quite in the spirit of gliding, but I was low 
in that vicinity during 1991, and had jets scream
ing under me at high speed. It makes you think. 
From my limited experience of it , I believe that 
GPS has a great future in gliding as in many 
other sports. a 

lat and long into a position in 
words , such as "4.5 (NM) WSW 
Church Stretton." It refers to the 
nearest airfields and towns on 
the 1/2 million air maps for Britain 
and Europe, and is powered by 
an internal battery with a life of 
100hrs. 

I have not tried it but if it works 
as well as the database in the 
Skyforce Navigator it will be ex
cellent . The only obvious snag 
lies in that it is yet another loose 
piece of kit. A GPS the size of the 
Garmin , but which used its su
perb display to tell you exactly 
where you were in words, and 
which could use it 's aerial either 
integral or detached, would be 
ideal, as well as a further reduc
tion not bet 

FAREWELl, 

HANGAR 
CAT 

Aoyo", who h., flowo I<om D',hlorth., 
any time over the past twenty years would have 
known our Hangar Cat. Maybe just as a shadow 
among the many shadows in the hangar; maybe 
as a perpetrator of mischief (derigged hares in 
the club rooms, a litter of kittens in the bar ...); 
maybe, in her later years, as a shabby, deaf and 
rather cantankerous old lady. Her body gradu
ally wore out, but her spirit never changed. This 
is her story. 

As a young cat, she was brought to the club 
by CFI Barry Nowell. The hangar suited her
plenty of rats and mice, with rabbits on the 
doorstep and the odd visiting pigeon. She de
cided to stay. A formidable hunter, she was well 
able to take care of herself, and she shrugged 
off the Yorkshire winters with a dense and 
glossy coat of fur. Through the lonely weekdays 
she patrolled among the gliders, yet when the 
weekend came she was always pleased to 
welcome human visitors. Never fully Wild , she 
delighted in a little attention, and though well 
able to vigorously defend her rights and dignity 
when necessary, she was remarkably tolerant 
of children . 

She survived many possible catastrophes, 
the most remarkable being when she fell in the 
oil. How she managed this is a mystery. She 

was already well into her teens at the time, and 
appeared to be slowly declining . Covered with 
oil but still hissing defiance, she was washed in 
the sink, dried with a hair-dryer and bundled off 
to the vet. Whether it was the medication he 
gave her or the oil itself, over the following 
weeks she rallied miraculously and took on a 
new lease of life. 

She saw many changes over the years - dif
ferent people, different gliders, but she still 
tended to favour the ones she knew. As her joints 
stiffened, she accepted more supplementary 
feeding and the occasional holiday at someone's 
home; she even accepted some help around the 
hangar, when her heir Blackie arr ived from 
nowhere and was allowed to stay. 

We reckoned she would have been twenty 
this year, and prepared for a party in May. Sadly, 
she didn't quite make it. She died on the first day 
of spring, surrounded by her friends , and was 
laid to rest under the spot where she used to sit 
in the sun , guarding the hangar door. 

She left an empty hangar, but a proud record 
of service to the club . She must surely have been 
one of the longest lived "working" cats - do any 
other clubs have a contender for the title? 

JILL POVALL 
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TONY SHELTON 


Beiog """",500 mile, ""rth 01 w,,,o<, '"' 
five miles west of the Lizard we may be thought 
of as being remote and far removed from main
stream gliding. But we do offer something differ
ent for the enthusiastic pilot. 

Our airfield has more of the characteristics of 
a dedicated aviating business than a gliding club 
which allows for a flexibility and efficiency not 
normally found in out of the way places. It also 
allows us to take advantage of the windows of 
opportunity that occur as a result of our special 
local geography. 

We experience the effects of the somewhat 
complex mix of moist oceanic and polar mar 
itime airmasses which, together with a near 
Alpine topography, combine to create conditions 
that surprise the experienced pilot versed in the 
thermals, sea breezes and other atmospheric 
phenomena found over the flatter lands to the 
south and east 

The standard meteorological 

themes seem to 


have infinite variations 


Understanding the ongoings when this atmo
sphere is shaken and stirred by the highest 
mountains in the country is difficult enough. but 
also intersecting these mountain ranges are the 
large, clear cool masses of the mountain and 
sea loc'hs and across the Atlantic flows the 
warmth of the gulf stream A combination of all 
this 'is guaranteed to undermine the confidence 
of the most experienced gliding meterologist as 
the standard meteorological themes seem to 
have infinite variations. 

On blue days when high pressure puts a firm 
lid on normal convection, lower trapped stable 
air flow is constrained by the valley geometry. 
However, columns of hot air are to be found, 
chimneying up the 1000ft rock-faced gulleys to 
blast through the inversion. Larger chunks of 
local geography stick their hot rocky faces into 
unstable air above, and if the determined pilot 
climbs this tortured air column through the sta
ble layer he will discover a whole new world of 
wind shears, wave convergence and convection 
in wonderous cacophony 

Simple wave systems when associated with 
large geographic features also develop slightly 
odd characteristics, as do the sea breeze "back 
to fronts" where the sea air is warmer than the 
katabatic descent of air from the local snow 
covered mountains. 

More predictable are the soaring adventures 
to be had in the pre-warm frontal air as a warm 
sector tracks up from the south. The preceding 
low level airmass is usually well stratified and 
the clouds produced give clear and easily inter
preted visual clues. As these airmasses are 
driven northwards into our local mountains they 
generate waves and give us what may be loosely 
described as stimulating, educating and 
adrenalin-making soaring. 

These south-easterly winds blow across the 
Argyll hills and 'lochs before crossing the Awe 
and the Etive into Lorn . The moist layers of air 

SHORT TRIPS 
ABOUT CONNEL 
Tony Shelton, who runs the Argyll and Highland GC on a 
professional' basis, gives a poetic insi.ght into the possibilities 
of flying in this area 

are diverted up and around the Dracula's teeth 
of Cruachan and Stob Diamh and the lesser 
mounds of the Benderloch, Ben Lora, Na 
Maoilean, Ben Duirinnis and Ben Meean. 

As the wind ,freshens and backs, an autotow 
will loft the glider into the orographic lift of Ben 
Lora. From there, in the rotor, shear turbulence, 
convection and weak wave found along the 
southern shore of Loch Etive one is able to track 
eastwards up the Etive. 

With judicious conservation of height, a con
tinual up-dating of the contingency plan and a 
vigilant eye .for the adversity of rapidly changing 
Met, it is possible to arrive safely over the cliffs 
of Bonawe. From here, a short sharp climb leads 
into the fitfully rising air diverted around the west
ern flank of Ben Cruachan and up the precipice 
of Ben Meean . 

Given the pilot is assured by his altimeter, he 
steps off tentatively into whatever is happening 
in the lee space of Ben Cruachan and over the 
corries that fall sheer into the Glens of Noe, 
Liever and Kinglass. 

The stratified pre-warm frontal air with its lay
ers of varied humidity produces multiple layers 
of cloud. Given the correct mix and levels of strat
ification, the pilot will be rewarded with the rare 
and dramatic sight of the now visible atmosphere 
flowing around and over ranges of mountains. 
Orographic clouds will build against the wind
ward slopes of the larger mountains and the river 
of air will be seen flowing over and between the 
high splintered peaks, to tumble like some gi
gantic version of the Victoria Falls into the clear 
air of the lee corries and glens. 

In the clear air behind the leeward faces, and 
over the wind streaked waters of the mountain 
lochs, will appear the disarmingly fluffy little rotor 
clouds. Above, the midstratus layer will be cut 
by the lower level wave system to a dark grey 
edge that moves fitfully with the lower rotor 
clouds as they form and disolve. Further above, 
the lighter shaded stratus heralds the approach
ing warm front, casting a deepening gloom over 
this now visible torrent. 

To the west, the evening sun fires huge nickel 
shafts of light though the soft watery cumulus to 
reflect silver from the Sound of Mull and the 
waters around the limestone sliver of Lismore. 
Island. To the south-west, regular lenticular pat
terns point with slender charcoal fingers out
wards under the deepening gloom, across the 
Firth of Lorn and towards the totally inhospitable 
Atlantic. To the east, the overcast deepens to 
shadow and blurs, the unenthusiastic wave 

markers promising little. 
The pilot will now be busy pretending to enjoy 

what feels like a boat ride up the Colorado river. 
The steady clatter of the control stops and the 
wild swings of AS Ii and vario needles accompany 
the shrieking and descending tunes of tormented 
airflow. The alarms ring as the airbrakes snatch 
a recovery from a near vertical pitch down fol
lowed by the sudden acceleration to off the clock 
lift and a demonstration of the totally inadequate 
rate of roll . 

The paranoia of rough air limit diminishes as 
the control smooths to the easily manageable. A 
quiet but slow climb develops up the front face 
of the ragged wave marker and over the ur.1 be
lievable cascading below. 

So onwards at speed to the goal of Loch Tulia 
and The Black Mount. For a while that is. 

Time enough for a long easy 
slide down over the ocean 
and high speed final glide 

As the variometer becomes more reluctant to 
indicate up, and the wave marker becomes an ill 
defined blur under the frontal gloom, the veering 
winds below change the pattern of the atmo
spheric Niagara, and the pilot wonders."What 
if?" and "How long?" A glimpse though closing 
cloud at the terrain around Loch Dochard below 
answers the "What if?", and tempered experi
ence the "How long?" Perhaps an hour is proba
bly all that remains of the second warm frontal 
wave system - time enough for a long easy slide 
down over the ocean, a high speed final glide 
home and tie down before the rain starts. 

The gloom deepens. The damp, narrowing slot 
of the wave marker threatens closure and 
prompts the turnir]g from an unachieved goal. 
Back-tracking Glen Kinglass at a hard won 
12000ft, the "elbow" of Loch Etive is sighted 
through a narrcw misty gap in the thickening 
lower stratus . From here penetrating upwind 
dives are made to the windward faces of the thin 
weak lenticulars that point south-west, sliding 
,rapidly across the wind. Overhead is Loch 
Scamadale and Loch Melfort. Onwards and out
wards, over Lunga and the eastern edge of the 
Atlantic as the first spatters of the inevitable rain 
diamond the canopy. "Go to your home", is the 
clear message. 
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1. A rare cloud free picture of Ben Nevis from 12 OOOfl. 2. Glen 
Kinglass looking east towards Black Mount. 3. Eastwards is 
Loch Etive with Cruachan to the right In cloud. 4. Cannel 
Airfield. Photos by Tony. 

The map was drawn by Steve Langland. 
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BRENDA HORSFIELD 


al",'ay. '"',," 199' . i, layio, clai m to 
legendary status for the greatest number of 
1OOOkm .flights achieved in the history of a site 
which has been in use every day between May 
and October during the last ten years. This does 
not mean that some other "day of days" would 
not have produced similar results if enough high 
performance machines and experienced pilots 
had been gathered together, but Fuentemilanos 
is not a competition site and it has not happened. 
As I was lucky enough to be flying on this very 
special occasion I shall try to report on the con
ditions that gave so many people the flight of a 
lifetime. 

In Spain the last week of July and the first 
week of August are the height of the high sea 
son . The crops have been harvested so there 
are large flat fields for landing in the plains ; the 
days are long enough for flying to continue until 
9pm , even if the thermals do not start unW 
lunchtime, and in recent years the weather then 
has been less disturbed by thunderstorms than 
in the earlier, hotter weeks of July. 

The weather that everybody hopes for, that 
induces pilots to trail gliders thousands of miles 
from their clubs in Britain and Germany, seems 
to come at the tail-end of a high pressure sys
tem before the arrival of a cold front from the 
Atlantic. This produces a period of gentle 
northerly winds and enough instability to give 
strong thermals and raise the c10udbase higher 
and higher each day unti l the ·front changes the 
whole airmass which is exactly the opposite of 
the UK where the best days follow the cold ,front. 

The conditions were 
amazing. Reliable looking 
clouds had formed over 
every peak, the highest 

being around 1450m 

August 1 to 5 was a run of just this kind of 
weather. On Thursday, the 1 st, there was a low
ish cloudbase and enough wind to drive the con
vergence line of clouds Irem the mountain 
thermals so far south that they were effectively 
out ef reach of anyone without huge wings or an 
engine. But there were four 1000kms including 
one, undeclared, by Wilfried Grosskinsky (ASW
22BE) . He did another, declared, on the 2nd, a 
day with strongish west winds that started late 
and ended early. 

On Saturday, the 3rd, the Met man Johannes 
Fischer announced at 9.30 that it was a "super
tag" and anyone who wanted any kind of badge 
flight had better get going. Although it would be 
a mere or less blue day there weuld be thermals 
everywhere, rising in the mountains to 2900 
metres (above s'ite) and the north-west wind 
would net be too strong. The overnight ground 
inversion was shallow and weuld burn off by mid
morning so there would be an early start and, 
with no fear of over-<:levelopment, a late finish. 

From just before 11 am the big ships , full of 
water, were being tewed out downhill and down 
wind fer remote starts in the mountains. The 15 

THE DAY 
OF THE DIECADE 
Brenda Horsfield describes flying a 500km at Fuentemilanos 
last August on the best of five days of exceptional weather 
that yielded 18 1000km flights, 20 flights well in excess of 
500km and 31 flights of 500km 

Brenda learned to. 
glide and pewer fly 
at Redhill. She is a 
member ef the Sur
rey & Hants GC 
and, fer the last five 
years, at Oerling
hausen, cencen
trating en cress
ceuntry flying at 
Fuentemilanes 
under the eye ef 
Inge Renner. 

metre machines had to wait fer stronger ther
mals to guarantee that they could get back to. 
landable ground against the wind if things went 
wrong . Peep Ie wanting Diamond distances had 
to be eff tew by 1 OOOm , which was not much 
abeve the break-eff height fer leaving the moun
tains. But at 12.15 cumulus blossomed in the 
plain and there was a queue for aerotews. 

I had not expected to fly as I was sharing a 
hired LS-4 and it was not my day. But just as I 
was sinking into. terminal despair a "free" LS-4 
miraculously became available. I hurriedly de
clared a 500km yo-yo. triangle, took eff at 12.45, 
climbed to 2000m abeve site in my release ther
mal and headed fer the meuntains and my first 
TP to the SE. The conditiens were amazing . 
Reliable leeking clouds had fermed over every 
peak, the highest of which are around 1450m 
abeve the 1001 m asl field altitude. In Iightish 
wind the thermals were undistorted and gave a 
solid 3m up all the way round every circle. 

I had expected to use a best eperating height 
band areund 1700m, as the last few hundred 
metres belew cloud weuld be a waste ef time. 
But as I got higher my first thermal took on a new 
lease of life, first to. 5m and then eff the c1eck. I 
tightened the straps, hauled back the stick to. 
control the speed and after enly half-a-dozen 
turns standing on a Wingtip had to. put the nose 
dewn sharply to avoid being sucked into c1eud 
at 2BOOm. I stayed up under the clouds and lost 
almost no height in a fast 50km run aleng the 
front of the range until I cressed' the cleudless 
Pass of Semesierra with the main road frem 
Madrid to Santander - a treacherous thermal 
desert that in nerth winds causes many cross
ceuntries to end abruptly at Santo Teme airfield. 

I picked up 600m frem the high peak across 
the pass and set eff aleng a spur to. my TP be
hind the main range. I had chesen it carefully to 
compensate fer the northerly forecast wind but I 

had never seen it because it was normally eut ef 
range of 15m machines. I had marked my map, 
loeked at phetegraphs and drawn a sketch and 
when I reached the spot there it wasn 'tl 

I was looking for the "unmissable" TV anten
nae en tep of a peak called ,the Sierra de Alto. 
Rey, framed in a distinctive pattern of reserveirs. 
After searching round ever ghastly terrain for 
45min I used the radio to see if anyene else was 
near the place. A Spanish airline captain ans
wered to say that thanks to. EC money all the 
reservoirs were new different and the maps were 
eut ef date. I had f1ewn over the "peak" witheut 
recognis ing it 'because In fact it was a mere 
hillock ef 700m. 

Guessing wildly at the secter angle I took one 
picture before being chased eut of positien and 
into. serious sink by the enly glider I had seen all 
day. I should have gene back fer another phete
graph but I badly needed a thermal ; the sharp 
roCks belew were getting uncemfertably close 
and the nearest flat ground was 35km away . I 
fled nerth-west, into wind , to the cemparative 
safety of the front range. 

I thought abeut that phetegraph for the rest of 
the flight and abeut the folly ef picking unknown 
TPs. Because the day was better than forecast 
and the wind less strong I ceuld have reached 
ene I knew well witheut going so. far south. Now 
I was an hour behind people who. had not tried 
to be so. clever and I weuld have to werk hard to. 
catch up. The new danger was over-develop
ment ef all this unexpected c1eud and an early 
end to. the day, with or witheut thundersterms. 

My nex1 TP was now abeut 150km away and 
I cevered about 70km of it as fast as possible en 
the ridge, climbing under cleuds ever peaks and 
ignering everything else. Near Segevial teok a 
legal climb to. cloudbase, now at 3200m, then 
left the meuntains and struck out tewards Avila, 
taking the short cut acress the broad valley 
rather than follew the range as it swept away to. 
the south. In the plain the cleuds were lewer and 
the thermals enly half as geed but people were 
already talking en the radio abeut the deteriorat
ing cenditions as I cloud-hepped my way to 
Mengamunoz, a tiny village belew a sharp 
zigzag ef road leading up to the high sierra be
hind the valley's seuthern rim. To my delight the 
featureless grey clouds abeve the village 
marked a huge area of streng lift and allewed 
me to retrace my track acress the plain where 
the clouds new seemed to. be dying. 

I crossed the bad ground to Villacastin and 
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Map of the area drawn by Steve Longland. 

climbed up again in a good thermal . After that 
there was nothing ahead but a big blue gap 1Skm 
wide where once again the northerly wind was 
killing the lift as it funnelled into a pass - the Pass 
of Gaudarrama and the A6 motorway. What was 
worse the mountains I needed to reach beyond 
it were now in deep cloud shadow and if I 
reached them low I knew I would be in trouble . I 
slowed down to best gliding speed (about 
11 Okm/h) and with the help of the wind managed 
to reach a paten of sunlit ground at San IIdefonso 
village on the wooded slopes leading up to La 
Granja, an old summer palace of the Spanish 
kings. 

It never produced good thermals and I 
scratched 'round in between Y; and 1:6m up for 
nearly 20min before the wings bit into real rising 
air and I could claw my way back on to the moun
tain . I had started at 11 OOm, a perfectly accept
able cross-country height in Hampshire but a 

don·t-turn-your -back-on-the-airfield height at 
San IIdefonso. 

As I climbed my heart slowed down and I got 
brave enough to set off for my last TP 4Skm 
away. I could not see it 'but I ~ could see the curve 
in the mountains where it lay. It was now 6.30 
and although the sky looked black and overcast 
and discouraging there were still unmarked ther
mals powering upwards from the cooling peaks 
and the foothills below. A convenient patch of 
strong lift directly behind the tiny hamlet of Rio 
Frio de Riaza let me take my last pictures with
out losing any height, so I' flew off the range and 
out into the valley where someone said, they 
were "climbing well at 2S00m". I could not resist 
one last cloud base climb to 3600 in strong, quiet 
lift before pointing towards home with 77km to 
go. 

It was a beautiful evening and I was flying 
westwards into golden light. The whole ancient 
range was spread out below on my left in shades 
of mauve and grey with a string of reservoirs glit

tering in the valleys. But although there was time 
and energy available for much more distance I 
did not want to take any chances - I had done 
SOOkm before and fouled up the photographs. I 
dolphined gently downhill under flat high clouds, 
arriving back at Segovia with a ridiculous 2000m 
to burn off before landing at 8.11 pm - not a 
record breaking performance for the best day I 
had ever seen. 

Throughout the rest of the evening news trick
led in of the number of extraordinary flights that 
had been achieved and the observers worked 
flat out on declarations and barographs. The dis
tances were reported the following morning at 
briefing but it was only when everyth ing was 
sorted out and added up that the computer re 
vealed the true magnificence of our day. There 
were nine 1 OOOkm flights, mainly by Open Class 
ships but including a Ventus and two LS-6s . 
There were six declared SOOkm flights in "school" 
LS-4s and an Astir and eight more in private ma
chines of var ious kinds. There were also 13 
flights in privately owned gliders of more than 
SOOkm but less than 1000km, including Julian 
West's third FAI triangle in three days, (this one 
809km at 1OOkm/h) in his Nimbus 3. 

Four pilots landed out. One was an unlucky 
Ventus that did 970km before falling into the 
dreaded Santo Tome at 9.30pm . Another was 
Vernon Spencer in his Nimbus 2c. He took off at 
11.11 am and declared a 1 OOOkm triangle that 
was a giant version of my own - Ateca , Hervas 
and Horna. All went well until about S.30 when 
the whole sky SE of the range became badly 
over-developed. If you were high the clouds 
would keep you up but if you got low nothing 
worked . After throwing out the water at the Horna 
TP and struggling for hours he landed at 9.22. 
By the time he phoned for a retrieve there was 
too much celebration for anyone to be fit to go 
and get him, and he did not get back unti l the fol 
lowing evening. Nothing daunted he set off again 
the next day and did 1 OSOkm on a different tri 
angle just before the weather collapsed . By then 
I was back in London still wondering about that 
dodgy photograph at Sierra de Alto Rey . a 

June/July 1992 

The ultimate self-launch two-seater 
• 	 Open Class performance over 50 to 1, or cruise quietly at 100 mph for 

600 miles! 
• 	 Spacious, comfortable side-by-side seating, delightful soaring, handling 

and docile stall. 
• 	 Safe airborne restart - no fold-out engine, the propeller folds from the 

retractable nose-cone. 

Let Dr Stemme's technology broaden your horizons. 
For information please contact: 

Mike Jefferyes, 

Tanglewood, Fingrith Hall Road, 

Blackmore, Nr. Ingatestone, 

Essex CM4 ORU 

Phone & Auto Fax: 0277 823066 
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(A) First signs of spreadout. 

0", ollh' ,0mmo',,1 ",d, 01 d,,,'op~
ment is the spreading out of cumulus to form an 
almost ,total layer of stratocu . It frequently hap
pens on days which would otherwise provide 
magnificent soaring conditions . Fig 1 shows 
three stages in the spreadout process: A illus
trates an unstable airmass with relatively dry air 

® STABLE 
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Fig 1 

Below: (C) Under 7/8 spreadout when ther

mals were still active. 


(B) Large cu reaching up to a layer of high stratocu. The wind was 
from right to left, the cu growing on the right and decaying to a tall on 
the left. 

S'KYWATCH- A 
~inner'sGuide to 
Some Clouds 
Part 3 TOM BRADBURY 

The first two articles were concerned thiefly with describing 
thermals and suggesting where to find the best tift_ This 
describes unhelpful clouds and some areas to avoid if you 
want to keep clear of strong sink 

aloft and no inversion. Here the cumulus tops rents are diverted sideways when they reach the 
are very irregular, some high, some low. Each inversion and the moisture they bring up from 
tower displaces some of the dry air aloft and below is spread out horizontally. II the air in and 
brings it down amongst the cumuli. This reduces above the inversion layer is very dry the cloud 
the humidity in the cumulus layer and as a result usually evaporates before forming a complete 
clouds tend to evaporate more readily once the layer. 
thermals inside have ended. In these conditions When strong thermals bump into the inver
clouds remain well broken, a fair amount of sun sion they produce turbulence which draws dry 
reaches the ground and thermals are evenly dis air down from aloft. This reduces the humidity 
tributed. under the inversion and may prevent the spread

B shows what happens when the cloud tops out from becoming total. Over the oceans 
are limited by a moist inversion. The inversion 
checks the groWlh of the cumuli so that all the Below: (D) and (E) are successive views of 
cloud tops are much the same level. The upcur- collapse at the left hand end of a cloud bank. 
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weaker but more prolonged convection gradu
ally brings up so much moisture to the inversion 
layer that eventually the flattened cumuli join up 
to form a huge area of stratocu. This kind of cloud 
layer is very common over the sea and coasts 
on the eastern side of large anticyclones. 

C shows how the spreading layer of stratocu 
cuts off further heating so that the thermals die 
out overland. The stratocu often forms large cells 
of 50-100km diameter. Narrow cracks separate 
the celis. A line of sink can come down through 
long lived cracks. 

How old fronts cause spreadout 
Act ive fronts have a great depth of cloud; 

when the front weakens and dies it is usually be
cause some major system has made the air sub
side over a large area. For example the 
development of a ridge or new anticyclone usu
ally weakens a front so much that nothing is left 
except a band of very moist air tucked under
neath the subsidence inversion. The analysts at 
major Met centres usually drop such fronts from 
their charts so you will not find them on the TV 
or press weather maps. 

Sometimes you can guess where they should 
be by mentally extending the fronts which are 
shown. These dead fronts are a menace to good 
soaring . The invisible moisture is just what is 
needed to encourage the growth of a stratocu 
layer a few hours after the first cu have formed. 

Below: (G) Sloping cloud tall. 

(F) Short tall on the left end of a cloud. 

Cycling 
Over the sea one sees little sign of a cyclic 

change in these stratocu layers but overland the 
cloud layer often breaks up when there are no 
more thermals to maintain a supply of moisture. 
Then the sun comes through again , more ther
mals develOp, and the new gaps are quickly filled 
in. The length of these cycles seems unpre
dictable; it may be only an hour but too often the 
spreadout lasts till sunset. 

Photo A shows the earliest stage of spread
out. An inversion had just begun to develop 
above a moderately deep convective layer. This 
restricted the height of the cu which began to 
spread laterally rather than grow taller. In photo 
B a decaying front had left a layer of high stra
tocu which was be ing maintained by cumuli 
which grew up into it. In this photo the wind was 
blowing from right to left ; new cells had been 
forming on the upwind side and decaying on the 
downwind (left) side. The ,long tail of cloud on 
the left marks the decaying side. 

Photo C shows ·the underside of a ~ spread
out while it was still active. The small step and 
tendrils in the middle distance show where the 
next thermal was feeding the layer. 

When stratocu become self 
supporting 

A layer of stratocu formed by cumulus spread
out does not always break up when. there are no 
longer thermals underneath. If the layer be
comes thick enough a new process takes over 

which can keep the layer intact for several days. 
All objects radiate heat ; at night the ground 

cools by radiating heat away into space. Clouds 
radiate heat too; the base radiates heat back to 
the ground (which is why the ground does not 
cool so much on a cloudy night) . The tops of 
cloud radiate heat away into space and become 
cooler in the process. The cloud top cools more 
by night than by day but even on a summer af
ternoon the top loses heat. 

Cooling the cloud top has two results : first it 
makes the inversion stronger and second it 
makes the cloud slightly unstable. This is be
cause the temperature hardly alters at cloud
base but the cloud top becomes steadily cooler. 
The process is illustrated in Fig 2. 

A is the early stage before a complete cloud 
cover had developed. T,he curve on the left re
presents the temperature with a gentle inversion 
at cloud top. The shaded bit shows where the 
cloud fits in. 

B shows almost total cover of stratocu with 
the top radiating heat away to space. The cloud
base also radiates heat but this downward radi
ation is more or less balanced by upward 
radiation from the ground. Cloud top cooling has 
made the inversion sharper. 

C shows the final stage when the layer of 
stratocu has become unstable. The new insta
bility is very slight but it does produce· a gentle 
stirring through the whole cloud layer. This keeps 

Below: (H) Collapsing cloud. AU the photos 
were taken by Tom. • 
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Fig 2 

taking moist air up to the inversion to maintain 
the cloud cover. Most stratocu layers have a bil 
lowy top showing the result of this convective 
stirring. This internal convection maintains the 
cloud layer without any help from thermals ris
ing from the surface. Flight above such a layer 
is usually very smooth but it becomes sl ightly 
turbulent if you let down into it. 

Early morning signs of spreadout 
Many potentially good soaring days start with 

cloudless skies and very good visibility. The 
signs of spreadout are : 
1 . Unusually early appearance of the first cumu
lus clouds . This shows that very little heat is 
needed to set off thermals . 
2. The cu tops go shooting up quickly instead of 
growing gradually. This shows the air is particu
larly unstable, at least in the lower layers. 
3. The rising cu form narrow towers, the tops are 
well rounded but the bases do not stay flat for 
long. This suggests that although there is lots of 
energy available it is badly distributed. On good 
days the cu grow less rapidly and have broader 
longer lasting bases. 
4. Little lenticular caps ~pileus clouds) appear 
over the cu tops and are soon absorbed into the 
rising towers. Pileus are produced by air pushed 
up ahead of a rising thermal. They may even 
show up above a blue thermal. They are a good 
indication of very moist air aloft, air which needs 
little lifting to reach its condensation level. 
5. If the clear visibility allows you to see devel 
opments over hilly reg ions watch how things go 
over the mountains. Spreadout often develops 
first over mountains. The layer of clag extends 
over the plains a few hours later. 

Coping with spreadout 
I have never been successful on a spread out 

day; it is my usual excuse for landing out. 
However, the better pilots keep going for aston
ishing distances but they often make large di
versions from the direct track. If the cloud cover 
is not total one can : 
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1. Try the sunny edge. There is often good lift 
under the boundary clouds where the slanting 
rays of sun warm the ground under the edge of 
the sheet. 
2. While following this edge divert to any little 
puffs just off the main sheet. Surprising good lift 
occurs under rather scruffy bits of cloud within a 
mile of the main edge. 
3. If the route goes anywhere near a coastline or 
estuary try diverting nearer the sea. Approaching 
the coast is rather like going back in time ; one 
finds conditions as they were earlier in the day 
before the spreadout developed. 
4. Take any opportunity for a cloud climb. Strong 
thermals take cu tops well through the inversion 
and you may come out into dazzling blue skies 
several hundred feet above the cloud layer. This 
doesn't last long of course but such a climb can 
add many minutes to the glide. 
5. When down below the cloud sheet look out 
for any darker patches, especially if there are 
cloud fragments below the main base. In the very 
unstable air below spreadout one may encounter 
unsuspected thermals. These are easier to work 
higher up so it pays to take any lift available while 
still fairly high. 

Staying out of sink 
Avoiding sink is almost as important as find

ing good lift. If on a particular day most clouds 
give their best lift on the upwind and/or sunny 
side, then it is worth making a diversion to avoid 
the opposite end. Some pundits make a habit of 
curving round the dud bits when approaching a 
good looking cloud . Thus they get round 
Murphy's law which says that the direct track to 
the next lift shall always pass through sink. 

Here are some items to look for : 
1. Look at the cloudbase, especially at the down 
wind end of a cloud. Photos D and E were ta'ken 
about one minute apart. They show rapid decay 
at the left hand (downwind) end of a bank of cu
mulus. See how the cloudbase has become 
ragged with straggly bits hanging down. That 
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Fig 3 

section of cloud changed from looking good to 
total dispersal ,in less than five minutes. 
2. If you see tendrils hanging down compare their 
level with the general cloudbase. Tendrils wh ich 
go well down below the main base are usually 
good signs. Bad signs are tendrils which start 
far above the main base. These are just the rem
nants of a dying cu . See Fig 3. A shows tendrils 
below the main base; these are usually a good 
sign of lift. Sea breeze fronts and other conver
gence lines often look like this. B shows tendrils 
formed from a decay ing cloud ; they are mostly 
above the main cloudbase and almost invariably 
indicate sink. 

® 

® 

Fig4 

Fig 4 shows two kind of cloud step. A is the 
kind which has its best lift close to the step and 
under the higher base. Steps like this are caused 
by the conjunction of moister and drier patches 
of air. Dry air gives a higher cloudbase and bet
ter lift. 

In B the steps have been caused !by the top of 
the cloud being blown sideways by stronger 
winds aloft. When this happens the displaced 
top loses its lift and one must go to the main base 
to find the active thermals. This sounds confus
ing but one can usually spot the difference be
tween a step due to drier air and a step caused 
by the cloud top being blown sideways, 

Clouds with tails 
Horizontal tails to a cumulus cloud often show 

which end is subsiding. Photo 6 is one example 
of a cloud tail marking the declining side of a 
large cumulus. Fig 5(A) is a diagram of this cloud 
showing where a succession of cells were build
ing the right hand side but descent of air was 
suppressing the left side. Fig 5(6) is a sketch of 
photo F. Here there is a much shorter tai l. on the 
left where the cloud is dying . In the middle and 
towards ,the right there is a nice flat !base with lit
tle tendrils suggesting lift. 

Sloping (not horizontal) cloud tails can be an 
indication of cloud formed in rather strong winds 
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when a narrow thermal is torn away from the sur
face before it is big enough to produce a decent 
sized cumulus. This is illustrated in photo G 
which shows ragged cu marking the top of a ther
mal pulled off the ground before it was big 
enough to produce a good sized cloud. 

Photo H shows what happened when a turret 
of cumulus shot up too fast and started to evap
orate and fall back. See how the originally level 
cloudbase has been totally destroyed leaving 
only straggly bits. This photo was taken when 
the decay was almost complete but four minutes 
earlier the cloud had looked active and might 
have deceived many pilots. 

Blue holes 
It is apt to be disconcerting when one discov

ers that all the clouds in front have vanished leav
ing a great blue hole. Tlhere may be several 
reasons for such a gap: 
1. The area ahead may be low lying and too 
damp for thermals. Broader parts of the Severn 
or Thames valleys and the notorious Somerset 
Levels are examples of such dead areas. They 
are particularly bad after a wet spell. 
2. Sea air may have moved in from the coast. 
3. There may be a boundary between the moist 
cumulus filled air and much drier air which has a 
condensation level too high for cu. In this cas.e it 
should still be soarable in the blue. 
4. The inversion may have come down below 
the condensation level. There will probably be 
thermals in the blue but the lifl will be weaker 
since the depth of convection is less. If the tops 
of cumuli have been getting steadily lower it 
probably means the inversion has been coming 
down. 
5. The area may have been under fog in the early 
morning and the temperature has been slow to 
rise. It is risky to head out into such an area. 
Thermals form much later in areas which have 
been under fog at dawn. 
6. There may be a local area of unusually strong 
subsidence aloft inhibiting thermals. This is 
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rather uncommon and is described in the next 
paragraph. 

Localised subsidence 
Subsidence, the slow descent of air from a'loft, 

is common when anticyclones and ridges are 
developing. The process is impmtant because it 
produces a stable layer or inversion a few thou
sand feet above the surface. It is usually as
sumed that anticyclonic subsidence is seldom 
more than 3000ft/day. I believe subsidence can 
behave like sink between clouds. Sink is usually 
very gentle when averaged over a wide area but 
one may encounter small regions of much 
stronger sink. In the same way anticyclonic sub
sidence is normally far too gradual to be noticed' 
by an aircraft but there may be places where it is 
concentrated into a smaller area and then the 
sink is much more powertul. 

"Double Eagle", the first helium filled balloon 
to cross the Atlantic. encountered something of 
this sort when still west of Ireland. The crew saw 
a large circular hole in the solid stratocu sheet 
below. When the balloon (which had been above 
20000ft) passed over this blue hole it began a 
descent which could not be checked till it was 
down to 4000ft. They lost 15 0001t in under an 
hour despite dropping ballast. 
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Fig 6 

A similar kind of subsidence may occur over
land too producing a blue hole in the field of cu
mulus. Fig 6A is a sketch from high up looking 
down on such a blue hole. 6B shows a cross
section. If you arrive at the edge of a big blue 
hole ringed with cumuli think twice before press
ing on into the gap. Flying round the perimeter 
under lots of active clouds is quicker than head
ing out into the dead bit where you may become 
stuck low down in very weak lift. 

Since one rare l'Y knows just what has pro
duced a blue hole it frequently pays to divert 
round it if at all possible. I have known a pundit 
detour round three sides of a square rather than 
head out to an almost certain field landing in the 
blue. 

Closing thoughts 
Drawing lines on maps is a most valuable aid 

to navigation but one should not feel bound to 
fly rigidly along these lines. I suspect that one 
reason for the failure of early cross-country 
flights is that the pilot felt impelled to stick to the 
direct line. It is much more important to follow 
lines of energy and divert to the good Ilooking 
clouds and avoid the decaying bits. Try to stay 
high and take any strong lift you fly through even 
if you do not need a climb just then. 

Look at the clotJdbase rather than the top as 
you approach it. The nicely domed top of a cu
mulus may be offset from the place the next ther
mal enters the cloudbase. The lift you hope to 
find may not yet have produced its own dome. If 
you are already high look at the shadows on the 
ground. If the clolld shadow looks full of holes 
you are more likely to find sink than lilt under
neath it. 

Pundits who hurtle round triangles at speeds 
in excess of 1 OOkm/h know when they can safely 
ignore these kindergarten rules. They can nearly 
always retrieve an error by scraping up again 
from a low point. Speed lis a secondary consid
eration on early cross-countries and for these it 
pays to fly a winding track following the energy 
and staying high as long as ,possible. ICI 
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ANN EDWARDS 


I ''''W"' 'o""d gl'd'"g, "both my ,,,""t, 
are glider pilots, and early on concluded that one 
had to have the bug to fly, and that I did not have 
it. I gave up learning to glide at the age of 15, 
after a few training flights, while my brother went 
on to solo on his 16th birthday (sent by our in
structor mother). However, I always enjoyed the 
gliding world, and would sometimes crew for my 
parents, and have the occasional flight. 

Fifteen years 'later I decided to find out 
whether I could learn to glide. I booked a course, 
expecting to have an interesting week, at the 
end of which I would conclude it was not for me. 

So what got hold of me? I wish I knew. All I 
know is that on my second flight of a strangely 
deserted midsummer course at Sutton Bank I 
began enjoying the flying. Partly it was the reali
sation that the beautiful K-21 would fly herself in 
the still morning air. Years ago I had given up 
after a flight when I felt too much was demanded 
of me, had become tense and anxious and then 
felt airsick for the first time. During the course 
week I did feel queasy on one soaring flight, but 
managed to control it by relaxing and remem
bering to breathe. It was a marvellous week, my 
enthusiasm being shared by the only other 
course member. 

I went straight from Sutton Bank to the Long 
Mynd and joined the Midland GC, having re
cently moved to Shropshire. Two years later it 
seems I have the bug after all, spending most of 
my spare time and money on gliding. 

First there was the aim of going solo, to prove 
to myself that I could do it. This took almost a 
year and 99 launches. It took a long time to build 
up my confidence and believe that I could do this 
amazing thing. 

Eventually I was sent off alone in the K-13 on 
a hazy Sunday evening in May, after most mem
bers had gone home. Nobody remembered to 
mention that I would get a higher launch on my 
own, so I was surprised by having to use up a 
1000ft before starting the circuit. It took a dread
,fully long time. On the second flight I had time to 
enjoy the view before getting nervous again. I 
am glad I did the third flight, as I think I may have 
given up otherwise. Tlhe elation came later that 
evening. 

Now that I had gone solo I found that the goal 
posts had moved. I knew that I was at the begin
ning of learning, of wanting to fly well, to dance 
in the air alone. The Mynd is a beautiful place to 
fly, to be. I carried on, managing to fly solo every 
fortnight or so. Each flight felt a huge achieve
ment, as I still did not really believe I could do it. 
Sometimes it felt right. 

The day I was cleared to fly the K-8 for the first 
time I refused to go. It was late, I was tired and 
not in the mood. It was another month before I 
,flew the K-8, after several flights with a patient 
instructor. He would have sent me after one 
Iflight , but I asked for another during which I made 
a mess of things so had to have two more. By 
the time I did fly that afternoon I was happy and 
knew I could do it. 

The Mynd training system meant I was still on 
daily check flights, which I would sometimes fail. 
Gradually I learnt that if I expected to fail , then I 
WOUld, so I began trying to change my attitude. 
Also I realised that I was the only one demand
ing perfection , and giving myself a bad time for 

BEnERLATE 
THAN NEVER 
Ann Edwards was a gliding club child, enjoying the freedom 
and friendships of the airfield, but never in danger of being 
hooked ... that is until some years later 

Ann at the Long Mynd_ 

inaccurate flying. If I fretted about that poor turn, 
my attention was distracted from the next mo
ment of flying. I reflected on this over the winter, 
when I carried on flying but was usually ·staged 
out" by the weather conditions, so could only fly 
dual. How come I was still only stage two after 
soloing in May? Still, I had known it would take 
me a long time to learn, and I received a lot of 
encouragement. I decided to be more pragmatic 
and positive. After all, I now had 23 solos to my 
name. 

Last year was glorious for me, as I was not 
working during the summer and able to fly fre
quently. Moving from the frustations of stage two 
to stage three in March made all the difference, 
giving me more opportunity to fly solo. I was now 
able to enjoy the first day I flew solo without fly
ing dual first. This included dealing with two cir
cuit changes. 

I started monopolising the K-8s, having 
worked out that I would stay in one until forcibly 
removed. The circuits began clocking up. Then I 
began staying up, the first time as I was starting 
my fourth circuit and we stepped into a huge ther
mal. I could not get down from that flight and 
eventually had to use the airbrakes with deter
mination. Other firsts followed. 

My first solo wave flight was on a cloudless, 
golden evening with all the Welsh mountains 

clearly visible. My special delight was being 
alone, climbing gently towards the Stiperstones 
while the other gliders and hang gliders were 
ridge bound below me. I had only gone that way 
to avoid the huge gaggle, not feeling able to mix 
with them, and was about to head for home when 
I realised I was in reduced sink, similar in pat
tern to the narrow band further south, which had 
kept me airborne for half-an-hour until some
body else tried to join me. Why did I come down, 
while in cloudless wave with a work,ing baro
graph? I wondered about Silver height. But I was 
cold and tired after an earlier failed 5hr attempt. 

My first strong thermals tried to throw me out. 
II was happy to see that my automatic reaction 
was to bank the K-8 back in and keep her there. 
Then came the first longings to break the cord 
attaching me to the airfield, pointing away one 
day and knowing that I could do lit. Soon after 
that I went - my first cross-country and field land
ing south of Ludlow (at least it was one thermal 
away) . 

I was interested at how rapidly the overcon
vected area I had flown into cleared - it was sunny 
with lovely clouds again by the time I climbed out 
of the glider. So if I had hung around in that last 
bit of lift instead of pressing on ... I had not un
derstood the helpful hint over the radio from a 
friendly K-21. I looked at the glider in the field on 
a now perfectly soarable afternoon and did not 
mind a bit. After all the retrieves I have been on I 
was about to cause one to fetch me. a 
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IAN STRACHAN 


I,,,, Hollow,y', ,rtlo'. I, , tlme'y <eml"de' 
that adding what our sailing friends would call 
an outboard motor may save you from a field 
landing miles from base, but gives you a set of 
trickier decisions compared to a non-motorised 
glider, which you would have to land in that field. 
I' agree with Terry that if you intend to use the 
motor to rescue you from a field landing you 
should not scratch down to low level. I would go 
further and suggest that if you look like falling 
out of the sky you should alter course to stay 
over larger rather than smaller fields (airfields, 
landing strips and club sites are even better) , 
because if you really do have to give up, you 
have to concentrate on two things at once, both 
starting the motor and maintaining a safe field 
landing pattern. 

For starting the engine I always carry a check 
list in the cockpit (even more important with self
launchers) . Not that you should slavishly use the 
list when starting to the detriment of flying the 
glider, but at least you can refresh your memory 
before the critical moment if you wish ; there is, 
of course, no substitute for memorising the ac
tions . I divide the checks into two parts. 

If the engine does not start, a 
sensible circuit to the field 

must be continued as a first 
priority 

Part 1 is the "May have to land but I'm still try
ing to get away" bit. Here I carry out all of the 
pre-start checks it is possible to do before the 
stage that drag has to be added. These checks 
will include confirming that master switches and 
circuit breakers are on, fuel on, prime and, in the 
later turbos, ignition on (in earlier ones, ignition 
unfortunately inhibited pylon erection) . If you 
have a machine where the fuel syphons with the 
pylon down, you may then have to turn the fuel 
off again unless you are going to start pretty 
soon, but at least YOu will have primed. 

With a good long field selected and a position 
on the downwind leg higher than normal (or 
higher than this - you may have pushed under 
8/8 and it may be clear that it hasn't worked; you 
can then start straight away if you can't reach 
lift), you take the decision to start and launch 
into the second set of checks. These start with 
lowering the gear to avoid a panic later if you 
have trouble starting. In Schempp's turbo, a flick 
of the "erect" switch then starts the engine 
sequence, and as the engine is coming up you 
lower the nose to maintain speed and continue 
to concentrate on the field. I normally say to 
myself at this stage "Ignition, Fuel" and double 
check that they are really on. 

When the green "pylon up" light comes on (a 
bleeper would be better) you pull the decom
pressor handle, increase speed to 10kt, release 
the handle and you should hear a healthy roar 
from behind you. You slowly climb away, raise 
the gear, keeping your field (or at least a field) 
within landing range at all times. You should be 
soaring again in 5-1 Omin instead of sitting on 
the ground. 

If the eng ine does not start or, even worse, 

SAFETY IN 
POWERED SAILPLANES 

Ian Strachan has written this to complement Terry IHolioway's 
article on turbo operations in the last issue, p74, and spells out 
his vital actions for field landings and engine starts 

runs roughly, a sensible circuit to the field must then turn on the fuel and ignition and then prime. 
be continued as a first priority while you do brief What a waste of valuable time and height in a 
checks for cock-ups such as ignition or fuel. If in high-drag configuration! Often flight manual ap
any doubt, you must go for the field and not keep proach speeds are too low for turbulent condi
fiddling with the engine; your life may depend on tions at low level, particularly if your machine 
it. I never try and retract the engine unress I am has an ASI pressure error in the wrong sense. 
very high (say above 1500ft), and this is even When did you last stall your machine with the 
more important with single-seater self-launch engine out? Does it drop a wing, and is the stall 
ers such as the PIK 20E and OG-400 since you masked by turbulence from a dead motor? You 
have to fiddle to get the prop vertical. It follows ought to know. And a few knots more (within rea
that you must have practised this regularly; the son) before you release the decompressor will 
first time you land with the engine out and dead give you a better chance of starting a turbo; re
should not be in a field! member that kinetic energy is a speed squared 

Practise, practise, practise, both normal starts function so the difference between 60 and 10kt 
and circuits and landings with the engine out , gives you 36% more windmill starting energy. 
having simulated a start failure . Safety starts Of course Terry is right to encourage manu
with keeping a close monitor on engine matters. facturers to introduce single-action starting ; I 
Find out why your partner had difficulty in start have been pushing this for years for self-launch
Ing; was it a failure to switch something' on , or ers but industry seems to be pretty obtuse. To 
should the plugs be replaced? Pay attention at be fair , it's not as straightforward as it sounds 
the 01. People have taken off with fuel vents but a special "auto-start" switch should be pos
taped up or, in one case, with the propeller sible in addition to the normal system. Maybe 
blades taped together after a long trailer jour the certification agencies (LBA, FM, eM, and 
ney! I always like a lot of fuel in the tank; no sense bodies such as OSTIV and the BGA Safety 
in worrying if you have enough (remember the Panel) should take a hand. Perhaps pilots and 
adage about old pilots or bold pilots) . Also, with syndicates ordering such machines should in
turbos, before setting off from base, if you can sist, too. 
run the engine for a short time (I use 1 min) it Purists like JJ'may not approve of all this (see 
sharpens up your checks, primes the fuel lines the last issue, p69) , but those fortunate enough 
and validates the system. to have a powered sailplane will be able to ex

Unfortunately, flight manual information often tend their soaring compared to what they would 
does not help, since it seems to be designed have achieved before. And I always thought that 
around tests at height in smooth air. Typically soaring was the prime aim of our sport. Perhaps 
the manual tells you to erect the engine and only I'm a purist after ali! II 
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PLATYPUS 


TAIL 
FEATHERS 

A Classical Classic 
Thoughts Arising 

I, the "". whot we ,"II """"'m (e, 
Mozart's ,formal, controlled, impeccable taste) 
gave way to romanticism (eg Tchaikovsky's un
restrained imagination and self-expression). In 
cross-country gliding it has been the other way 
round: the glory of the undeclared, improvised, 
downwind dash, often along a rugged coastline 
to an unknown destination, has given way to the 
highly organised - detractors would say regi
mented - closed circuit. I chose a 1957 piece by 
Tony Deane-Drummond (See S&G Classic in 
this issue) because, in describing not one but 
four new closed circuit records in a short period, 
it was a bugle call announcing the beginning of 
a new era. 

The 18 metre Skylark 3 had only been around 
for little over a year, its predecessor the 15 metre 
Skylark 2 a little longer. Their laminar flow wings 
represented a great leap forward from the 1930s 
Olympia and Weihe and their British post war 
derivatives, the Gull 4 and the Sky . Immense 
cruising speeds like 60kt were now possible
though at that speed the glide angle was less 
than half what modern gliders achieve. 

DO's speeds and distances should be seen in 
the context of a handicap rating of 84 for the 
Skylark 3 compared with 94 for the K-23 , in which 
Dunstable pilots nowadays do their first solo. 
(The Olympia is rated 70, Weihe and Sky 76.) 

By the way , DO was himself instrumental in 
creating the basis of the present handicapping 
system, about which there is currently some con
troversy in this magazine - as there always will 

I wrote a limerick. 

be. I wrote a limerick for S&G that would be re 
garded today as unacceptably sexist : 

A wily old buzzard called DO 
has balanced the slow and the speedy 
I say do it for girls 
and give diamonds and pearls 
to the plain and the fat and the weedy 

Nevertheless, gliders were no longer bal
loons. A farsighted article in the London Gliding 
Club Gazette by Frank Foster', who took the 
1OOkm triangular speed record to 37mph shortly 
after DO's record, flying from Dunstable in his 
Skylark 2, exhorted his fellow-members to learn 
to fly into wind. But they would have to give up 
that ingrained habit of hangiflg on to lift until it 
turned into sink, and learn to fight. As DO's arti
cle exhorts, you must always look for better lift. 
The members shuddered with horror at the hard 
work and the risk of landing out entailed by such 
bold tactics, and continued to draw lines from 
Houghton Regis cement works to Plymouth, the 
exact requirement for a Diamond goal, while 
waiting for the Scandinavians to bend the iso
bars our way. 

Nearly all the great romantic howldunits of the 
1950s involved massive climbs In cu-nims . By 
contrast only one of DO's four record flights de
pended on cloud flying, this on a very still day. 
Flying in cloud was enormously popular in the 

--:::-:.----.,., 

Provided you didn't Ice up. 

1950s and 1960s. One felt that people treated 
the choice of artificial horizon as much more im
portantthan getting the right vario. Rates of climb 
in cloud were better, and you got seven-league 
boots to cross big gaps - provided you didn't ice 
up. However cloud flying is another romantic ac
tivity, best suited to downwind flights in unre
stricted airspace. It's much less use when you 
are butting into wind, since as we all know wind 
inGreases with height; and it's a nuisance when 
you need to make precision approaches to turn
ing points. 

Deaf to the clarion 
One might have expected competitions and 

badge flying from 1957 onwards to have been 
utterly transformed by Tony Deane-Drummond's 
achievements. Not a bit of it. Amongst 99% of 
the fraternity the bugle call fell on cloth ears. 
Everyone still wanted to balloon to Cornwall in a 
brisk north-easterly. (I nearly said "everyone and 
his wife" but I believe that it was the wives who 
finally put an end to free distance flying as a way 
of life, by rationing the amount of retrieving they 
were prepared to do.) Even four years later little 
progress towards the classical future had been 
made. The notorious though hugely enjoyable 
1961 Nationals sent bleary pilots towards Land's 
End repeatedly with a helpful breeze at their 
backs, and exhausted crews consoled them
selves with the prospect of yet another cream 
tea if they didn't fall asleep and jack-knife on the 

'Killed in 1958 in a midair collision between an Italian 
fighter and the Viscount airliner Which he was piloting. 

way. Finding Land's End was easy: the most im
portant navigational skill involved in was know
ing the precise location of all-night garages 
between Dartmoor and Stonehenge during the 
long drive back. British task-setters were the 
world's most sophisticated (they had to be) so 
why did they allow it? 

Well, lots of reasons, really. First, many pilots 
entering the Nationals in those days had never 
achieved 300kms. One important function of a 
championships in those days was to help peo
ple get their badges, and there was no doubt that 
the chance of their getting badges was a lot eas
ier if you just let them wander off downwind. 
Secondly, petrol used on retrieves was sub
sidised by a tax rebate (the equivalent for glider 
pilots of a similar subsidy on fuel for light avia
tion) so cost was not the deterrent that it would 
otherwise have been. Thirdly, the into-wind soar
ing capabilities of many pilots, even in Skylark 
3s, were not highly thought of, and quite rightly. 
From the times taken to complete downwind 
tasks, subtracting the wind component, one can 
see that many people barely achieved 15kt in 
still air. Their hopes of going very far into any 
reasonable wind were clearly slim. 

However 1961 led to a backlash. "We wanna 
come home!" cried the pilots and crews. So in 
1962 at Aston Down we saw the first 300km tri
angle task in a Nationals, and almost every pilot 
completed it, even if some took ten hours and 
arrived after the finish line had been rolled up.' 
The classical revolution had finally reached the 
masses. 

Some took ten hours. 

But that was five long years after DO showed 
the way. 

Getting it up and Pullen 
I can confidently predict that this current debate 
about motors in gliders started by Chris Pullen 
will run and run (which is more than you can say 

'Astonishingly, but I feel significantly too , Philip Wills 
was amongst the few wno landed out on that great day. 
He then, from near to bottom on day two, fought hiS 
way up to 3rd place at the end of the Champs. On a 
free distance day when many of his rivals had chosen 
to go north-west into Wales. he threaded his way down 
the north Devon coast in an inspired gamble - there 
was simply more land in that direction and more to play 
for - and at a stroke regained several hundred points. 
It was a very popular result. Everyone loves a roman
tic. 

Of course it simply would not be possible these days 
to fly a single Nationals speed task so brilliantly as to 
gain hundreds of paints and wipe out the effect of an 
outlanding. Winning by not losing (George Moffat) epit
omises the classical age. Out of Philip Wills's aware
ness of how the spirit of championship flying was 
changing was born Competition Enterprise. 
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about the engines upon which some pilots have 
staked their life savings, not to mention their 
lives) until Madame Editor calls a halt. The John 
Jeffries school of thought, now publicly mooted, 
is that is that a bit of risk and fear is essential to 
the pleasure of the whole gliding experience. 

After much philosophical discussion on this 
issue, helped along with rice wine, my Chinese 
soaring friend Lao Tao, distantly related to 
Confucius, said to me enigmatically one 
evening: 

"Going cross-country with engine is like mak
ing love with condom; is only exciting if gadget 
fails at critical moment" 

Puzzled, I said "Sorry, but I don't get it: 
"Ah so. If you no get it you no need to worry." 
Inscrutable, these wise men of the East. 

Fine Feathers Make Fine 
Birds: who says? 

Damn. I have been meaning for years to expati
ate in this column on the subject of gliding 
clothes but have never got around to it, and now 
in the last issue, p90, Terry Hurley has gone and 
done a splendid job. Indeed he has uttered what 
one could call the last word on the topic, except 
that Platypus can always use his privileged po
sition to have the last word . (Rubbish, the editor 
has the last word and don't you forget it. ED.) 
Anyway Terry has provoked me into unburden
ing myself of some gripes that have been accu
mulating in my wardrobe for years on the dearth 
of decent gliding clobber. 

The Babygro solution 
An Australian pilot who had' done 1000km re

commended to me the idea of donning a one-

A one-piece garment. 

piece garment for very long flights, sinCe a belt, 
or any waistband tight enough to hold up the 
trousers in vertical mode, is bad for circulation , 
ventilation and comfort generally . I'm sure he 
was right. So the next season back in Blighty I 
decided to buy some neat overalls. The trouble 
is, either they look military (and the British, 
though proud of their armed services when they 
need them, don't care for civilians dressing up in 
quasi-military gear, unlike middle European 
countries where citizens who wish to get any re
spect dress like field-marshals) or, worse still, 
you look as if you are delivering heating oil. I 
haven't worn my very practical dark green 
Millett's overalls since the time I wandered into 
the bar and a national coach, whose foghorn 
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voice makes 720 channel radio redundant, bel
lowed that the man from Dynarod drain-clearing 
service had just arrived in his Noddy suit. He's 
lucky I wasn't the man from Dynarod, I thought 
behind clenched teeth ... 

That's the problem - any attempt to break the 
dress code, which is pure scruff (re-read T 
Hurley Esq for a vivid and accurate portrayal) 
is sabotaged by ridicule and coarse laughter. 
Under a deluge of sneers one reverts to the stan
dard uniform, which is to say, anything so long 
as it doesn't look like a uniform, and on no ac
count looks as if any intentional style or dress 
consciousness had gone into it. 

Air pockets 
So I gave up wearing overalls, except for fet

tling, of which everybody knows I do the abso
lute minimu[n, and instead reverted to jeans; for 
the top half I bought from one of our foremost 
aviation suppliers a quilt-'Iined jacket - so sman 
that my tall, beautiful and elegant daughter has 
asked me for one the next time I may be feeling 
generous and paternal. But the silly garment has 
side pockets that are small and shallow, and the 
pocket openings are almost vertical, so they are 
not fit ,for any purpose than to stuff one's hands 
in, like a union picket trying to keep warm during 
a strike vigil. The moment you sit in a modern 
glider - or get under the wing to do a bit of tap 

Got under the wing. 

ing - your keys, money. and Swiss army knife 
all spill out. as does a fair amount of bad lan
guage. Gliding clothes need rea/pockets for con
taining things, not trendy, stylish gashes. They 
should be large, zippable, easy to get at in the 

air and plentiful, both on the inside and outside 
of the garment. Yes. I know the RAF flying-suit 
is ~deal , but I've already mentioned the cultural 
reasons why that is a no-no. 

The style that conceals style 
I' Ihave found a mail order firm in Scotland that 

makes clothes, mainly weatherproof outdoor 
stuff, both lightweight and heavy, to any specifi
cation, and will try sending them my measure
ments (which should be good for a laugh) and a 
list of desiderata. Ilike the patent Platypockets , 

Revolution in gliding aHlre. 

not to mention easy-access two-way flies, which 
I won't go into, not here anyway. The bit that will 
puzzle them is when I specify that, to save me 
the embarrassment of entering the bar in this 
getup for the first time , they should a) ensure 
that it is a very bad fit - which is no problem, just 
make it a good fit for someone of normal shape; 
b) tear and repair it in various places and finally 
c) cover it in little black rings to simulate the ef
fect of greasy wing-root fittings after a hamfisted 
derig. These rings, cunrlingly overlapping, could 
well look Ilike the Olympic Games [notif or an 
Audi badge, but they would have to look acci
dental, which demands real skill. Ars ce/are 
artem, as they are always saying in the 
Highlands. which means, we knew the English 
were crazy and don't forget to add 100% to the 
bill, Hamish. 

It will be a long, uphill struggle, but I will know 
that I have effected a revolution in gliding attire 
when people sidle up to me and ask, without a 
trace of a snigger, for the name of my tailor. 
That'll be the day. II 

MAIDEN FLIGHT OF THE DG-800 


The DG-800's maiden flight was by Gerhard Glaser, president of Glaser-Dirks. This 18m self-launch
ing motor glider uses the same engine as the DG-400 with such noise level modifications as a glass
fibre reinforced plastic propeller and a noise damping fairing around the engine. The powerful engine 
ensures short take-off distances and high climb rates. 
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A. J. DEANE-DRUMMOND 


;s It t 
eLI SIC 
CHOSEN BY PLATYPUS 

Tony Deane-Drummond (alias DD or D
squared) Is a remarkable man who appears 
to have had his nerves surgically removed at 
birth. His book Return Ticket describes, 
amongst other wartime adventures, two es
capes after being captured: one scene that 
particularly sticks In my mind describes how 
he edged his way along the narrow, crum
bling stone parapet of an Italian hospital sev
eral floors up. The tricky bit, he says, was 
getting around the corner ... He also became· 
famous for having lived undetected in a 
German officer's cupboard for nine days dur
ing an escape following ,the battle of Arnhem. 

Some 25 years after this I was about to take 
my Dart 17 into the last usable cloud one 
soggy Nationals day, looked down and saw 
a very asymmetrical K-Se about to enter the 
same cloud. "There's a K-S below me with 
half a wing missing" I told the world, only 
slightly exaggerating, as I spiralled up Into 
the murk. "Don't worry, old boy, I'm quite OK" 
came Deane-Drummond's reassuring voice 
as he followed me In. From the tops of our 
respective cloud climbs he got further down 
track than I did, and I do not care to remem
ber at what point he overtook me. He had had 
one mid air In cloud that day already and Fate 
had clearly decided that one was enough to 
be going on with. 

"Return Ticket'· is out of print but Tony's 
autobiography "Arrow of Fortune" is published 
by Leo Cooper. 
(This article is from S&G, August 1957, p206.) 

1. ,,,blem 01 ,,'oelio, ";ao,l" to ,lIde 
round in southern England is quite difficult. 
Experience has shown that the sea breeze effect 
may completely clamp down unstable air within 
30 to 40 miles of the coast by 6pm. From Lasham 
this means it is unwise to go south of a line east 
and west through Salisbury after 4pm. For a 
300km triangle the same effect from the Bristol 
Channel' deadens the air as far east as 
Cirencester, as I have found to my cost on two 
or three previous occasions. 

The other two main factors are the airways 
and the excellent thermals usually found over 
Salisbury Plain and the Marlborough Downs. 
There is no difficulty about a 1 OOkm triangle, but 
the 200 and 300km triangles both probably in
vo'ive crossing the airway between London 
Airport and Bristol. 

Good Friday was a glider pilot's dream day. 
Well spaced summer cumulu's were forming all 
over the sky by 8.30am. The forecast was ex
cellent and ,included a slackening wind, and this 
persuaded me to try the 300km triangle. I had 
planned many of these beforehand, but the 15kt 

FOU,RFLIGHTS 
FROM LASHAM 
Lt Col Tony Deane-Drummond describes how he broke four 
UK records in four flights from Lasham within a few weeks in 
his Skylark 3. The first was a 300km triangle at an average 
speed of 32mph, and the others a 100km triangle at 32mph, an 
O/R of 197km at 33mph to Kidderminster and a 200km triangle 
at 37.84mph 

Anna Deane-Drummond, aged 23 months, Is 
as glider-minded as her parents, who hold 
five UK gliding records between them. 

north-west wind made me shorten the northern 
leg as much as possible . I declared Kingham 
junction (near Stow-on-the-Wold) and Castle 
Cary, and was towed off at 10.32am. 

It was soon obvious that we had started too 
early, although the conditions had looked so 
wonderful from the ground. It was quite difficult 
to stay aloft at all, and at one point, while north 
of Basingstoke, I decided to return to Lasham 
and start again . On the way back we hit a strong 
thermal about half a mile from Lasham at about 
400ft which soon pushed us up to cloudbase 
over the airfield at 11 am. From here it was mod
erately easy to keep going slowly north and it 
was 1220 when we were just north of Wantage. 
This was an average of only 15mph, but from 
this point conditions rapidly improved and it was 
quite easy to average about 40mph for the rest 
of the trip. Thermals were not very strong but 

built up to about 8-1 Oft/sec near cloudbase at 
about 5000ft during the latter part of the flight. 
Visibility was stupendous and the clouds were 
obligingly arranged at three to five mile intervals 
all along the course. 

Easter Sunday also looked a good day, al
though the sky was over full with cumulus. After 
some playful banter at the launch point, I de
clared a 1 OOkm triangle, Thruxton, Welford. A 
rather low cartow put us in rather a bad p:lace 
and it took 1 Omin to get up to 1000ft. From then 
on it was plain sailing (soaring?) and all the 
clouds downwind of the patches of sunshine 
proved workable. The speed from take-off to 
landing was 32mph. 

The air was dead still on Saturday, June 1, 
and the forecast included well-spaced cumulus 
to 12 OOOft, although the first puffs were not ex
pected to start forming before 11.30am. In spite 
of this late start it looked like a good long dis
tance OIR day and I declared Kidderminster. 
The take-off was at 1218 into a sky full of cumu
lus, all formed during the previous 30min. 
Already some of the cloud tops were up to 8
9000ft. The first quarter of an hour after release 
was a bit tricky, but soon the clouds were speed
ing me on my way, and enabled me to fly through 
the airway well clear of any clouds. Cloudbase 
was rising and was now about 5000ft asl, but un
fortunately cloud tops were also coming down, 
and by Little Rissington Airfield the sky ahead 
appeared completely blue. The lower levels 
below about 3000ft were extremely hazy andl 
limited visibility to about five miles. At this stage 
I thought that I had overcalled my hand and so 
did David Carrow who had declared' the same 
task. David made sure of his Gold badge by 
photographing Edgehill and then flying to Great 
Yarmouth. 

The saving grace du ~ing this part of the flight 
were the thermals which continued to blow up to 
5500ft at a maximum of about 5ft/sec. Near the 
top of the climb a small cap of cumulus formed 
for a few minutes before dissolving. 

Over Evesham the sky cleared completely 
and visibility was now at least 20-30 miles. In the 
distance about 20 miles away and as far beyond 
as I could see, the sky was studded with fair
weather cumulus. Fortunately the edge of this 
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line passed right over Kidderminster. There was 
a west wind blowing at about 10kt between 
Evesham and Kidderminster and may have ac
counted for the clearing of the haze. Having 
climbed up to 5500 again we had to go back 
across the 20 mile cloudless strip to reach the 
occasional puff which was forming over the edge 
of the Cotswolds. Once again visibility came 
down to about five miles and somehow I failed 
to allow for the wind until I saw a factory chim
ney near Upper Heyford with the smoke stream
ing off horizontally . The base of the puffs of 
clouds was now up to 6000ft and ,I, could see the 
gliders of the Oxford Club apparently stationary 
in the middle of Weston-on-Ihe-Green airfield. 

A'II the way back from Kidderm inster I rather 
expected that my last glide was about to take 
place and this particularly applied from Weston 
to the south. A thermal from Mount Farm pushed 
me up again and gave me enough height to get 
to Hampstead Norris. From here two more ther 
mals enabled me to reach Lasham at 6.15pm. 
The average speed for 197 miles was about 
33mph. 

Sunday, June 2, was another very hazy and 
still day, although cloud tops were predicted to 
go higher after starting to form at 11 am. By noon, 
large cumulus was seen allover the sky , and I 
declared a 200km triangle with Shaftesbury and 
Grove Airfield (near Wantage) as the TPs. The 
aerotow queue was very long, so I took winch 
launches instead, the second of which proved 
successful. At 1228 I was observed over the air
field and soon climbed to 900011 in a large cu 
mulus three miles to the west. Over Salisbury I· 
wasted nearly 30min trying one cloud after an
other , until a really good one pushed me up to 
12000ft. We arrived over Shaftesbury at 900011 
and completed the photog'raphy from between 
two clouds , losing 150011 in the process. One 
more cloud took us up to 900011 near 
Warminster, and this enabled me to glide to 
Marlborough, which I reached at 500011. The 
cloud here went to nearly 10000ft and -t he flight 
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across the airway to Grove was then easy. After 
doing the photography again I climbed up to 
nearly 9000ft north of the airfield . This was more 
than necessary to get back, but there was a large 
cloud between Wantage and Lasham in the mid
dle of the airway which would mean a diversion 
to get round . In the end I had to fly back along 
my original course to Membury Airfield where a 
wide strip of clear air led back to Lasham. The 
course was 140 miles round and the diversion 
added another ten miles to this. 

The speed on this flight was about 38mph . 
But for the hold-up at Salisbury and the diver
sion , the speed would have been about 45mph , 
which perhaps demonstrates the value of cloud 
flying . 

It is interesting to reflect what speeds are pos
sible for triangular courses on good days in 
England . Provided all goes well, a speed ap
proaching 50mph should:be possible for 100km, 
something like 45 for 200km and 40mph for a 
300km triangle. There are plenty of pilots well 
able to match these performances and I hope I 
will be forgiven if I end on a note of advice. Any 
cross-country flight must be regarded as a hunt 
for the strongest thermals. Provided you have 
the height, it is well worth while try ing several 
clouds in turn until the strong thermal turns up. 
Flying the glider at its best speed naturally helps, 
but the aim must be to make the best use of the 
strongest possible thermals. Experience will tell 
you when you have gone low enough. Otherwise 
you will land - which will be a pity - but not ~ 
fault. a 

GLIDER ~~ PILOTS 
~~~ 


one minut:e puzzle 
- find the hidden sentence 

ACROSS: I. Formerly used by monarchs instead of ' I' (2) 1. Reverse era (3) 

5. Take 'or' from 'other ' (3) 7. Change or adaption ( 10) 11. Experts in their field ( I I ) 


DOWN: 2. Et cetera (3) 4. To wander (4) 5. Flip (4) 6. A college (4) 

8. Cleopatra's killer (3) 9. Light-emitting diode (3) 10. Beer (3) 1 I. Inquire (3) 


12. Extrasensory Perception (3) 14. Not out (2) 

"There is no puzzle - we are the specialists." 
Quiz Sue on 0180 705749 for details 

FULL TIME RESIDENTIAL COURSES FOR CONVERSIONS 

SLMG to PPL(A) Cost £:850 inc VAT SILVER (C) to PPL(A) Cost £:1.450 inc VAT 


ABSOLUTELY NO EXTRAS 
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Pop-Top Glider Pilots Parachute 
State of the art in emergency parachutes 
The Pop-Top. External seated pilotchute providing the fastest possible deployment. iJ:

iHOMAS • Fully encased risers msulting in a snag free parachute container system. 
Steerable parachutes in a range of sizes to suit all sizes of pilots. ~~. 

~.	 Soft, slim line design for the ultimate in comfort 
British built , quality assured to BS 5750 
Reliability, comfort and efficiency when it matters 

THOMAS Sports Equipment Limited 
Lofty's Loft· Pinfold Lane· Bridlington· North Humberside· Y016 5XS • Telephone: 0262 678299 

WINCHING WIRE 
• 	 Available in stranded cable 4mm, 

4.5mm and 5mm diameter 
• 	 High tensile galvanised steel 
• 	 Special coated wire for use on 

·runway 
• 	 Tost release rings and weak links 

and splicing ferrules available 
• 	 Also cable parachutes and shock 

absorber ropes 

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs 
supplied by glider pilot 

DAVID GARRARD 
Bridge Works. Gt Barford. Bedford 

Tel: 0234 870401 

GLIDIN:G CLOTHING 
Keep cool in summer and warm in 
winter by wearing BGA T-Shirts or 

Sweat Shirts from the exclusive 
Whispering Wings range. (Sizes 
available to fit all glider pilots .) 

Promote your sport whilst wearing 
these attractive and excellent quality 

c'lothes. 

Tel the BGA on 0533531051 for 
information on all our items in the 
shop - AccessNisa Credit Card 

bookings accepted. 

INTENSIVE S·DAY COURSES 

IN MOTOR GLIDERS 


Suitable for all levels of experience. Convert 

your Silver C inlo a PPL SLMG or get a fast 


start on bosic tuition . Ground instruction 

provided. 


YORK GLIDING CENTRE 

Rufforth Airfield, York Y02 3QA 


Tel: 0904 83694 

ZULU GLASSTEK LTD 
* High quality repairs completed on time 
* General maintenance and instrument installation
* We supp1ly Garmin 100 GPS, Bohli Compasses, R C 

Allen horizons, new altimeters, hard seals, instrument 
accessories, tapes & polishes 

Pete Wells 
Workshop & Fax Office 
08444 4345 08444 3036 

VARCOM SAILPLANE COMPUTERS 
In 1991 two out of three British national and four regional competitions 

were won by pilots using the Varcom Computer Vario System 

FOR 1992 SYSTEMS INCORPORATE: 

• Three fold speed increase for faster and smoother vario response 
• Dual damping for cruise and climb 
• 	 ASI auto-calibration 
• Altimeter-based climb averages 
• Barograph and camera monitoring by system clock 

Continuing support philosophy means that 1992 upgrades are available to existing customers. 

fIDRIm\!li,OOO IJl1ill[i1]!] REIGATE, SURREY RH2 gYRo TEL: 07:r1 247571 FAX: r::J7:r1 223475 A SYSTEM WHICH BENEFITS THE CROSS-COUNTRY PILar 
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II 

TWO 
RETRIEVE 

STORIES 

Has anyone seen my 
glider? 

John with the replica of his trailer. 

A.""P of i"'''pid Gly"dw' Soao". CI"b 
pilots were on the annual expeditionltask week 
at Aston Down and for John Dean the aim was 
Silver distance. 

The promising day arrived when the thermals 
were bubbling and every piece of wood and 
glass that resembled a glider took to the air. This 
included John in his Pirat who could be seen 
climbing steadily under a large cloud in the vicin
ity of Cirencester. 

With nothing else to fly the syndicate partners, 
Dave Horgan and Roy Francis, set about the 
serious task of sunbathing whilst awaiting the 
return of their aircraft complete with John's 
happy smiling face . Their peace was shattered 
by a member saying that John had phoned 
through directions for a retrieve. 

The duo set off in the direction of Cirencester 
and soon arrived at the location. This would nor
mally have been the end of the tale except they 
were in a thick wood at the end of a private drive. 

They went back to the main road and contin
ued the search, eventually finding John running 
towards them along the A419. "Come on, it's just 
along this road" he said . What he didn't admit 
was that he had gone cross-country to find a 
phone and by now his bearing had become a 
little confused. 

After a long time driving aroundJhe outskirts 

June/July 1992 

of Cirencester during the rush hour, their 
patience running out, Dave and Roy headed to 
the nearest far!m building in the direction of 
Cirencester and at last the plane was found. 

Since it was about two miles from Aston Down 
everyone taking a late launch had probably mar
velled at a white car and trailer weaving its way 
round the countryside carefully avoiding the field 
with the glider. 

1m memorium to this frequently recited tale at 
the club , John was presented with a replica of 
his trailer complete with recovery aids such as 
Sat-Nav, night flares , radar, flashing beacons 
and emergency food rations. 
GEOFF HOLLAND 

A Ticket To Land 

L0". My"d ~Io' Simo" Adla", 'aod,d i" 
trouble with the police when he got a motoring 
ticket . .. for making a field landing. 

Stunned Simon, 24, who was attempting an 
early season cross-country OIR to Sleap had 
landed his LS-4 near Shrewsbury, when a pass
ing police car drove into the field. 

The police constable handed Simon a 
HO/RT1 road traffic ticket to produce his flying 
documents at his local police station within 
seven days. But because the PC did not know 
what documents a pilot should have, he had to 
ask Simon what documents he could produce. 

"I couldn't believe it. It was so funny. He asked 
me what documents I should have, then gave 
me a normal motoring ticket and told me to pro
duce it with my flying documents within the next 
seven days", said Simon. 

Simon Adlard. 

"A retrieve crew had dismantled the glider 
when the police car arrived. I landed about three 
hours earlier when the February soaring condi
tions died. 

"I had told the farmer what had happened, and 
he was happy, but apparently someone had 
seen the glider come down and contacted the 
police. When I went to ·the police station they 
thought the whole thing was very funny. They 

were roaring with laughter", he added. 
A spokesman for West Mercia Police at 

Shrewsbury said "I think the PC was probably 
doing a belt and braces job. There was no need 
to issue a ticket. We would normally request ver
bally to see any document carried by a pilot who 
has to make an emergency landing in a field." 
ALISTAIR SELF 

OVERSWNEWS 

Please send news and exchange copies of 
Journals to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's 
Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, England 

SEBRING SOARING CENTRE 
Derek and Elsie Johnson from the UK are re
opening the Sebring Soaring Centre on Sebring 
Airport, Florida, USA, starting with a Grob 103 
and a K-6E and hopes to expand the fleet. 

They have two 5000 by 300ft runways and a 
lot of open space. To start with they will auto tow 
but have plans for aerotowing in the near future. 

Sebring started in 1978 and became quite an 
international site with a good mix of badges 
being claimed. Since then the area has devel
oped rapidly with many good hotels and restau
rants. Orlando attractions are some 80 miles to 
the north. 

The soaring season is a split affair. Conditions 
become consistently good in late September 
until mid-June with mainly colder, blue days 
around December. Summer tends to become 
too convective, although there are some good 
days. 

For further details write to Derek and Elsie at 
Sebring Soaring Centre Inc, 124 Authority Lane, 
Sebring, Florida 33870, USA, tel (813) 6551060. 
But remember they are five hours behind the UK. 

GLIDING IN ISRAEL 
There are four gliding clubs in Israel. Their loca
tions are : south of the town of Ein Shemer; near 
Hadera; near the old town of Megido; and the 
northernmost, on the shores of Lake Galilee. 

GLIDING IN PORTUGAL 
Gliding is beginning to take off again in Portugal, 
after several years of government-induced stag
nation. There are five gliding sites, of which the 
largest (six gliders and two motor gliders) is : Aero 
Club de Portugal, Voo a Vela, Rua General 
Pimentaa da Castro 4C, Areiro, 1700 LISBON 
(tel: 01 -805317). 

EAST GERMAN TERRITORIES 
The local airways and height restrictions over 
the former East German territories have been 
abolished at weekends, to the great relief of local 
glider pilots . Also, the old Air Defence 
Identification Zone (ADIZ). 

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The dates of the 1995 World Championships in 
New Zealand are January 7-21,1995, with a 
training period beginning on January 1. II 
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TERRY HURLEY 


I"me io ''Om the Mi,e "d the ,I." ot the 
field into the cave-like quiet of the hangar and 
was instantly aware of the thing hanging up on 
the back wall like an enormous dead trophy. It 
looked the way you'd imagine the original bat 
out of hell would have looked, with widespread 
scalloped wings and long, loosely trailing tail- a 
creature of mottled bones and ragged skin . 

Somebody walked in behind me. I turned and 
saw who it was. 

"Glad you're here," he said cheerfully. "You 
can give me a hand to get that down from the 
wall and rigged." 

"Rigged?" I said. "What it needs is a decent 
burial." 

He took off his jacket and folded it tidily on the 
wing of a Bocian. 

"What is it anyway?" I added. 
"The Hawk", he said, and in the tone of his 

voice capital letters were implied. "That is an ab
solutely accurate replica of Percy Pilcher's origi
nal flying machine. You're looking at aviation 
history there. And the local museum has let me 
borrow it for the weekend." 

It was difficult to believe 
anybody could be that 

desperate for flight 

"You mean a thing like that actually flew?" 'For 
a child of the jet age it was difficult to believe that 
anybody could ever have been that desperate 
for flight. 

"It will be a lot better when we've 'rigged it," he 
said defensively, like a man telling you that a 
plain girl looked okay with her make-up on. So 
we enlisted a couple of helpers from the bottom 
of the flying list and carried the thing out into the 
sunlight where I could see that it was only bam
boo and canvas rather than skin and awful 
bones. 

Rigging turned out to be a complex process 
depending on systems of cords and tight lacing 
tricky enough to cause us a deal of inventively 
bad 'language. Finally the assemblage seemed 
complete and sat balanced on two tiny yellow 
wheels that could have come from a toy train, its 
wings poised at an improbably high angle of 
attack. 

''There!'' he said proudly, as he cautiously in
sinuated his thirteen stones through the historic 
puzzle of wood and wire, to emerge sweating 
but smiling over the top of the wings, enmeshed' 
in cords and buckles like a happy bondage 
fetishist. He hitched up his trousers and took 
hold of the twin polished wooden handgrips; the 
two helpers steadied the wingtips; I grasped the 
tail; one of those people who believe life is a 
spectator sport started a video camera; and we 
moved slowly on to the field like a bunch of inex
perienced bridesmaids carrying a particularly 
awkward train. 

"Where's the wind?" the pilot asked, and at 
that point I realised with horror that he intended 
to fly the contraption. Until then I'd regarded the 
affair as nothing more perilous than a photo
opportunity, perhaps a space filler for some local 
paper a bit short on marriages and births. 

THE UNBREAKABLE 
HAWK 
Terry Hurley describes what happened when a Coventry GC 
member tried to fly a Percy Pilcher replica with a lot of help 
from his friends 

"Oy!" I called from the back end. "Don't you 
know Pilcher got killed flying this." 

He waved' the remark away absently, mutter
ing something about groundhops being the only 
item on teday's programme and that ridge soar
ing would come later when he'd got the hang of 
the thing. He was fiddling with a rigging line and 
already absorbed in that state of pre-flight con
centration where you don't really welcome un
necessary intrusion. A Chipmunk droned 
overhead dragging a Bocian. High up the thin 
cloud of the advancing front was seeping into 
the summer sky like pastis into water. The wind 
was light and steady, and blowing In our faces. 

He bent forward, leaning his weight into the 
handgrips, the yellow wheels squeaked and, still 
supporting the wingtips and the pendulous tail, 
the four of us broke into a stumbling trot. 

There is a slight rise in our airfield. A man on 
foot hardly notices it. But it becomes a 
Matterhorn to men laden with a determinedly 
earthbound Hawk. We heaved, we gasped, we 
swore, but we were unable to reach the speed 
necessary for the lightly built Hawk and its more 
solidly constructed pilot to together slip the surly 
bonds of earth. So we stopped for a bit and lay 
around on the grass, chests labouring, eyes 
blurred' with unaccustomed sweat, listening to 
the thunder in our ageing arteries. 

Henry V was probably the 
same sort ofpain in the neck 

at Agincourt 

"We could try it downhill," I said eventually. 
"At least we'd have gravity on our side." Anything 
was better than tackling that slope again. 

He said, "It was definitely trying to fly just now. 
I think. Perhaps you could sort of waggle the tail 
up and down a bit while we're running. It'll alter 
the angle of attack and that might do the trick. But 
make sure you all let go as soon as I'm airborne." 

We said we'd remember to do that. We 
promised to let got the very moment he became 
airborne. 

Once mote we took our positions around the 
craft our faces as grim as those you see in old 
paintings in regimental museums with titles like 
"Fix Bayonets!" We set off, me running in an un
dulating style, very interesting to watch so I was 

told later, raising and lowering the tail, our pilot 
giving little skips into the air in the hope of en
couraging his collection of stick and canvas to 
do likewise, while silently behind us, camera 
clamped to his face like a remora, ran our pho
tographer. Sadly the Hawk did not take to the 
air, though ,it bumped about a bit which got us 
quite excited. 

At the bottom of the hill where the grass meets 
the broken concrete of the peri-track we halted 
by unspoken consent and fell to the ground. For 
a very long time nobody spoke. Then he said, 
"One more try into wind?" Henry V was probably 
the same sort of pain in the neck at Agincourt 
when the lads just wanted a nice cup of tea and 
a bit of a lie down. 

Wearily we pulled ourselves to our feet, turned 
and the wretched machine into wind and tried 
again. The Hawk gave us no help. 

And then, for three of us, there came a piece 
of luck. Before our pilot could call for yet one 
more final effort, an errant breeze plucked the 
tail of the Hawk out of my hand and tossed it into 
the air. There was an ugly crack, and the as
sembly flopped to the ground like a shot pheas
ant. 

"Hard luck I" That was an insincere voice muf
fled by canvas from somewhere beneath the port 
wing. "It's broken, let's shove it back in the 
hangar. I'm gasping for a cuppa." 

Together we came down the slope more hap
pily than we had gone up, except ,for our pilot 
who kept telling everyone we met that the tail 
was the weakest element of the design, and that 
it was failure of the tail that had caused the death 
of poor Percy Pilcher. 

"And if it hadn't bust just now it might bloody 
well have caused mine," the port wingtip grum
bled to itself. 

Between us we dislocated the rigging and 
hung the machine back on the hangar wall. The 
two helpers disappeared in search of tea and 
sympathy leaving me next to the pilot who stood 
fingering the broken tail thoughtfully. 

"I have to return it to the museum tomorrow 
morning," he said . "And that front coming in now 
will bring rain by tonight." 

"Oh well: I said, trying to sound non-commi
tal. "Perhaps another time. Maybe next year?" 

"Oh, no," he said. "I'm hoping to borrow it 
again in a few weeks. I intend to be ridge soar
ing by the end of the summer." 

We studied the Hawk in silence for a few mo
ments whilst I thought about what he'd just said. 
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Laurie WaHs with the Hawk. 

"On the other hand," he added, brightening 
up. "If I was to cut oul this damaged section of 
bamboo ... slip in a short length of aluminium 
tube ... dowel it in place ... glue it .. . Everything 
could be ready to go again by this evening. I think 
I'll just go and fetch my tool-kit : He turned and 
walked resolutely towards the open door. At the 

door he looked back. "Thanks for all the Ihelp," 
he said. "But I can manage on my own now. I've 
got the right stuff in my tool-kit: 

I'd been wondering where he kept it. 
Footnote: Since writing this article the Hawk 
has been flown by its pilot, laurie Watts, who 
has been invited to lecture on the subject to the 
Royal Aeronautical Society. It has also been 
filmed by BBC TV. II 

ilURN Ge'S WINCH 3 

B19 <lesel, 00 10"" ,h"". had ""ved "' 
well at Burn andfor years before we moved from 
Doncaster. If winches could remain static 
throughout the flying day I doubt we would have 
strayed from that well worn path, but now that 
we were flying off concrete cable laying was tak
ing its toll on our wartime ,runways. So we de
cided to build a small, lighter version based on 

The petrol engine winch. Insert, Tony Flannery. 

TONY FLANNERY 

the Gamston winch which was giving such good 
service, starting last September and aiming for 
completion at Christmas ... 

I bought a Transit diesel twin wheel pick-up 
for our road vehicle - for economy it had to be 
diesel' as we still intended to layout cables 
and a VB 19BO Rover automatic for the winch 
engine. 

The Transit cab was extended backwards to 
give the driver comfort and leg room. I removed 
the engine and box from the Rover and fabri
cated special mountings to fix it to the Transit. 

Working from a suggestion from Geoff Drury, 
the cooling system for the VB was piped under 
the driver's cab and tee'd into the Transit sys
tem. This gives the double advantage of keep
ing the VB warm when it isn't lrunning when laying 
cables an the initial warming up in winter morn
ings is achieved by the Transit diesel laying the 
first cables of tile day. 

I coupled the Rover's box up to a second twin 
wheel transit axle mounted at the rear of the 
chassis upside down so as to feed the cable on 
the bottom of the drums. 

John Swannich at Gamston gave me advice 
based on his experience building their winch and 
some useful performance figures on the VB en
gine's potential output. A few calculations gave 
us the required cable drum sizes which were 
built by a friend - the only part of the project we 
didn't do ourselves. 

A spell of unemployment gave me more time 
to spend on smaller items like shortening the 
propshaft, fitting a gearbox oil cooler and mak
ing up a gear selector. After the cable drums 
were fitted, the support steelwork for the cable 
rollers was attached to the Transit. 

The 3in internal diameter rollers were made 
from mild steel pipe, flanged at each end, with 
~in bright mild steel spindles rotating in plum
mer block bearings at each end. A hydraulic foot 
brake and vacuum servo were used for drum 
braking. 

As you will see later, it is impossible to launch 
with a standard differential, so I stripped out the 
crown wheel from its housing and welded up the 
planet gears, changing the whole thing to a 
straight 90· angle drive. It seemed sacrilege 
welding up a perfectly good moving' part, but it 
was all in a good cause. 

With 90% of my work completed others be
came involved. Andy Thornhill did his bit on the 
electrics and instruments. Steve Naylor clad the 
cab extension, built the interior instrument panel 
and glazed the windows while Norman lyons 
was a whiz with the paintbrush making the whole 
thing look almost professional. One of the last 
tasks was to fit an extra petrol tank for the VB. 

The launching method is somewhat different 
for us and is as follows. Tie down the cables to 
the launch point anchor points as usual, with
draw both half shafts from the axle hubs and 
drive away keeping a steady tension on the ca
bles using the footbrake. On reaching the other 
end of the runway the Transit driver engages the 
half shaft on the first drum to be used, signals 
up-slack to the launch point and only then starts 
the VB. On the up-slack signal he engages drive 
on the gearbox and accelerates smoothly, using 
the tachograph as an engine speed reference. 
When the first glider is away and the cable 
wound in, the half shafts are reversed and the 
second glider launched in the same way. 

After four month's hard work on December 2B 
I nominated my syndicate partner Peter Clayton 
the first man "up the wire" . The drums were 
loaded with piano wire, the K-B was loaded with 
Peter and at 2500rpm the glider climbed majes
tically at 50kt to 1400ft and my adrenalin level 
returned to normal. III 
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5. Late June barley. NB. The brown colour 
visi.ble is not soil but ears. 

2_ T Early to mid June with the feed barley just in ear. 

3.! Early June with the malting' barley just in ear. 

1. Winter barley in very early June. 

t, ''5' '"',',W" '0 'h' ,,,' ,,,", 092, with 
the third being prepared for the August maga
zine. 

Winter barley 
Ears emerge on about May 25 and the ap

pearance of the crop begins to change to be
come a very pale green (almost yellow) with fluffy 
ears rippling in the wind - see pictures 1 and 2. 
The barley becomes quite golden about the third 
week in June and will be harvested from the third 

4. End of June barley. The winter barley is al
ready light golden while the spring barley is 
still a dark green_ 

week in July onwards, depending on the exact 
location and variety of seed. 

The crop is plainly not suitable for damage
free landings during this period until harvesting, 
after which the golden stubble is perfect if dusty 
to land on. 

Spring barley 
This is just barley which is planted in the spring 

(surprise, surprise!), usually sometime in March 
in fact. Photo 4 shows both sorts and photo 5 

JOHN STALEY & MIKE CUMING 


GET OFF 
MY LAND 
This is the second of a series of three c 
to prepare last season. They had wishE 
("Get Ort Moi Land!") but it was assum 
were not necessarily acquainted with t 
particularly wishes it to be known that 
previous photos was deSigned to indic 
to show what he thinks of cereal farme 

shows the view from above. The crop is har
vested in mid August - just a little later than win
ter barley. The usual reason for planting in spring 
rather than winter is simply incompetence: win
ter-planted crop is preferred because of its 
higher yield. Alternatively, spring planting is 
preferable for malting barley or as a cover crop 
in order to enable grassland to be established. 

Winter wheat 
In early June the crop becomes very dark 

green (see photos 6 and 7) because the "flag" 
leaf - the last leaf to emerge, whose Job is to in
tercept the maximum sunlight - develops and 
very soon after this the ears - also green at this 
stage - emerge. By mid July the ears have 
begun to mature, causing the crop to become 
significantly lighter in colour (see photo 8) as it 
dries out. Wheat is more suitabl'e for emergency 
landings than barley but you can still expect to 
collect some damage and earache from the 
farmer. 

Spring wheat 
Curiously, this can be planted in November

or in the conventional spring months. November 
planting is for "alternative" or organic crop. The 
crop is the same as winter wheat but two or three 
weeks later all round. 



7. June with dark green wheat fields in the bottom left hand side showing crossed striations - 8.1 Early June wheat. 
a danger sign! 

ree articles which John and Mike began 
iished the title to be slightly different 
sumed the genteel readership of S&G 
,ith the contents of Viz magazine. John 
that his Churchillian pose in the 
indicate the height of the crop and not 
trmers! 

Oil seed rape 
By early July the flowers thin out leaving a 

very tall dense crop (see photo 9) which is then 
swathed (ie cut and left to lie, see photo 10) to 
make it easier for the combine harvester to 
gather the 'little black seed pods - which are sub
sequently crushed for the vegetable oil which 
you can then buy in the supermarket. 

All rape fields will have been harvested by the 
end of July, leaving a fairly tough and very white 
coloured stubble which may be up to 1It high but 
is stili OK to land on although it may be noisy 
especially in a fabric glider. Rape is otherwise 
totally unsuitable for planned landings. 

Winter beans 
During June the beans flower (still no photos 

- sorry!) with small white and pink petals scat
tered thinly among the crop. Later, in July, the 
pods form and the crop reaches its maximum 
height of 6ft or more. Spring beans are occa
sionally planted in. February and these are actu
ally harvested slightly before the winter planted 
beans, although their yield is rather less. Not 
SUitable for landing in. 

Grass 
This stuff remains as per May - either pas

ture, brown/golden hay (photos 11 and 12) or 

10.1 011 seed rape "swathed" and lying 
oulto dry. 

9.1 Mid June. Rape going off flower. It's deep and 
dense. 
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13.
End of June and 
the second cut of 
silage is bagged 
and being re
moved. 

..... 11. End of Juneand 
the grass Is being 
cut. The brownish 
colour tells us it is 
hay not silage. 

12.
Early June with the 
first cut of hay dry
ing In the sun. 

14. Another sort of grass field - a cricket pitch. Note the well defended crease! 



16. The end of June. A pig farm with feed wheat In the foreground (light green) and milling 
wheat (darker green). 

18. f Late June with whe~t (W), barley (B), 
brownish already, and rape (R). 

17. f "Set aside" In early July on the edge 
of Enstone Airfield Includes barley, grass, 
poppies and big thistles. 

19.! The end of June. Ridge and furrow pasture Is prominent In the foreground with livestock 
and wheat beyond. Westtott Airfield Is faintly visible beyond the lake. 

20. The end of June. Wheat Is seen on the 
wingtip with Upper Heyford runway at the 
top. The paler green Is barley. 
silage (somewhere between deep green and 
pale green/yellow depending on its six week cut
ting cycle. Second and subsequent cuts of silage 
(photo 13) are generally less lush than the first 
cut so tall silage is a better bet during June and 
July than it is in May, although plainly the fresh 
cut silage is the best of all if you can find it when 
you need lit. Photo 14 also shows grass - this 
time a cricket pitch - and photo 15 shows a field 
which would be perfect, but... 

Potatoes 
These are planted in April and harvested any

time from July through to October. The leaves 
are dark green and the crop is about 1 ft tall, sit
ting on raised beds or ridges - ie on a soft fur
rowed surface. 

Potatoes cost the farmer £700/acre or more 
to establish and are quite valuable at around 
£801l0n , with a massive 2Otons/acre of yield. 

Interestingly, Scottish potatoes are often used 
as seed since their cold upbringing - often well 
above sea level - tends to make them aphid
free and healthy. Some seed potatoes are now 
being grown on the upper Cotswolds for the 
same reason. A landing made down the furrows 
shouldn't hurt you or the glider too much but 
might annoy the farmer. No photo. 

Sugar beet 
Planted in March/April, these can quickly be

come identifiable owing to the regular seedling 
spacing. The leaves look rather like rhubarb with 
a turnip-like tuber beneath. The colour is light 
green and the individual plants remain plainly 
discrete throughout June and July although 
spreading out gradually towards a complete 
ground cover. Not recommended for landings 
because the crop is delicate and difficult to es
tablish and farmers can be quite touchy about 
this. The crop can cost the farmer £200/acre to 
establish (using a lot of fertiliser) and yields 
about 18tons/acre at around £301l0n. Can some
one send us a good photo for the file? 

21 . It Is early August and the gold Is wheat or 
barley. Most of the variation In the shade of 
gold Is due to the amount of fungicide 
applied. The dark green Is silage and the pale 
green pasture. 
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GET OFF MY LAND 


Maize 
Planted in May, 18in high by the end of July 

and looking like big leeks with lots of soil visible 
through the crop. This is mostly cut for silage for 
animal feed. The tall tough stems are an obvi
ous disadvantage for incoming gliders and ulti
mately reach a height of 4 or 5ft. 

The silage crop costs the farmer about 
£80/acre and yields around 12tons/acre at £50 
per ton . Sweet corn, which is essentially the 
same stuff, is worth rather more than this. 

Peas 
These are planted in March/April and have lit

tle white flowers in June with a characteristic pale 
green foliage (see photo 6). The crop is normally 
18in tall or less although there are occasionally 
taller varieties. Little damage will be done either 
to crop or glider before the orop has flowered. 

The tendrils which grow tend to knit together 
in a manner which maybe thought of as arrester 
hooks! The crop is worth £180/ton and yields 
about 2tons/acre at a cost to the farmer of about 
£70/acre. 

General vegetables 
Carrots, onions , cabbages, sprouts, greens 

etc are really specialist crops grown only in small 
pockets and much of that is in the fens where lit
tle soaring takes place - the exception to this 
being Bedfordshire . These are all short crops 
with the exception of sprouts which reach up to 
3ft with thick stems - however that doesn't hap
pen until August and will therefore be covered in 
the next S&G. The values of these crops are very 
variable but an individual cauliflower can cost 
over a pound at the shop on the corner! 

Linseed 
This is a sort of short-wheelbase rape , with 

small blue flowers which drop at tea-time daily 
to be replaced by new ones next morning 
throughout mid July. The crop is about 1 ft tall 
during June/July and is safe to land on although 
it should definitely be avoided later in the year. 
The crop is harvested in September or later for 
the little seed pods to be crushed into oil. If you 
can get hold of some linseeds they go quite 
nicely in salads or muesli with a nutty flavour. 

Brown soil will be visible between the individ
ual plants during June. The crop yields about 

14ton/acre at a value of about £95/ton so it's quite 
cheap. 

General views 
Photo 16 shows - for amusement - a pig farm, 

while photo 17 is of a recent phenomenon 
(presently under review) called "set aside" in 
which the farmer is paid by the government not 
to touc'h the land and let all sorts of stuff grow 
through . Presumably the environmentalists Ilove 
it but it isn't much use to land on. 

Photos 18,19 and 20 show the sort of aerial 
view you can expect to see during the period 
covered by this issue of S&G and the final 
picture, No 21, gives a hint of what next issue's 
article will look ,like. a 
AEROBATIC CHAMPIONSHIPS 
The 5th World Aerobatic Championships will be 
at Venlo , Holland in August 1993. Richard 
Greaves of Derbyshire, who is company presi
dent of Ihe Swift aerobatic glider, is hoping this 
aircraft will do as well as it did in the last 
Championships last summer when it won the 
first four places. 

Richard tells us that 15 Swifts have been sold 
in Europe and America. 
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WEST END LANE, BALNE, GOOLE, DN14 OEH. TEL: 0302 701056 
Double drum self-propelled winches are now being manufactured for sale 
or hire in 1992. Prices start at £8500 + VAT. Enquiries or demonstration 

phone Aleck on above number. 

** DEMONSTRATION MODEL AVAILABLE SHORTLY * * 
June/July 1992 
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DAMIAN LE ROUX 


Mo" people oa" 'pol a good day oom
ing but how do you know if it's going to be an av
erage good day or a classic good day? Too long 
and you have to abandon the task or land out, 
too short and you are back early wishing you had 
set that 300km. 

Every decent day I flew last summer I found 
myself trying to guess the distance, and every 
day I got it completely wrong. In the end I realised 
that the distance I set myself was dependent on 
how confident or pessimistic I felt and had little to 
with the actual conditions. On top of that, dither
ing about what task to set was very distracting 
while preparing everything for the flight. 

Wouldn't it be nice to have some simple, un
biased and relatively quick method of working 
out a distance to set? 

I've found it is possible to do this by gathering 
the relevant information from books and past 
S&Gs and putting it all together on a single sheet. 

What really cracked the problem was finding 
the graph at the end of Tom Bradbury's article in 
the June 1991 issue of S&G, p122. It predicts 
thermal strength if you know the cloudbase and 
cloud amount. 
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- -----.You can predict 
the cloudbase us
ing another gem 
from Tom's article 
(see graph) which ~ 
is that the after- • 
noon cloudbase :: 
is approximately ~ 
400ft for every 1 °C ; 
difference be
tween the night 
temperature and 
day temperature. 
This depends on 
the night sky being clear. As confirmation and a 
back up you can use a temperature height dia
gram. 

There are various temperature height dia
grams. I find the teph igram very confusing and 
prefer the stuve diagram as used by Helmut 
Reichmann in his book Cross-Country Soaring. 
Meteorology for Glider Pilots by C. E. Walling
ton also has a good section on the subject. 

To use the diagrams properly you need to 
have the data from a recent Met balloon ascent, 
which I don't think is readily available. However, 
Airmet does give the wind and temperature at 
1000,2000,5000 and 10000ft. Although only 
four points, it may give a reasonable indication 
of cloudbase unless there is a strong inversion 
between 2000 and 5000ft . In that case your dia
gram will probably be forecasting a cloudbase 
while the BBC says no cloud all day, so you know 
your diagram is incorrect. 

The other information needed is a dew point 
and the day temperature. The latter obviously 
from the BSC and the dew point can be obtained 
from the weather reports on Vol met. The fre
quencies are Main 135.375, South 128.60, North 
126.60, Scottish 125.725. If reception is poor try 
the top of a rise or the edge of a ,hill on the way 
to the club. If you can't get Volmet or want a re
port for an airfield not on Volmet ring one of the 
weather centres and ask for an "actual" for the 
airfield you are interested in . Only airfields which 
employ air traffic controllers put out actuals (usu-

MAKE THE MOST 
OF AGOOD DAY 
Damian Ie Raux has devised his own method of determining 
the right task to set by putting on one sheet information 
gathered from S&G and books 

of the sink rates and glide angles for various 
speeds. My glider is a K-6cR for which Gliders 
and Sailplanes of the World by Michael Hardy 
gives min sink of 2.26ft/sec at 42mph, and max 
glide 29:1 at 50mph. Putting that into the above 
equation gives the table 

Speed Sink Glide 
kt Rate Angle 

kt 

36 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
75 
80 

1.34 
1.41 
1.54 
1.68 
1.90 
2.14 
2.42 
2.74 
3.12 
3.52 

27.2 
28.4 
28.8 
29.7 
28.9 
28.0 
26.8 
25.5 
24.0 
22.7 

which you can see gives a max glide of 29.7 at 
50kt (57mph), so obviously something is wrong, 
with one, or both , of the points. 

The sink rates at speed are also optimistic. 
Reducing the claimed max glide angle to 27:1 
gave a better set of figures. You can produce 
your own glider's polar by taking your glider up 
on a completely still day and measuring the sink 

SAILPLANE & GLIDING 

Damian took this photo on a good day when 
flying his K-6cR over Somerset. 

ally every half hour and GMT is used for the 
times) . Obviously choose an inland airfield in the 
region of your proposed task. 

The advantage of using the diagram is that 
not only should it give you an idea of cloudbase, 
but also of cloud depth, and on a blue day you 
may get an indication of the convection depth. 

So far you have a quick method to estimate 
the average thermal strength, If you 've done 
some reading you will know that your cross
country speed depends on your average 
achieved rate of climb in those thermals. From 
your polar curve it is simple to measure what 
cross-country speed your achieved rate of climb 
gives. But how do you get your polar curve? 

According to Helmut Reichmann the equation 
for a polar curve is Sink rate=A+B. V' (ie V cubed) 
where V is the forward speed, and A and Bare 
constants. Since there are only two constants 
you only need to know two pOints to calculate 
your polar. Virtually alJ gliders have a claimed 
min sink rate and glide angle so those are two 
points. The glide angle at any speed is near 
enough the forward speed divided by the sink 
rate at that speed (same units for both) . Before 
drawing your polar on graph paper make a table 
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MAKING THE MOST OF A GOOD DAY 


Damian, an airline pilot, has 1000 hang glid· 
ing hours and went solo In a glider In 1985. 
But it wasn't until after being the resident tug 
pilot at Sutton Bank he became really keen 
on gliding two years ago and now has 150hrs, 
a Silver badge and is a member of Devon & 
Somerset GC. 

AIRMET AREAS 

3 


AIRMET FORECAST AREAS 

Forecasts are given by the area number code shown on this map. 


~:~~~i ~g~~~~~T~(~~~~. ~~~r~t~~~~?~~~~s6a98-5OO 693 

AIRMET NORTH ......... .......... .. ........ .................. . 0898-500 692 

AIRMET SCOTIISH .... .... .. . ................... .. ...... 0898-500 691 

AIRMET FORECASTS (2000 hours to 0600 hours) 

Bracknell CFO . . ............ 0344 860 488 

Manchester WC ......... .. ...061-429 0927 

Glasgow WC .. .. .......... .... 041-221 6116 

TAFS &METARS (For area of coverage shown) 

Bracknell CFO ....................................................... 0344 860 488 

Manchester WC ......... ............... 061-429 0927 

Glasgow WC ... ........ ...........041-2216116 

Aberdeen ........ ................ .................... . 0224--722331 ext 5176 

Aldergrove ...... .............. ..................................... 08494-23275 

Birmingham... ...... .. ................... .......... 021·7826241 

CardiH WC ..._. ................. . . .. .. 0222-390 492 

Leeds WC .. .. ........... ............. ............ 0532-457 687 

In all cases forecasls will relate to area number codes. 
AIRMET forecasl access times are local 

rate as carefully as possible at two speeds. Max 
glide plus 1 Okt and max glide plus, say, 40kt will 
give you most accuracy in the region you .require. 

Plot the set of points you have calculated on 
graph paper and measure the cross·country 
speed for each achieved rate of climb as shown 
on the diagram. You now have a list of the still 
air cross·country speeds you make for the rate 
of climb you achieve. 

Bolh oPn BUt I) D 
st.-, ffTl(rf II!t'O I-~+- +----:;_+_~ 

Of course wind strength will have a large effect 
on the distance you make. Ian Strachan in his 
article in the February 1991 issue of S&G, p31, 
suggests using the formula 

3 

Average groundspeed = Vxc x 2 + Vxc 


Vxc-W 


Where Vxc is your still air cross·country speed 
and W is the wind speed. This assumes an equi· 
lateral triangle with one leg into wind . You could 
create your own formula if you prefer. Having 
worn out the buttons on your calculator you end 
up with a table like this. K-6cR again assuming 
27:1 at 43kt. 

Cross·country speed km/h 
of 


wind speed in kt 


Rate 

climb 
(kt) nil 15 
 20
5 
 10 
 25 
 30 


0.5 - - -20 
 16 
 4 
 -
- -1 
 32 
 22 
 10
28 
 I 

-1.5 37 
 10
41 
 32 
 24 
 -
2 
 48 
 44 
 40 
 33 
 I 23 
 5 
 -

2.5 54 
 51 
 46 
 40 
 18 
 -

3 


' 31 

59 
 27 
 1
56 
 51 
 46 
 38 


34
3.5 64 
 61 
 56 
 51 
 44 
 20 

4 
 27 

5 


68 
 61 
 55 
 40
64 
 49 

49
75 
 72 
 68 
 63 
 57 
 38 


6 
 75 
 57
82 
 79 
 70 
 64 
 48 


Having got most of the information you require 
you can make up your own self briefing sheet. 
Start at the top with the information you need to 
note from the evening forecast, leaving spaces 
to write in the information, ie: Temperatures, 
night minimum and day maximum . Wind, 
changes in strength and direction during the day 
(dropping off in the afternoon can mean big dis· 
tances if your first leg is downwind). Cloud, 
amount and type. Then spaces to write in the 
wind and temperature at the heights given by 
Airmet, !but wait for the morning to get the most 
recent data. Next a space to write actuals fol· 
lowed by a copy of a blank temperature height 
diagram for you to draw on the temperatures 
from Airmet and get your estimate of cloudbase. 
Next you need the average lift graph, and your 
cross·country speed table. Complete the sheet 
by adding useful information such as the Airmet 
phone numbers and words of wisdom, eg, after· 
noon cu base approx 400ft for every 1°C differ· 
ence. Andy Davis's articles in past S&Gs are an 
excellent source of useful advice. For example, 
allow a safety margin of one hour at the end of 
the day to get home. Typical UK soaring day
reasonable soaring t pm to 5pm 8ST, average 
lift 2.5kt. Really good days with polar air - rea· 
sonable soaring 11 am to 5pm 8ST, average 4kl. 

To use the sheet just fill in the spaces on a 
copy, draw your temperature height graph to get 
your estimate of cloudbase and use that in the 
average lift graph. Only the very best pilots can 
achieve an average rate of climb equal to or bet· 
ter than the day's average thermal strength. A 
beginner is unlikely to achieve more than half 
that. You need to guess how well you will do; 
start by using half your prediction of average 
thermal strength in your cross·country speed 
table, and with experience change it as required. 

For example if thermal strength is 2kt use a climb 
rate of 1 kt, and if Airmet says wind at flying 
heights 15kt, the cross·country speed table 
gives a speed of 1 Okm/hr, so if you wanted a 3hr 
task set 30km. (The K-6cR is a stunning per· 
former!) 

So by spending time now you can save a lot 
of time on the day, and hopefully get consider· 
ably beller flying . If you can't be bothered with 
the detailed weather then just using an arbitrary 
figure of 2kt and the day's wind in the cross· 
country speed table should take most of the 
guess work out of your task setting. 

If you would like your own task distance self 
briefing sheet but don'", have the inclination to 
make it yourself I can do it for you. I will' send the 
briefing sheet, with a full set of instructions on 
how to use it, your polar curve, plus a separate 
sheet to help you tell if it is going to be one of 
those rare classic days. Just send details of your 
glider, or two points you have measured to cal· 
culate the polar, and £5 to cover my costs, to 28 
Salisbury Rd, Exmouth, Devon, EX81 SL. Happy 
flying! 

Tom IBradbury comments: With reference to 

the Met balloon data, if the club has a fax 

machine you can get plotted tephigrams (only 

four at present) by making a fax call to 0836 400 

506. With fax you can also save time by taking 

down Airmel. Airmet South is 0836 400 507 and 

you can get 'spot winds" and temperatures for 

many parts of the UK on 0836 400 503. 


If you can't hear London Vol met on the ground 
try RAF Volmet on 4722kHz or 11 200kHz. This 
needs a Single side band receiver (SONY make 
a small digital HF receiver with SS8 facility and 
dial up tuning as on many VHF sets) . The RAF 
Vol met has a different list of stations. With both 
London and the RAF Volmets you can get quite 
a good coverage of reports. 

Only Weather Centres listed on the Airmet 
form shown in the article are authorised to pass 
on TAFs and METARS (actuals). The others 
may not co·operate with casual callers since 
they are not part of the aviation system. TAFs 
and METARS too often say CAVOK when the 
cloudbase is 5000ft plus and vis 10km plus. For 
example, they ignore Baltrostratus which kills 
thermals. a 

Twitterings from 
Sparrow 

B"0""'Y ~og "m '"" w...II '" b"om,
fed up with the current buzz words "Green" and 
"Ecology", however important they are . Have 
you thought what effect the changes to the envi· 
ronment will have on gliding? 

Internal combustion engines of all sorts are 
rapidly becoming the villains of the peace and this 
could lead to no winch, car or aerotow launches. 

Perhaps the time has come to encourage de· 
velopment of environmentally friendly alterna· 
tives as some folk may consider launching their 
super·duper glass·fibre creations with bungys a 
touch limiting! a 
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THE BGA 1000 CLUB 
An important initiative of the BGA starts this 
July. It is the BGA 1000 Club, so called be
cause the initial target is 1000 participants in 
the lottery which, it is hoped, will raise urgently 
needed funds for the Philip Wills Memorial 
Fund. 

The Fund was started in 1978 with a dona
tion of £8000. It has been topped up regularly 
by contributions from BGA central funding but 
in spite of this the value last year stood at only 
£47500, virtually all of which was on 'loan to 
clubs. Thanks to inflation, the purchasing power 
of this sum is probably little different from that of 
t,he original fund. 

The Executive Committee realises that to be 
effective the Development Committee should 
have at its command funds which can be 
deployed in times of urgent need. It is a high 
priority to encourage clubs to secure their sites 
for the future and there is no better way to do 
this than by being able to provide low interest 
finance to clubs which decide to purchase. 

Over the next four years the BGA would like 
to see the Philip Wills Memorial Trust build up 
its funds to a really significant sum. An exciting 
and rewarding route to this end is the introduc
tion of a monthly lottery where 50% of the 
income is distributed as pr,izes and 50% goes to 
the Fund. 

We want the operations to be cost efficient 
and this means that participants will subscribe 
for 12 monthly tickets at one time rather than 
sending a dozen small cheques or signing a 
bankers order. Sadly in that case only the 
banks with their swingeing increases in cheque 
charges would benefit. 

We appeal to all members to make the 
scheme a success. There is no limit to the 
number of "12 month" units you can buy, so go 
all out and turn the 1000 club into a 10000 club 
as soon as possible! You will be doing all the 
clubs a favour and, who knows, you could be 
doing yourself a favour too! 
Humfrey Chamberlain, BGA Development 
Committee chairman 

BGAAGM 
The BGA weekend, at the Post House Hotel, 
Crick, took yet another format this year and 
judging from the response it was popular. 

The morning session was a safety presen
tion by Bill Scull, BGA director of operations, 
with the AGM in the afternoon followed by a 
dinner. 

The meeting accepted the proposal by Don 
Spottiswood, BGA chairman, that the MP Bill 
Walker, a glider pilot and friend to the BGA for 
many years, should become a vice-president. 
He was the guest speaker at the dinner and his 
wife presented th~ annual awards. 

The chairman presented BGA diplomas to 
Ray Brigden, 'Bernie Morris, Claude 
Woodhouse and posthumously.to Jerry Odell, 
accepted by his son Julian . 

Ray, a glider pilot for over 50 years. re
established Southdown GC after the war and 
was their CFI in the 1950s. He was one of 
seven signatories of the memorandum of 

Association of the BGA in 1946 and has been 
an instructor for some 40 years at Southdown, 
Lasham and Ringmer. He has shown the 
highest level of commitment to gliding through
out all these years. 

During five years as chairman of the BGA 
Instructors' Committee Bernie Morris brought 
great professionalism and leadership to the 
coaching operation . His clarity of vision and 
determination led to many new initiatives with a 
general raising of standards. 

Claude, a member of Coventry GC for over 
25 years, has been CFI and treasurer, is a 
regular tug pilot and has a motor glider rating. 
He has successfully directed Regionals, 
Nationals and International competitions on 
behalf of the BGA at Husbands Bosworth and 
his selfless contribution to gliding has been 
considerable. 

Jerry was one of the few glider developers 
who could design, manufacturer and test his 
own modifications. His vivid imagination, 
abundant enthusiasm and engineering skills 
resulted in new launching equipment and 
involved him in many repair and rebuilding 
projects. He was also an excellent pilot with 
cross-country ability and a patient and thorough 
instructor. 

Don Spottiswood and' Chris Nicholas, vice
chairman, were re-elected with Max Bacon, 
Mike Cuming, Tim Gardiner, Liz Veysey and 
Hugh Woodward elected to the Executive 
Committee. 

The awards were as follows:- Du Garde 
Peach trophy (National Ladder Weekend 
winner) Dave Booth (Coventry); Slingsby 
trophy (2nd place on the Weekend Ladder), 
Jonathan Walker (Coventry); Enigma trophy 
(National Ladder Open winner) Andy Davis 
(Bristol & Gloucestershire); Firth Vickers cup 
(2nd place on Open Ladder) and Wakefield 
trophy (longest distance) Phil Jeffery 
(Cambridge University); Furlong trophy 
(Longest triangle) and Frank Foster trophy 
(fastest 500km) Alister Kay (Booker); 
California In England cup (longest flight by a 
female pilot) Jane Randle (Cotswold); Manio 
cup (fastest 300km) Steve Jones and A'ian 
Meredith, P2 (Lasham); Rex Pilcher trophy 
(earliest Diamond distance of the year) Brian 
Logan (Bannerdown); De Havilland (maximum 
gain of height) Tony Burton (Black Mountains); 
Goldsborough trophy (highest placed pilot in 
the last World Championships) Justin Wills and 
the John Hands trophy (outstanding support to 
the organisation or running of competitions) 
Marion Masson (Lasham). 

Next year the AGM, dinner-dance and prize
giving will be at the same hotel on Saturday, 
February 27, and will follow the same pattern. 

ST'RUCTURE OF THE BGA 
The membership structure of the BGA is now 
made up of 87 full member clubs with affiliated 
clubs as follows: Army Gliding Association 
two clubs; RAF Gliding and Soaring 
Association - 12 clubs and the Royall Naval 
Gliding and Soaring Association - three clubs. 
Operations. During the year ending 1991 

(1990 ,figures in brackets), member clubs 
(civilian and combined services) flew 149 313 
(169729) hours and 1 572409 (1 671 549) 
kilometres cross-country from 451 606 (452 
273) launches from club sites. Club owned 
gliders total 536 (522) and privately owned 
gliders 1488 (1508). 
Certificates were issued as follows: A 
endorsements 1326 (1368), B endorsements 
214 (214), Bronze badges 464 (471), Silver 
badges 278 (282), Gold badges 81 (116), 
Diamond goal 107 (111), Diamond height 75 
(54) and Diamond distance 46 (79). 

A certificates were applied for by 504 (546) 
holders of the ATC proficiency certificate. 

AIR LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIP 
There isn't much time left but youngsters over 
18 and under 22 by May 31, 1993 are invited to 
try for an Air League Flying Scholarship which 
will give them 15hrs power flying nex1 year. 
Application forms, which must be in by the end 
of June, are from The Secretary, The Air 
League Educational Trust, 4 Hamilton Place, 
London W1 V OBO. 

SAFETY FLASH 
Instrument flying and advanced 
aerobatics 
These two subjects are not directly related 
except by the potential hazard of getting it 
wrong. In the interest of flight safety, pilots and 
instructors are warned about the risks of 
teaching yourself. 
Instrument Flying. Useful training can be 
given in a two-seater with the rear cockpit 
blanked out using polish on the canopy and a 
screen in front of the pilot. Real instrument 
flying in clouds is rather more difficult to 
arrange. Before flying solo in cloud it is essen
tial a pilot can recover from unusual attitudes 
solely by reference to instruments and limited 
panel at that (to cover the case of the artificial 
horizon toppling). Pilots should not cloud fly on 
limited panel in modern gliders without ade
quate training . 

There are several cases of gliders breaking 
up in cloud due to overspeeding, excessive 
loading and, at least in one case, flutter. The 
risk is greater in a modern glider by virtue of its 
less effective airbrakes which may only limit the 
speed in a 45° dive. Trailing edge flapbrakes 
opened at high speed can cause critical local 
loading leading to structural failure. 
Advanced Aerobatics. In the past pilots have 
taught themselves basic manoeuvres such as 
loops and chandelles without dual instruction 
although nowadays there is no need for this. 
Recently interest has increased in so-called 
advanced manoeuvres such as inverted flight 
and rolling manoeuvres; these are much more 
difficult and with significantly greater risk if 
getting it wrong. 

It is generally easier to perform positive 9 
manoeuvres and, importantly, with good 
margins in the positive part of the flight enve
lope. The negative manoeuvres are flown much 
nearer to the flight envelope boundaries and if a 
manoeuvre goes wrong the likelihood of 
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applying loads outside the design margins 
much greater. Also a pilot who has not flown 
such manoeuvres for a month has to be 
regarded as out of practice, that is requiring 
further dual instruction or at least a safety pilot. 
There are very few suitably qualified instructors 
- probably less than ten in the whole country! 

The height loss when a manoeuvre goes 
wrong may be considerable and prompt use of 
airbrakes essential to avert the risk of over
loading and possibly breaking the structure. 
The height needed for a successful bale out is 
considered to be 1500ft to stand a 50/50 
chance of survival I 

There may, of course, be the further risk of 
incapacitation if the glider suffers structural 
failure. 
Summary. The risks arising due to a lack of 
proper instruction and of regular practice are 
significant. Beware of attempting to teach your
self! In the modern glider critical situations can 
develop very quickly indeed. In the cloud flying 
case extra height does not constitute a safety 
margin at all if the glider breaks up in cloud . 
Bill Scull, BGA director of operations 

Inter-University Task Week. We were given 
the wrong dates for the announcement in the 
last issue, p1 01 . It will be hosted by the 
Nottingham Polytechnic GC at Saltby Airfield 
from July 12-18, not July 19-25. Contact Chris 
Sellers on 0602 500994, daytime and evenings, 
for last minute queries. 

OBnuARY 
HELMUT REICHMANN 

Marfa Field, 1970, in Texas. From a Wildwest 
sheriff's billboard, the smiling , bearded face of 
Helmut Reichmann looks down above a 
caption, in large letters: "WANTED FOR 
SPEEDING". To everyone's astonishment, the 
28 year-old German in the LS-1 had succeeded 
at his first World Championships, almost 
effortlessly; In carrying off the coveted Standard 
Class title, leaving highly regarded favourites 
virtually stranded at the start. 

On March 10, at about 4.30 in the afternoon, 
Professor 'Dr Helmut Reichmann died when his 
Discus collided 50 miles north of his launch site 
at St Auban with a LS-4 flown by 21 year-old 
Lars Galz from Weinheim, flying out of Sisteron. 
Although some 9000ft asl, the collision oc
curred only 1000ft or so above the mountain
side, and the two pilots had no chance . Helmut 
had just celebrated his 50th birthday. 

The deaths of a young pilot and an experi
enced three-fold World Champion left the 
gliding. movement throughout the world 
stunned. Was it an unavoidable stroke of ill
fortune? Or a momentary lapse of concentra
tion on the part of one pilot or the other? Could 
it have been the glider pilot's irrepressible urge 
always to Qut-climb others in a thermal? 
Nobody knows , nor ever will. 

Helmut was an international idol in the world 
of gliding. He first encountered the sport of 
gliding in his youth, on the Wasserkuppe, and 
immediately succumbed to its charms. He then 
flew at Mainz, where he was studying, before 
joining the Akaflieg (university gliding group) in 
his home town of Saarbrlicken. ,In 1965, at the 
age of 23, he won the German Junior 
Championships and in the two succeeding 
German National Championships qualified for 
Marfa, where, at the first attempt, he won his 
first world title. He took part in five successive 
World Gliding Championships. 

In three of them he mounted the winner's 
,podium: after Texas, there was Waikerie, 
Australia, in 1974 where he won in a LS-2 after 
a breathtaking neck-and-neck struggle with 
Ingo Renner. Then, in 1978, flying the experi
mental SB-13 of Akaflieg Braunschweig in the 
15 Metre Class, he displayed great tactical skill 
and took carefully calculated risks to beat Karl 
Striedieck into 2nd place. Gliding enthusiast 
and radio journalist Werner Schwipps broad
cast on short wave to the world at the time: 
"Whet.her Helmut won the title in spite of, or 
thanks to, the SB-1'3 will remain a mystery". 

Nobody had ever before won three world 
gliding titles. Helmut Reichmann decided to 
leave it at that. He held long discussions with 
friends and then, in autumn 1978, announced his 
retirement from competitive international gliding, 
at the home of his friend Bruno Gantenbrink. 

But th is in no way meant that he was turning • 

British Gliding Association 

THE 1000 CLUB MONTHLY LOTTERY 

A great chance to win substantial cash prizes and at the 
same time enable the Pih ilip Wills Memorial Fund to 
make loans to clubs for site purchase and development. 

1000 is the target number of members to participate 
initially in this new monthly lottery to start in July 1992. If 
1000 members subscribe £1.00 a month each then the 
monthly first cash prize will be £250.00. 

HALF of the proceeds go to the Philip Wills Memorial 
Fund to help with its work in developing BGA clubs and 
the other HALF will be distributed each month in the form 
of 6 CASH PHIZES. The more participants we have, the 
greater the prize money pool. 

1 st PRIZE - 50% of the prize money pool. 

5 Runner Up Prizes of 10% each of the prize money 

pool. 


Chances/numbers can only be bought from the BGA at 
£1.00 each. Those whose money has been received at 
the BGA by the end of each month will then participate in 
the draw on the first Wednesday of each following 
month . Tickets will not be issued in order to keep the 
administrative costs low but each member will purchase 

a "number" which wil li go into the draw. It is hoped that 
members will purchase 12 months' worth of tickets at a 
time. Winners will receive their prizes di.rect from the 
BGA and a list of their names will be published in S&G. 

Please complete the form below and return it to the BGA 
with your payment. Please note that only BGA members 
and their families may participate and that the BGA is 
registered under the Lotteries And Amusements Act 
1976 with Leicester City Council. 

Barry Rolfe 
Promoter 

r--------------------------------------- ~--- ---------

To: Barry Ro lfe , British Gliding Associat ion , Kimberley House , 
Vaughan Way, Leicester LE1 4SE 

Please include me ,in the "1000 Club" and I enclose £12.00 (payable to 
BGA) for twelve months of entries, or multiples thereof. 

Name .. ......... .. .......... ... .. .............. ...Signed .......... .. ... ... ...... ........ .. ...... ... . 


Address ........ ..... .. .. .. .... ... .. .... ....... .. ... ... ..... .......... .... ..... .. ..... .. ............ .... . 
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., ~~~~:,,:~,Ep~,~I~~I~d~:~~:,~:Rb~~HUTE OF TH ENINETIES 

• Designed and built for long-duration comfort 

• Clean, contour-styled pack and harness giving snag-free cockpit entry-egress 

• State-of-the-art, fast opening canopy with optional steering 

• Chosen by the RAF for ATC cadet glider training 

For details contact: 

Sales Department, IRVIN GREAT BRITAIN LIMITED 
Letchworth, Herts SG6 1 EU 

Tel: (0462) 482000 Fax (0462) 482007 Telex: 82198 (lRVLET G) 


Master the elements: 
with the Ultra-Pro Weather Station 

Ultm-Pro Weather S{()tiolls give pilots 
({If the vital in/iJl"l1wtion they need at , (/ 
glance . Features include: wind direction. wind 
speed , wind gllsting, harometric pressure . time of 
day, outside temperature , max imum alld 

minimum temperatures. dew point , rainfaf{ , hours of sunshine. all clearly presented 
in a superh mahogany and glass cahinet . Units are poVt'ered hy maillS, f 2V or 24V 

CALL: (0926) 420200 or FAX: (0926) 450366 Jor more 

details. or write to : 

Ultra·Pro, Toolcraji Building. Qlleellsway Tradillg Estate. 

Lcamillgton Spa CV3 / 3LX 


PIGGOTT=---
Fluorescent Orange Windcones made 

in Nylon or Ministry 01 Defence 

Hypalon.®. 


Flagstaffs suitable for Windcones sup

plied and fitted . 


Landing Marker Sets in bright orange. 


All types of Flags and Banners. 


PIGGOn BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED 

Stanford Rivers. Ongar, Essex CM5 gPJ 

Tel: 0277363262 
Fax 0277 365162 

JOHN EDWARDS 
BGA Senior Inspector 

C ofA Inspections 

Repairs & Restorations 


Watermill Industrial Estate 
Aspenden Road . Buntingford 

Herts. SG9 9JS 
Tel : 0763 7161 2 (works) 

0763 89460 (home) 

711£ el$ll/$()/(FP2111£ ,wusuUPINflCIJ)g' 
J, 581£2Cl)MP!' 

* Any 2 seater glider can be entered.
* Limited accommodation available. 
* English breakfast served, if required. 

Entry fee £75. All Aerotows are charged at club rates . 

Apply to Les Cooper: 
The 'WOLDS GLIDING CLUB' 

The Airlield. 
Pocklington. 
East Yorkshire 
Tel: 0759 303579 

LAK-12 

From Lithuania - a new sailplane for the Western market: 
20.5m span - 2 piece wing - flaps. 
Fibreglass & carbon fibre construction. 
Max UD 48:1 Tail dolly etc. Rigging aids 
Fully instrumented 42 gallons water ballast Full C of A granted 
Empty weight: 820lb Superb fibreglass trailer 
Ideal for cross-country minded individuals and clubs 
InClusive Price: UK mainland £18000 (approx) lor complete new outfit. Delivery 2-4 
weeks. 

Demonslralor available. cOn/ael agen/s: 

BALTIC SAILPLANES Ltd. 
Baltic Sailplanes LId., 46 The Woodlands, Market Harborough, 

Leiceslershire LE16 7BW 

Tel: 0858 467723; 0536 85552 (office hours); 0536 81777 (evenings) 

(NB: LAK 17 (IS-17m flapped). UK Demonstralor expeeled soon) 

Send now for Technical Data Shee!. GET YOUR NAME ON THE LIST SOON! 
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS 


1596 Bennen, G. Bicester 18.8 
1597 Bunn, G.F. Norfolk 28.11.90 

his back on gliding. From the Regional Soaring 
Centre at Marpingen, also largely his creation , 1598 Glennie, P. SGU 19.10 
he continued to fly cross-country all over 

GtlDING 
1599 Jeffries, D.J. South Wales 18.8 

Germany and France. He took part in gliding 1600 Warren, J.R. Booker 6.10 
1601 Robertshaw, S.P. Derby & Lanes 13.8expeditions throughout the world and gener- CERTIFICATES 1602 Hayes, A.E.D. 	 Cotswold 18.8 

ously gave of his knowledge and skill to new 1603 Foxon. A. Coventry 4.1.92 
comers to gliding. 1604 Massey, J. Essex & Suffolk 22.12 


He was Federal coach to the German gliding 

ALL THREE'DIAMONDS 

1605 Mackintosp, A. Black Mountains 6.3.92 
372 Webber, P.G. Lasham 13.9 
No. Name 	 Club 1991 

1606 Ackroyd, G.D. 	 Anglia 4.1.92movement, and as gliding spokesman in official 1607 Hum, T.G. Black Mountains 4.4 
German sporting bodies (Deutscher Sportbund, 

373 Toon, R.J. Wrekin 4.1.92 
1608 Hallam,J.A. Bicester 16.to 

Deutsche Sporthilfe), he succeeded in using his 
374 Bailey, G.F. 	 South Wales 22.12 

1609 Hogarth, P.B. Mendip 17.3.9 
DIAMOND GOALpowerful persuasive skills to win friends for 

GOLD DISTANCENo. Name Club 1991
soaring flight amongst the highest level deci- Name 	 Club 1991212028 Weatherhead, A.E. Cranfield 18.8 
sion makers and sports administrators, and to 212029 Warburton, P. Weiland 18.8 Warburton , P. Weiland 18.8 
strengthen the reputation of glider pilots within Pentecost, Alexandra Lasham 18.8 

212031 Bannen, G. Bicester 18.8 
212030 Pentecost, Alexandra 	 Lasham 18.8 

Bennen, G. 	 Bicester 18.8the 20 million strong "Deutscher Sportbund". Bunn, G.F. Norfolk 28.11.90 
He also knew success as an author. His two 

212032 Bunn, G.F. Norfolk 28.11.90 
(in Australia) 

books Cross-Country Soaring and Flying 
(In Australia) 

Glennie, P. SGU 19.10 
Gardiner, T.1. Kent 18.8 

212033 Gardiner, T.1. Kent 18.8 
212034 Jeffries,D.J. South Wales 18.8 
212035 Dawe, B. Lasham 18.8

Sailplanes became standard works of refer-
Jeffries, D.J . 	 Soulh Wales 18.8 

ence throughout the world. Finally, with his Dawe, B. Lasham 18.8 
friend Barron Hilton, he helped make the 

212036 Robertshaw, S.P. Derby & lancs 13.8 
Robertshaw, S.P. Derby & Lanes 13.8 

Barron Hilton Cup the most important and 
212037 Hayes, A.E.D. Cotswold 18.8 

Hayes, A.E .D. Cotswotd 18.8 
Ellis, P.R. Kestrel 8.8 

212038 Ellis, P.R. Kestrel 8.8 

atlractive international gliding event outside the DIAMOND HEIGHT 
World Championships. GOLD HEIGHT 


Professionally as well as in the air, Helmut 

No. Name Club 1991 

Name 	 Club 1991311062 Webber, P.G. Lasham 13.9 
311063 Richardson, J.H. lasham 14.9 Richardson , J.H. 	 Lasham 14.9 was a born teacher, a man with a heartfelt 
311064 Meredith, A.P. lasham 22.9 Briscoe, A.D. 	 Midland 2.11

pedagogic vocation . He began his university 3/ 1065 Bunyan, Caroline 	 Kent 1.11 Stewart, Jennifer Veetis 2.11 
teaching career as head of gliding at the Sports 3/1066 Heriz-Smith, N.P. Midland 1.11 Dell , R. Trent Valley 2.11 
Studies Institute of the University of Griffin, B.J, Trent Valley 2.11 

3/1068 Kentish, s.C. Deeside 23.11 
3/1067 Hunlastone, R.1. 	 Avon 10.11 

Perry, S.S. 	 SGU 9.11Saarbrucken, an appointment which earned 311069 Housden. S.R. Cotswold 26.12 Henderson, I.J. 	 Dooside 28.12 
him the nickname "Professor of Gliding". Lately, 3/1070 Glazebrook, G.R. Glyndwr 1.1 .92 Glazebrook, G.R. Glyndwr 1.1.92 
he was Pro-rector of the School of Fine Arts Mountain, I. Cranweil 2.1 .92 

(in France) 
3/1071 Declcux, Ariane Cambridge Univ 29.12 

Stone, Roberta 	 Cranwell 4.1.92and taught experimental sculpture. He had an 
Bunn, G.F. 	 Norfolk 28.11 .903/ 1072 Jessop, P.M.B. Bicester 16.10

extraordinary talent for seeing connections, for (in Australia) 
spotting young talent and for explaining very 

3/1073 Massey, J. Essex & Suffolk 22.12 
Watren, J.R. Booker 6.10 

complicated processes in simple words, using 
(in New Zealand) 

Symeonides, X.P. Glyndwr 1.1.92 
3/ 1075 Smitn, D.W. Clevelands 2.2.92 
311074 Toon, R.J. 	 Wrekin 4.1.92 

Rogers, J.F. 	 Black Mountains 1.1.92 
easy examples. He was always ready to help Sheard, M.J.B. Clevelands 4,1.92 
others. 

311076 Wright,A.C. Yorkshire 2.2.92 
Foxon, A. Coventry 4.1.92 

Typically, it was towards the end of a training 
311077 Fitzgerald, J.F. South Wales 22.t2 

Massey, J,Essex & Suffolk 	 22.12 
(in New Zealand) 

3/ 1078 ailey, G.F. 	 South Wales 22.12 
3/ 1079 Hurn, T.G. Blael< Mountains 14.4 
3/ 1080 Dolphin, M,G. Pegasus 13.3.92

flight - when Helmut had been leading a group 
Newbery, M.J. 	 Yorkshire 24.2.92 

of four members of the young German Mackintosh, A. Black Mournains 6.3.92 
improvers' squad around the French Alps -that 

(in Sisteron) 
Crabb, C. Mendip 17.3.92 

the tragic collision happened. Muncaster, T.W. 	 Wyvern 4.10GOLD BADGE 
No. Name 	 Club 1991 Ael<royd, G,O .. 	 Anglia 4.1.92The gliding movement, all of us have suf- Cater, M,W, Coventry 4.1.92 

fered a grave loss . 
1593 Dell, R. Trent Valley 2.11 
1594 Griffin, B.J. Trent Valley 2.11 Hum, T.G. 	 Blael< Mountains 14.4 

16.10 '1595 Pentecost, Alexandra Lasham 18.8 Hallam, JA 	 BicesterFRED WEINHOLTZ (translated by Max Bishop) . 
BGA SHOP 

GLIDING MUGS No, not you lot! The kind you put your tea or coffee in, This is the latest line in the BGA Shop - white 
ceramic mugs with a dark blue glider design. £3 ,95 (inc. p&p). 


TEE SHIRTS New this summer in the above mentioned white with dark blue glider on the front. One size only (XXL) fits all 

with the fashionable baggy look to match your eyes, £6.35 ~inc. p&pl , 


GLIDING CLUB DIRECTORY Subtitled "Everything you wanted to know about British gliding clubs but didn't know 
where to look" . Details of each club, site, operation, facilities, prices and fleet lov,ingly compiled by Bob Riddle. Now only 
£1.25 (inc. p&P). 

S&G YEARBOOK 	1992 No self-respecting glider pilot can afford to be without a copy, £3 .45 (inc p&p). 

BRITI'SH GLIDING ASSOCIATION 
SALES DEPT" FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE1 7ZB Telephone 0533 531051 

or ask us to send you our complete sales list 	 (ACCESS/VISA accepted) 
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS 

Hoganh. TAO. Mendip 17.3.92 
Hoganh. P.B. Mendip 17.3.92 
Edwards. P.R. Mendip 17.3.92 

SILVER BADGE 
No. Name Club 1991 
8838 Mackenzie. D.A. Derby & Lanes 2.2.92 
8839 Pollard. M. Oxford 18.8 
8840 Bottomley. R. Black Mountains 15.2.92 
8841 Tolley.D.H.w. Buckminster 15.9 
8842 Bunn. G.F. Norfolk 30 .11 .90 
8843 Evans. W.J. Vale of Neath 2 .3 .92 
8844 Taylor. G .J. Marchington 3 .11 
8845 Edwards. P.R. Mendip 17.3 .92 

UK CROSS-COUNTRY DIPLOMA 
Complete 
Name Club 1991 
HancoCk. C.D. Southdown 18.8 

Part 1 
Name Club 1991 
Sluan. R.S. Lasham 26.8 
Penlecost. Alexandra Lasham 4.8 

• 	 David 
Goodison 

INSTRUMENTS 


CALIBRA TEO, SERVICED AND 

REPAIRED 


PZL WINTER AND SMITHS 


BAROGRAPHS CALIBRATED 


CALIBRA TlONS RETURNED 

WITHIN THE WEEK 


4 BROADACRES AVENUE 

CARLTON, Nr. GOOLE 


NORTH HUMBERSIDE DN14 9NE 

Tel. GOOLE (0405) 860856 


FLYTHE 5·10 

IN SPAIN 


You can now fly the big tasks in the 23 
metre two seater under the guidance 
of Tug Willson. Fly 500 - 750 -1 OOOks 
in year round thermals and wave . 
Learn to use the global positioning 
system (GPS) and Cambridge varios. 
New apartment has satellite television 
(including Sky) and large swimming 
pool. Golf course within 5 mins and 
miles of Mediterranean sand just 10 
mins. 30 mins from Alicante. 

CAll 
TUG WILLSON 

Phone/Fax ISD 346·671·5196 

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY Edited by JOHN SHIPLEY 
Chairman, BGA Safety Panel 
Compiled by David Wright 

PiloUCrewRef 	 Glider DateBGANo Damage Place
Number Type 	 Time Age Injury Hr 

132 	 LAK-12 3745 M 24.08.91 Dunstable 36 N 
1200 

In a slight crosswind the wing runner lei go too soon and the pilot was not ab~ to stop the wing touching the ground. The glider bounced into the air 
then turned on the wingtip and finally landed as the pilot released. 

133 	 LS-4 AGA183 M 3t .07.91 Mursley. Bucks 47 N 
1750 

The pilot had to make a field landing towards the end of B soaring day. He chose a field that had previously been landed in by two gliders and 
proved satisfactory. Unfortunatly heavy rain had caused soft patches which were not visible. The glider sank in a soft area then ran against a hard 
area which damaged the underside. 

134 	 ASW-15 3731 M 08.09.91 Dunstable 55 N 
1710 

The pilot made a normal fulty held off landing with half brake "as the wheel brake had been adjusted~.On touchdown the glider was seen to bounce 
slightly, then stopped quickly with the nose tou,ching the ground lightly .The brake had seized on. The brake shoe had welded ilself to the drum side 
wall. 

135 	 Pilatus B-4 2189 M 03.09.91 Aboyne 27 N 
1145 

In a 5kt crosswind aemtow take·off the glider's left wing, which had been fiHed with a boom mounted camera, was allowed to drop. The glider left 
the side of the narrow runway at about 30° to the take-off track and hit a large boulder which caused minor damage. 

136 	 Janus M 02.09.91 Aboyne 43 N 400 
1205 P2 39 N 590 

After a poor circuit the speed was allowed 10 build up to 70-75kt which resulted in the glider landing well up the runway , It ran off the end of the run
way and Pl tOok over to avoid a wall. Under heavy braking on rough ground the nose wheel was pushed up into the fuselage . 

137 	 K-21 2928 M 16.08.91 Wormingford 42 N 96 
1938 P2 0 N 0 

During an evening flying session Ihe landings were being made on a diagonal strip leeding to the main runway. After a normal landing the pilot 
thought he saw a tyre in the grass and steered around it. In dOing this he failed to realise the nearness at the crop alongside the strip and caught 
the wingtip in it causing a mild groundloop. 

138 Nimbus 2 2137 M 01.09.91 Sni"erfield 0 N 
1830 

While de-rigging the glider was placed on its dolly and both tips and the right wing were removed. As the left tip was removed the fuselage 
turned over on to its side, cracking the canopy. The ground in the area was rather uneven and as the weight was taken off the fuselag.e the wheel 
came into contact with the ground and pushed it off the dolty. 

139 	 Std Cirrus 2420 WIO 07 .07 .91 Argenlon. France 59 S 
2100 

Two glid~rs 'had to abandon a dual cross-country aerotow due to bad weather and the pilot of the first glider made a safe landing in a field. 
The second pilot made several circuits of the field to check it carefully before landing. However, he did not see the cables on the approach until too 
late and hit them. He was seriously injured. 

140 	 K-21 2764 M 02.09.91 Long Mynd 42 N 
1915 

A normal landing was made on the grass area close 10 a roadway . During the ground run the glider hit a rut next to the roadway whtch damaged 
the structure around the nosewheel. 

141 	 K-21 37t2 M 03.09.91 Lleweni Pare 35 N 285 
1750 P2 16 N 0 

The glider was being rotated into a full climb at about SOft when the Winch cable broke. PI lowered the nose then started a sideslip with airbrakes 
out betore the speed had built up. When the glider was straightened lor landing at about 10ft the speed was too low and the rate of descent too 
great to avoid a very heavy landing. 

142 	 Dan 17A 1292 M 11 .09.91 Portmoak 69 N 
1630 

The visiting pilot , who knew the airfield well, landed to one side of the landing area to leave as much space as possible for others. In doing this he 
apparently cut it lao line and caught a winglip in the long grass and gorse to the side of the strip. 

143 	 K·7 3603 M 04 .08.91 Marehington 40 N 800 
P2 60 N 20 

P1 was conducting a Bronze badge field landing check on a tarmac strip away Irom the normal landing area. After a good circuit ar.d halt airbrake 
approach P2 flared the glider rather too early and P1 failed to take over in time to prevent a heavy landing. The area was known to be subject to 
low level turbulence in slight crosswind conditions. 

144 	 Fauve"e 2768 M 28.08.91 Warminster 60 N 
1600 

After a normal winch launch and circuit the glider slightly bounced on landi!'l9 Ihen immediately yawed and groundlooped , Examination 01 the main
wheel disclosed a 2in clean cut from one of the many sharp flints scanered across the airfield surtace. 

145 	 Nimbus 2C N - .08.9t 65 N 
(Ineidenlonly) 1800 

During a flight the 4mm bolt holding the trimmer gale sheared. This allowed the trimmer spring to move the trim fully back beyond the normal aft 
trim position. 

146 Ubelle201B 1632 M 31 .08.91 NrN. Pershore 49 N 1028· 
1500 

On a competilion flight the pilot had to make a field landing. He chose to make a higher and fast&r approach than normal as "he expected to find a 
strong wind gradient in the tee of a hill" However, he did not find this and landed weU into the field. He had to turn to increase his available ground 
run and groundlooped as a wing touched the ground. 

147 	 K·7113 M 10.07 .91 Feshiebridge 55 N 765 
1600 

The pilot was to fly thR two-seater solo and the canopy was checked closed at the rear by an instructor tram outside. However, as the pilot sig
nalled ''too fasf' on the launch , the canopy flew open and smashed. The pilot continued the launch to 500ft then made a landing without airbrakes 
wh ile holding the canopy frame shut. 

148 GROB 109 M/GG N - .09.91 41 N 1900 
(Ineidenlonly) +5OOpwr 

1~ ~ 43 N 
At about 300ft in the climb the motor glider suffered a loss of power and ran very roughly . The IhroHle was closed and a ,short circuit and normal 
landing was made without incident. It was found that a broken flap on the carb heat selector on one side of Ihe engine had been sucked into the air 
intake. 
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BGA & GENERAL NEWS 

"You can bank on us" 
RADIOS 

DELCOM AIR 960 Tx/Rx. £186, ICOM A2 

TX/Rx. £268. ICOM A20 Tx/Rx. VOR £314. 

Inc. nicads and accessories . 


GLIDER ELECTRONICS 

T/S Inverter "High Tech Model". 12V in - 24. 

26. 28V out £23.90. Automatic charger for 
sealed rechargeable 12v batteries. two 
outputs with LED indicators £38.90. 

INSTRUMENTS 

Latest zero resettable PZL Sensitive 

Variometers complete with speed to fly ring 

and flask. Standard size £159. Miniature 

£189. PZL expanded scale sensitive ASI 0
140 kts in 1 ~ turns or 0-200 kts in Hi turns 

£89 . PZL TE Compensator £25.90. 

Reconditioned Sensitive IFR Altimeters 

20.000' £147. 30 .000' £157. New IFR 

20,000 Altimeters £159.90. Reconditioned 

12V T/Slips £144. New Miniature 12V PZL 

Turn & Slip £315. Reconditioned Bendix 3111" 

Artificial Horizons with new inverter £349. 

Airpath Panel Mount Compasses 

reconditioned £43. new £48.90. New IFR 

Pedestal Mount Compasses £64. Ex 

Ministry Accelerometers Standard Size 

£82. New IFR Mini Accelerometers £179.90. 


THE NEW "XK 10" VARIOMETER 

Standard or Miniature Instrument sizes , 

Dual Range, Dual Response Rates. Up and 

Down Audio with Variable Thresholds. 

Dedicated Continuous Reading Averager. 

No Flask required , Only 1 OMA power 

consumption . £299. Repeater Meter £79. 


NEW PARACHUTES 

SP6. Steerable. 18 year life, Bag & Manual. 

Pack size length 540mm. width 340mm, 

depth 100mm. £330. 


AIRFRAME SPARES 

Cadet, Tutor , Sedberg . Prefect. T.31 , 

Grasshopper, Swallow. Skylar,k. 


ASH SKIDS 

K-7 & K-13 £69. OL Y 2B and other types 

from £62. 


OTTFUR RELEASES 

New "Ottfur" releases £99.50. Exchange 

"Ottfur" re-condition service £39.50. 


TRAILERS 

Superior well engineered metal trailers for 

the discerning glider owner. Complete or in 

kit form. from £1,850. 


GLIDERS 
Foka Standard. Foka 5. 
'SZD-51-1 Junior £16,500 
'SZD-50-3 Puchacz £24,000 
'SZD-55 US$45,000 

'New gliders in conjunction with Anglo Polish 
Sailplanes Ltd. Prices subject to revision. 

Prices shown exclude VA T and carriage. 

COLIN D. STIREET 
"Yewdown House", 7 Sharpthorne Close, 
Ifleld, Crawley, Sussex, RH11 OLU. 

Tel: 0293 543832, FAX 0293 513819 24hrs 
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149 LS·4A 2959 S 16.08 .91 Nr Husbands Bosworth 28 N 326 

1730 


On a very marginal glkle the pilot saw good fields short of the airfield so carried on over lendable fields. When very low, he decided to land in one 
of the fields but had 10 make a very shallow turn 10 get into It. Even so he caught a wingtip in the hedge and spun in hard. An impact absorbing 
cushion and tight straps helped prevent injury. 

150 ASW·20 3499 M 10.08.9 1 Odiham 72 N 27 14 
1600 

The glider was being winch launched from an area with a slight cross slope. As the pilot prepared to change flap sening a wing dropped and he did 
not react quickly as the groundloop star1ed. He had diff iculty locating the release knob and the cable back released as the glider turned through! 
90· . 

151 K·23 M 10.08.91 Odiham N 
1130 

The glider was being rigged on the airiield under the supervision 01 an instructor. The fuselage was positioned into wind on the trailer belly dolly 
then the instructor lett it to gel a wing from the trailer. Unfor1unatly all his helpers did the same just as a gust blew the fuselage on to its side, crack
ing the canopy. 

152 K-21 AGA 11 M? 21.08.91 Thomey Island 74 N 1352 
1~ ~ 0 N 0 

After a long ground run the glider lifted off but the airspeed did not increase above 4Okt. Halfway along the runway at 20ft, with the towcar reaching 
the end of the runway, Pt abandoned the launch and landed ahead. Just before touchdown the glider's lett wing hit a (post?) at the edge of the 
runway which swung the glider around. 

153 PIK 20E MIG G·SDAR S 18.08.91 Nr Long Mynd 39 N 337 
1515 +42pwr 

After ridge soaring away Irom base, with the engine retracted, the pilot decided 10 restar1lhe engine and return . Before extending the engine he 
first selected a lield,in case it would not star1 . This was the case and so he elected to land in the field. He hit a tree in the boundary hedge and the 
motor glider spun in causing substantial damage. 

154 Sport Vega 2685 S? 29.09.91 Aboyne 34 M 
1554 

While on his first fIlght on type Ihe pilot found himself number five to land. His first choice of landing place was occupied so he changed to a second 
runway which was just being cleared. Distracted by the activity , he al lowed the speed to bul'd up and landed near the runway end. The glider ran 
off the end. down a steep bank and broke up. 

155 Puchacz 3620 WID 26.09 .91 Wycombe Air Pari< 0 
1717 

The hangar had been packed due to approaching bad weather but unfortunatly there was no room lor the Puchacz. A very strong gust picked up 
the glider which rotated about the wingtip. It hit a car and came to rest in Iront of the hangar. narrowty missing three people. 

156 Falke MIG G-BRRD M 16.09.91 Marchington 44 N 72 
1800 +35pwr 

After touchdown the motor glider hit a bump on a rough area of the airlield and the pilot lost hold 0' the stick. As a consequence the nose dropped 
and the propeller tips hit the ground. A long spell 01 dry weather had made parts of the airliefd uneven and rock hard. 

157 K-6CA 2475 WID 21 .09.91 Radley Green 45 M 31 

1430 


While anampting a Silver distance the pilot lound the headwind too strong and decided to tand in a field . He circled the field several times and in 
doing so became disorientated and landed downwind . He tried to reach the next field but hit the boundary hedge and the glider somersaulted into 
the ground. 

158 Keslrel S 27.09 .91 Cannel 30 N 688 
1456 

The pi lot decided to land ahead of an approaching shower and flew a slightly fast circu it to allow for the glider'S wet wings, Turning finals with tull 
lIap he fell that the glider was near the stall so put on more speed. It landed at 65-70kt just outside the boundary fence which was hit as the pilot 
tried to "jump· the glider over it. 

159 K-8e 2418 M 21.09.91 Morndge n N 20 
1530 

After a normal approach and landing it was noticed that the lower fuselage longeron was bent. This and both of the previous two landings had been 
smooth. It appears likely Ihallhe generally hard ground after a dry spell combined with an area weakened by age and previous similar damage had 
caused the failure. 

160 Aslir Club 3 2741 M 18.09. 91 Nympsfield 57 N 22 
1645 

The glider was seen 10 be flying a laster than normal approach for the conditions. It was flown on and bounced, then touched dow n slightly side
ways causing damage to the undercarriage mounts and the canopy. 

161 K-13 2256 M 21.08.91 Saltby 31 N 900 
1122 P2 0 N 0 

P1 had noled poor tug perlormance on an earlier fl ight. On this flight the tug was slow to get airborne and PI did nOl release as he had no sale 
landing ahead. However, the tug star1ed sinking so he pulled oN and landed heavily in a nearby lield. The airbrakes were seen to have been open 
during the ground run. 

Please nole following accidents have been de-identified on the main repor1. 

123 AstirCSn 2391 N 17.07 .91 Long Mynd 42 N 211 
1158 

Following a winch launch the pilot found that the glider would nol respond to lorward stick and almost stalled as it left the cable. By using fulilrim 
and leaning forward he could only make 45 knots and just managed to land safely. Tape on the elevator had lifted across the lull width and acted 
as a spoiler. Tape bubbles were seen before take-off . 

145 Nimbus 2C 2491 N 20.08.91 Lasham 65 N 
1800 

During a flight the 4mm bolt holding the trimmer gate sheared . This allowed the trimmer spring 10 move the tri m fully back beyond the normal aft 
trim position . 

148 Grab 109 M/GG-BRCG N 20 .09 .91 Enstone 41 N 1900 
+500pwr 

1900 P2 43 N 
At about 300ft in Ihe climb the motor glider suffered a loss 01 power and ran very roughly. The Ihronle was closed and a short circuit and normal 
landing was made without incident Subsequent engineering examination revealed a broken flap on the carb heat selector on one side of the en
gine which had been sucked into the air intake. 

S.1!".$erious: WID. Write-off: M""Minor: N=Nil 

The 1992 S&G Yearbook, with loads of special articles, an airspace update, 
records, annual statistics and a club directory, is now Bvailable from the BGA 
at £3.45 (including p&p). 
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TOM ZEAlLEY 

GLIDER 

INSTIRUMENTS 


(M. G. Hutchinson) 

Repairs and overhauls 
carried out 

P.Z.L. Sales 
and Service 

Barograph Calibration centre 

Write or phone: 
'Tanfietd' 

Shobdon 


Nr. Leominster 

Herefordshire HR6 9LX 


Tel : 0568 708 368 

(answering machine) 

L23 "SUPER BLANIK" 

A superb Trainer 


Fully Instrumented 2 Panels 

Easy Ground Handling E!W 310Kgs 


Price delivered UK with 

BGA Reg & C of A 


£23,300 plus VAT 


HERCULES 4 WINCH 

Gliders up to 1760lbs AUW 


Twin Drum 

TATRA Air Cooled Diesel 185HP 


Price Deliveredl UK 

£23,000 plus VAT 


PETER CLIFFORD & CO 
15 Home Farm, Crowmarsh Gifford 


Wallingford, Oxon. 0)(10 BEL 

Tel 0491 3931~20 


Fax 049139316 


Oxfordshire Sportflying Club 

The Premier 


Motor-gliding School 

* Convert your bronze/silver badge to a 

self launching motor glider ppl. 
* We teach and examine for 'bronze c 

field landing exercises 
* We coach in navigation for your 

silver c 
* Ab-initio train ing ~ 
* Trial lessons. 	 ."'" 

Discover motor-gliding ~,~:J\ ~ ' . ~~J 
and how it can help 1 \-.~L~ 
you in the world ~~~ 
of pure gliding , ~~~ 

For details call on 0608 677208 

Ray Brownrigg (C.F.I.) or Bobbie Ford 


Open seven days a week 

June/July 1992 

INTERNATIONAl GLIDING 
COMMISSION 
Extracts from Tom Zealley's 
report on the meeting held in 
Paris from March 13-14 

'~O~-fO"' 00"""" we" ,oo,..."e<! wifh
about 40 people present. 
Sporting Code. This has been revised with an 
improved layout. Notable changes were:- cam
eras for start and TPs must be held in fixed mount
ings in the cockpit ; electronic barographs may be 
used (subject to approval by national associa
tions) for all badge flights and wings may be flexed 
upwards when measuring the wing span of 15 
Metre and Standard Class gliders. 
Motor gilders. It is hoped to take a firm decision 
in a year's time on whether motor glider competi
tions should be merged with pure glider competi
tions. It was mentioned that almost all new Open 
Class gliders had engines and the German Aero 
Club are admitting those with restartable engines 
in a new National 18 Metre Class. 
World Championships - New Zealand 1995. 
John Roake was enthusiastic about the prospect 
of using Global Positioning Systems for flight ver
ification, which he hoped would avoid the labour 
intensive job of examining large numbers of start 
and TP photographs. The system will be tried out 
at Swe-glide this summer. 

Wind Component Resolvers.... . .......£6.50 
'Gemini' Calculators 

(Resolver on Reverse Side) .. .. ..... . £13.00 

At the moment GPS for navigation is prohib
ited for International Championships but it was 
agreed by a substantial majority that the current 
ban on electronic navigational aids should be re
moved from the revised Sporting Code. However, 
by a smaller majority, it was agreed that GPS 

STORCOMM 

TWO-WAY RADIO 

Our NEW instrument panel mounting air set, 
model TR 9005 is now in production . Main 
features : 
* Covers entire band 118-136 MHz,
* Accepts up to 8 channels.
* Offers cost saving narrow band receiver ver

sion.
* Full power transmitter accepts both hand and 

boom microphones. 
* Sensitive and selective receiver with crystal

filter. 
Economic service for all our previous models 
plus most other air and ground radios , 
Pye "Westminster" 6-channel ground sets avail
able, fitted 130.1 and 130.4 Mhz. 
Detailed information, prices and technical speci 
fications from 

GEORGE STOREY Te/. 0932784422 
H.T. Communications, P.O. BOI4, 

SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesel, TW16 7TA 

couldn 't be used in the European Championships 
in Hungary in July . The ban on cloud flying in
struments in 'irllernational Championships re
mains. 

New Zealand and Sweden won't be setting 
POST tasks during their Wo~ld Championships. 
Airspace. Through vigorous lobbying the threat
ened requirement for gliders to carry mode C 
transponders in Sweden and Belgium have been 
removed for the time being . 
European Championships. The 1993 Women's 
Championships will be at Hosin, Czechoslovakia ' 
and the 1993 Junior Championships will be at La 
Roche-sur-Yon, France, from July 24-August 6. 
Awards. Ray Lynskey (New Zealand) was nom
inated for the Ulienthal medal and Gisela Wein
reich (Germany) the women's Majewska medal. 

Peter Ryder remains the IGC president and 
there were no changes of vice-presidents. ICI 

~JSW SOARING 


'Aquarius' (Dual Weight) Calculators.. .. £13.00 

Flight Planning Rulers .. ...................£4.50 

Protective Wallets for Calculators & Rulers are 
now included 
'Dolphif!' vario Conversions from.. ..£40.00 

SAE for Product Details to , 

34 CASWELL DRIVE, SWANSEA 
W. GLAM SA3 4RJ 

-;ooC.. 

P()t:tmOat/~ 

Scottish qfidin~1f'[;;nited 

\......~ 
Post 5010 courses available from 
April. 

• Ab-Initio & AEI courses also 

available. 


• 	All year round soaring in thermal 

wave & ridge. 


• Launching by winch and aerotow, 

IFor Details Contact; 
The Sec-retary 
Scottish Gliding Union 
Portmoak Airfield 
Scotlandwell KY13 7JJ 
059284543 
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Copy and photographs tor the August
September issue should be sent to the 
Editor, 281 Queen Edith's Way, 
Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel 0223247725, 
fax 0223 413793, to arrive not later than 
June 9 and for the October-November 
issue to arrive not later than August 11. 

GILLIAN BRYCE-SMITH 
AprilB 

ANGLIA (RAF Wattisham) 
Gary Bennett has been awarded the Royal Aero 
Club's Certificate of Merit for his gliding achieve
ments. The K-13 is nearing completion and we 
have made good progress on the bus, thanks to 
much hard work. 
N.P. 

ANGUS (Aroroath) 
Chairman. George Nelson, presented cups to 
Gordon Clark ar:ld Martin Clarke at the annual 
dinner-dance. Congratulations. 

The highlight of the Aprilllying week, curtailed 
by heavy rain and strong winds, was a 115km 
triangle by CFI Allan Black (Vega) on the 4th. 
Hours and launches are well up on last year. 
C.H.W. 

BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre) 
We have had some reasonable soaring and bet
ter weather has brought new faces to the club. 
Congratulations to aU the new solo pilots. 

Unfortunately the first week of the Talgarth 
expedition was rained off. 
C.A.D. 

BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth) 
A large number of visitors have enjoyed a re
markable number of wave days. On one 
February day all the gliders reached Gold height 
with a Diamond missed by 100ft. The Pawnee 
has been repainted and given a hush kit. 

Course director Les Bradley is offering a wide 
range of advanced courses in wave and moun
tain flying . 

Congratulations to Alastair Mackintosh (Gold 
badge and instructor's rating) and Tony Burton 
on winning the BGA De Havilland cup for his out
standing flight on New Year's Day. 
A.M. 

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping) 
During the wettest, windiest week conservation 
volunteers, supervised by the Bowland Forest 
rangers, planted 2000 trees behind the hangar 
to eventually form a windbreak and shield a pro
posed caravan site. Our grateful thanks to them 
and John Richardson for masterminding this and 
many other field improvement projects. 

Three new gliders have arrived - an Open 
Cirrus, M200 and a K-21. Sadly our first ever, 
brand new super silent Pawnee flew for only 
three days before losing a battle with a winch 
cable, but it should be back by Easter. 
VH 

BOOKER (Wycombe Air Park) 
Six new members were elected to the commit
tee at the AGM, the biggest change for many 

Patrick Hogarth of Mendip GC after his 16th 
birthday solo photographed with his Instruc
tor, brother Philip. 

Above: Darran Robinson (Culdrose GC) had 
to wait until the day after his 16th birthday to 
go solo. Below: Geoffrey Mostyn Lewis of 
Derby & Lancs GC pictured prior to his last 
solo flight at the age of 84. 

Two young Shalbourne pilots have soloed. 
Below left: Elizabeth Warner (on her 16th 
birthday) with her Instructor Geoff Nicholls. 
Right: Fergus Glen, aged 18, with his ,instruc
tor, Richard Dann. 

Our second 16th birthday solo - Paul 
Clarke of Essex GC. 

years. We have formed a marketing group who 
have an arrangement with Bisham Abbey, the 
National Sports Centre, to provide reasonably 
priced accommodation and sports facilities for 
our visitors. This will help our courses and pos
sibly even Nationals crews. 

The beginning of April saw our first 300kms 
and we have reports from the Cerdanya expedi
tion lin Spain of wave climbs to 24 OOOft and ther
mals to 12 OOOft. 

Wycombe Sports Council has made an award 
to Adam Westoby for his efforts in learning to 
glide despite his daunting physical handicap. 
R.N. 

BORDERS (Gale wood) 
Our AGM was in March and we have decided to 
build on our success by acquiring our own site 
now that the bank balance is back in the black 
and loans to members have slowly been re
duced. For the next two years we aim to concen
trate on improving ground facilities. With that in 
mind our elderly Bocian is having a major over
haul and we have a second factory re-condi " 
tioned Bocian to augment our .fleet . 

Our nex1 priority is to acquire land next to our 
field to start winching and then update the club 
fleet. Our Super Cub gives good service but will 
soon need major work. 
R.C. 

BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE 
(Nympsfield) 
Our invigorated management team have been 
getting the best from our excellent new facilities. 
Steve Parker, our new secretary, gained 16000lt 
in March wave while Derek Thomas (Discus), 
who soloed last year. climbed to 12600ft, 
demonstrating the benefits of our accelerated 
training programme. 

Sid Smith's spring task week was well at
tended. Congratulations to Russ Francis, our 
first solo of the year. Visitors are welcome and 
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A number ofyou mentioned the success of 
the BGA Safety Presentation which on 
going to press has been given at over 48 
clubs, often with nearby clubs being invited 
to join, and has reached more than 3400 
pilots. We have cut out these references to 
save repetition and space. The presenters 
are Mick Boyden, David Fraser, Peter Gill, 
Steve Langland, Andy Miller, Jonathan 
Mills, Paul Myers, Chris Pullen, John 
Reeves, Keith Scott, Bill Scull, Derek Sear 
and John Shipley. 

Louise Kennington of Glyndwr after going 
solo. 

Bob Staveley of Dukeries GC after going 
solo, photographed with his instructor Glenn 
Barrett. 

we suggest you try our 25 miles north ridge run 
from Cleeve Hill to Stinchcombe, which is seri
ous flln. 
S.R. 

BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airfield) 
Nottingham Polytechnic GC had a successful 
task week despite strong crosswinds . 
Congratulations to Justin Braime and Mike 
Cunningham (going sOlo) and John Harwood 
and Roger Shepherd (AEI ratings) . 

We have had our AGM, the two Bronze badge 
training weeks are full and membership has in
creased. A warm welcome to Keith, our course 

June/July 1992 

The northern corner of the Cambridge 
University GC's -new site at Gransden Lodge. 
The TP, GRL on the BGA list, is the club
house/hangar complex on the right of the 
photograph taken looking east by John 
Glossop. 

instructor, and Paul, the tug pilot. Visitors are al
ways welcome. 
ME 

BURN (Burn Airfield) 
The hangar is beginning 10 bulge with the 
Swallow hoisted aloft to make space for our club 
fleet of a K-7, two K-13s, K-21, two K-8s, SF-27, 
Astir, Super Falke and Pawnee. We plan to build 
a MT garage to give our hard working Tony 
Flannery more space. 

A group repeated last year's visit 10 German 
gliding clubs, this time going to Oerlinghausen, 
Grefrath and Herne. 

A Twin Astir, ASW-20 and a rebuilt Diamant 
join the private fleet. 
P.N. 

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Gransden Lodge) 
At the AGM Steve Langland stepped down as CFI 
and is succeeded by Robert Bryce-Smith . Our 

A hangar flight at Portmoak taken by Graham 
Niven. 

thanks to Steve for all his hard work which will be 
continued in various gliding activities. 

Evening flying will be on Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays for ab-initio and 
solo pilots. We have an SZD Junior on order. 

Congratulations to Alyson Maskell (AEI rat
ing) and to Dave Foskett and Robert Verdier 
(going solo) . 
J.L.B. 

CLEVELANDS (RAF Dishforth) 
We welcome Air Cdr Graham Pitchfork as our 
president and Grp Cpt Tom Eeles as chairman. 
We are sorry to say goodbye to three of our most 
enthusiastic and hard working members-Jackie 
and Martin Clegg are off to BrOggen and 
"Massie" Williams to Brize Norton. 

Congratulations to Jonathan Mennel1 and 
Tom van der Raay on going solo. 

Hangar Cat, chief of rodent control for almost 
20 years, has finally gone to the big hangar in 
the sky and will be sadly missed. (See article in 
this issue.) 
J.P. 

COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth) 
The soaring season started on February 28 
when Alan Kangurs (ASW-17) flew a 1 OOkm tri
angle . The four drum winch has a new gearbox. 
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specially made by IF of Germany and featured 
in their internal magazine. 

The courses are under way and we are flying 
seven days a week. 
r.w. 

COTSWOLD (Aston Down) 

We congratulate Richard Burgoyne, Dave 

Moore and Oliver Ward (AEI ratings) and Mike 

Pirie on becoming CFI, taking over from Ruth 

Housden whom we thank for her years' of dedi

cation and hard work. 


We are flying seven days a week and visitors 
are welcome with their gliders. We have started 
occasional aerotowing, which is working well 
with the reverse motor tow, and have bought a 
newK-13. 

Many members enjoyed a weekend seminar 
with Derek Piggot1 on cross-country and soaring 
techniques and would highly recommend him to 
other clubs. 
M.S. 

Chris Batty 

We were all upset to learn of the death of Chris 
Bat1y at the early age of 41 . Ironically this came 
when his long battle against leukeamia looked 
close to success. 

From an early age Chris centred his life 
around aviation. He won the best apprentice of 
the year award at British Aerospace and later 
became the company's top fuel system design 
engineer, working on Concorde and various 
Airbus designs. 

He won many model flying competitions in
cluding the British Model Open Rubber 
Championship and at 18 represented Britain 
in the World Model Free Flight Gliding 
Championships. Chris joined the Cotswold GC 
in 1972 and became a keen and competent 
cross-country and competition pilot with a Gold 
badge and two Diamonds. He also had tremen
dous skill: as a technical and practical engineer 
and was a BGA senior inspector. It meant many 
of his gliders were rebuilt wrecks, his last being 
an ASW-20 . 

When British Aerospace moved him to 
Toulouse , France in 1986 he joined the Bourg 
club and gained his PPL. 

Chris was a rich mixture of perfectionism, ex
pertise, humour and outstanding good nature 
and a good and loyal friend . Above all else his 
chief love was for his family. 

Our heartfelt sympathy goes to Liz and the 

boys, Tom, David and Martin, who are neverthe
less left with numerous happy memories of their 
life with Chris. 
John Holland and Larry Bleaken 

CRANWELL (RAFGSA) 
Our first cross-country of the season, 100km, 
was in early March . Congratulations to Ivan 
Howarth on going solo and Tim Favor and Nick 
Hawley on Bronze legs. 

Membership is increasing ; we hope our expe
dition to Llweni Parc this month will be as good 
as our wave camp at Dishforth ; we are replacing 
our motor glider with a newer version; are about 
to get an airfield bus and several members are 
doing SLMGPPLs. 

A correction to our last entry - we are cele
brating our 20th anniversary this year, not our 
25th, with numerous events. 
I.M. 

CULDROSE (RNAS Helston) 
Darren Robinson went solo the day after his 16th 
birthday - the base couldn't be closed on the 
day. Sid Hillman , the instructor who cleared him 
also sent Darren's father solo. 

We had incredible soaring on the weekend of 
April 4-5 with a 5000ft cloudbase. Pete Green 
flew his 5hrs, Steve Coulthard his final Bronze 
leg and Marc Rowley re-soloed after eight years. 
R.A. 

DARTMOOR (Brentor) 
At the AGM in March chairman, Phil Jarman, re
ported steady progress with 14 gliders flying reg
ularly from Brentor and 3921 member launches 
and 205 air experience launches in 1991,. The 
new committee includes Joyce Andrew (trea 
surer), Anne Simpkins (secretary) , John Bolt 
(site manager) and John Clark (site engineer) . 

We have had winter lectures ; planted 150 
trees around the site and plan to visit Aboyne 
and France. 
F.G.M. 

DEESIDE (Aboyne Airfield) 
At the AGM chairman Peter Coward and the 
committee were re-elected. The Chairman's tro
phy was presented to Lionel Sole. 

The spring wave has been working most days 
with seven Gold heights on one day in early 
March for our visitors. 

Congratulations to Richard Holt on going solo 
and to Steve Thompson and Ian Henderson on 
their 5hrs. 

Work is well under way with the new club
house. Glider charges have been reduced with 
flight time in excess of 3hrs free. 
G.D. 

DERBY & LANCS (Camphill) 

We have formed a cross-country club for early 

solo and Bronze badge pilots to fly with instruc

tors to dispel nerves and show what can be 

achieved, 


Coventry GC pilots recently enjoyed good 
flights in wave and thermals. 

Geoffrey Mostyn Lewis decided to have his 
last solo flight in March at the age of 84. A distin
guished pilot for many years, he will continue to 
fly in club two-seaters. 

Steve Carver is the holiday course instructor 
with Clive Wilby and Bill Hughes as weekday in
structors. Our thanks to Stuart MacArthur for his 
hard work and patience as the mid week instruc
tor. 
M.I.R. 

DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill) 

Our first cross-countries were on March 8 by Ron 

Johns (Pegasus) and Damian Le Roux (K-6cR). 

On April 4 Damian and Tim Bardon (SF-27 A) flew 

150 and 130km triangles and Colin Watt (ASW
19) a 170km multiple TP task. 


At Talga~h in March, Guy Adams gained Gold 
'height in the club's Junior. We have further ex 
peditions to Talgarth and Portmoak. 

Jonathan Smith has a full Cat instructor's rat
ing; Bernard Reeves , after a decade's break, 
has resoloed and Adrian Bolt, Chris Wool , 
Richard Petheram, Peter Callaghan and Alan 
Turner have gone solo. Well done! 

We are ce'I'ebrating our 40th anniversary with 
a hangar party after flying ends on Saturday, 
July 18. We hope past D&S members will come 
and renew old acquantances. 
I.D.K. 

DORSET (Old Sarum) 
We had expeditions to Talgarth, Aboyne and the 
Pyrenees with some success. 

Tony Pat1emore and Bernie Shackell (Blanik) 
and Alistair Macgregor and Alan Milne (DG
300s) flew the season's first cross-countries dur
ing the weekend of April 4-5 and we had some 
Silver heights. 

The petrol winch is back in service thanks to 
all who laboured in the hangar. 
E.B. 

DUKERIES (Gamston Airport) 
We had a heavy rate demand after building our 
hangar but thanks to protracted negotiations by 
Peter Turner, vice-chairman, we have a 100% 
concessionary rate relief. 

Congratulations to Bob Staveley on going solo 
and Mike de Torre on becoming a BGA (A and 
M) inspector. 
J.C.P. 

ESSEX (North Weald & Ridgewell) 

We continue to fly at North Weald while we wres

tle with the problems of a green-field site at 

Ridgewell. 


Buildings are still a problem and we would be 
grateful for any help. We have acquired four ex 
ATC winches which Ron Burke and his team are 
refurbishing. 

Congratulations to Paul Clarke (going solo on 
his 16th birthday); Dave Dungey and Geoff 
Lynch (Gold badges) and John Ley (all three 
Diamonds) . 

We will be offering courses and trial lessons 
at North Weald whenever possib'le this season. 
G.W.L. 

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Wormingford) 

Our Tost winch built from a kit, with many modi

fications by Mike Haynes, Merv Gooch and 

Richard Kimberley with help from many others, 

is working well. Congratulations to Victor 

Francis, our first pilot to be fully winch trained. 

Also to our new chairman, Chris Price, his son 
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Rupert and Alan Roberts on going solo. 
The syndicate fleet has another K-6 (Mike 

Friend and Stuart Harvey) and a DG-200 (John 
Amor, Bob Brown and Les Marshall). 
C.JR. 

GL YNDWR (Denbigh) 
Congratulations to Louise Kennington and 
Kenny Clewlarthon going solo (Kenny also has 
a Bronze leg) and to Ian Pettman , from RAF 
Halton, on setting a new site record of 20 500ft. 
We have a new CFllsite manager, Paul "Porki" 
Conyers who took over from Dave Bullock. Many 
thanks to Dave for all his hard work in getting 
the club so well established. 

A K-13 has joined our fleet and we will soon 
be offering motor glider training when our 
Venture arrives. Our caravan site for members 
and visitors will soon be open. 
GH 

GRAMPIAN (By Laurencekirk) 

The winter has been relatively good with few non 

flying weekends and two wave weekends in 

March. 


Membership is increasing and we now queue 
to fly. 
R.J.S. 

KENT (Chal/ock) 
Our workshop hire facility has been well used 
for winter fettling. At the well attended AGM Tim 
Gardiner was re-elected as chairman with Les 
Connolly as secretary. 

The Talgarth expedition wasn't a great suc
cess but some limited hill soaring was achieved. 

The first April weekend gave good soaring 
with Charlie Guy gaining Silver distance on 
Saturday and Silver height on Sunday. 
D.J.C. 

LINCOLNSHIRE (Strubby) 
It was decided at the March AGM to change 

our name from the Strubby GC to Lincolnshire 
(Woodthorpe) GC though we will continue toop
erate from our airtield. 

Dick Skerry has claimed the "first hour of the 
year" trophy and John Kitchen is the new safety 
officer. 
R.G.S. 

LONDON (Dunstable) 
We welcome Richard Barber as the resident tug 
pilot. Late winter wave days have allowed the 
ASH-25 to soar around the countryside, even 
completing a 300km 'in February. The weekend 
task setting and cross-country group are in full 
swing with several thousand kilometres already 
flown. 

We were sad to hear of the death of -Ken 
Barton in MarCh and send our deepest sympa
thy to his wife Annette and family. There will be 
obituary in the next issue. 

The Dunstable Regionals are being booked 
up so apply quickly. 
C.P.B. 

MARCHING TON (Tatenhill Airfield) 
We moved to Tatenhill in March and share two 
runways, 26/08 and 22104, and a grass strip to 
the north of 26. Glider Circuits are right hand with 
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left hand circuits for powered aircraft. The tower 
frequency is 122.2MHz. 

Our clubhouse, a large portacabin, is being 
renovated and redecorated to a high standard 
by enthusiasts and we have all mod cons. 

Visitors are welcome (PPR for power please) 
and we fly weekends, Wednesdays and Bank 
Ho'lidays and have three courses and a task 
week planned. 
AR. 

MENDIP (Halesland) 
After a disappointing winter we had a very suc
cessful· expedition to Aboyne in March with Gold 
heights for Peter Turner, Tim Hogarth, Derek 
Simpson and Chris Crabb; heights to complete 
their Gold badges for Phil Hogarth, Bob Merritt, 
Barry Goodyear, Peter Jones and Paul Crooke 
while Paul Edwards achieved a Gold height and 
5hrs for his Silver badge. 

Congratulations to Patrick Hogarth on his 16th 
birthday solo, the third Hogarth to do so at 
Mendip. Patrick is the first recipient of the Arthur 
Robinson memorial bursary, a club grant of £50 
towards flying costs. 

A Skylark 4 joins the club fleet. 
TADH 

MIDLAND (Lond Mynd) 
Our new Pawnee, G-CMGC, towed for the first 
time on February 9. The season started well with 
thermals at the end of February, excellent soar
ing on March 8 with several cross-countries, a 
lot of bungying and some midweek flying. The 
courses started on March 16. 

George Owen has soloed and Chris Harris is 
a fully rated instructor. Over 90 came to our an
nual dinner-dance and prize-giving with Per 

, Lindstrand as the guest speaker. 
ARE 

NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood) 
Our two winches have been mOdified, thanks to 
Les Ward and team. Gary Johnson (K-8) had a 
1 hr flight on March 8. 

There was a well attended safety meeting 
given by CFI Horace Bryant. A SZD Junior has 
replaced the club Astir and K-8. 
DH 

NEWARK & NOTTS (Winthorpe) 

We have started flying after our annual refur

bishment shut down. Congratulations to Garry 

Rivers and Dan Goldsworthy (AEI ratings) and 

Richard Jackson and Dave Kassube (Bronze 

badges). 


Chris Goldsworthy now has a Skylark 3 and 
Barry Pattison has joined an Oly syndicate. 
Visitors are always very welcome. 
M.A 

NORFOLK (Tibenham Airfield) 
Congratulations to Paul Baldwin (Sliver dis
tance) and to Steve Ell and Neil White (visiting 
pilots achieving SLMGPPLs). 

Our thanks to Woody and Eric Arthur for their 
well attended lectures for early cross-country pi
lots. 

We have replaced our Swallow with a K-8 for 
early solo pilots, had one of our K-13s fitted for 
paraplegic pilots by John Edwards, are planning 

to buy a third K-13 and awaiting the arrival of two 
syndicate Falkes. 

At our annual dinner on April 4 trophies were 
presented by our president, Alf Warm inger, to 
Phil Jones, John Winsworth, Roy Woodhouse 
(two), Eric Arthur/Stuart Jeffery (two each), Tony 
Walsh, Mike Watson, John Davey, Steve Doran, 
Mike lindsay, John Ayers, Gerald Nunn and Ray 
Hart. 
R.J.H. 

NORTH WALES (Bryn Gwyn Bach) 
Gareth Davis is the first in our history to go solo 
on his 16th birthday and very nearly gained a 
Bronze leg with 23min on our ridge. He started 
flying at 13 and is a keen member. 

Any pilots are welcome to visit us. Please ring 
Dave Sprake on 0745 582286. 
D.J. 

OXFORD (Weston on the Green) 

There has been l ittle winter activity but Terry 

Cain and Peter Turner have gone solo and an 

LS-4 joined the privately owned ,fleet. 


In April we said farewell to a ,former CFI, Colin 
White, who joined us from Sutton Bank many 
years ago and has emigrated to New Zealand 
where we wish him all the best. 
F.B. 

PEGASUS (RAF GOtersloh) 
Ten members avoided our dreadful weather by 
going to Sisteron in March, with Mick Dolphin , 
"Spud" Hallam and Thomas Micke returning with 
Diamond heights, Mick especially pleased to 
have flown it in his lovingly restored Dart, and 
Ron Turley (chairman) and Keith Wallis with 
Silver heights and durations, Ron flying 5hrs 
three times. 

At the AGM trophies winners included Chris 
Ballard and Ray Pye with ex chairman Bob 
Marston receiving the RAFGSA Member of the 
Year award. 

The second winch has a new engine and we 
are having a second Discus. 
D.R.M. 

PETERBOROUGH & SPALDING (Crowland 
Airfield) 
Congratulations to David Crowhurst on his full 
category rating and to James Crowhurst, Andy 
Griffiths, les Rigby and Dave Penny on their 
Bronze badges. • 

Sailplane &Giliding 
You can buy the magazine from most Gliding 
Clubs in Gt. Britain, alternatively send £17.50 
(to include the 1992 Yearbook) or £14.50, 
postage included, for an annual subscription to 
the British Gliding Association, Kimberley 
House, Vaughan Way, Leicester. 

Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to 
take copies of the magazine and gold-blocked 
with the title on the spine are only available from 
the BGA. 

Price £5.50 including post and packing. 
USA and all other Countries 
Payable in either Sterling £14.50 (or US$2S.00) (or US 
$35 .00 by Air Mail) direct to the British Gliding 
Association. 
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Paul Barker of Southdown GC who went solo 
Just after his 16th birthday. 

The Midland GC's new Pawnee flown by their Lois and' Dick Thirkill have started a club Iladtug master Mark Wakem. 
der and our annual dinner is on May 1 . 
D.K.P. 

PORTSMOUTH NAVAL (Lee on Solent) 
At the AGM the following were awarded tro
phies:- Dennis Wiltshire, Hazel and John 
Robinson, Nigel Gilkes, Martin Heneghan, Alan 
Clark, David Wadman and Ken Stephenson. 

There has been much winter work on the 
hangar and club equipment with particular 
thanks to Steve Wilk·inson and Geoff Clark 
(glider fleet) and to Ian Hammond and Phil 
Moore (tug refurbishment). 

Well done to Dave Kearns on gaining a 
Bronze leg at 5pm on February 29. 
Y.C. 

RA TTL ESDEN (Rattlesden Airfield) 
The V8 engine has been fitted to our new winch 
and it all looks good. 

Roy Woodhouse, Norfolk GC's CFI, was in 
good form as the principal speaker at our enjoy
able and well attended dinner. Paul Juby won 
the cup for the most improved pilot. 
ME 

SACKVILLE (Riseley) 
We have lots of new toys - a Bocian, a single
seater Mucha is due soon, a Super Cub , a 
hangar nearing completion and the prospect of 
a new winch. 

The syndicate rebuilding a Swallow are near
ing the end of their task. We welcome weekend 
visitors. 
D.C.W. 

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak) 
With our seven day operation we had over 900 
launches in February and March with 38 flying 
days (only one not soarable), many wave days 
and only eight land-outs. On February 5 every
one soared above 90000 and most went cross 
country including a 120km triangle 'by R. Dalling 
and A. Laing (K-13). 

Congratulations to Neil McAvlay and John 
Pryce (AEI); Brian Lyell and Ian Trotter (Gold 
height) ; Graham INiven (Bronze badge); Kevin 
Hook (going solo) and Ian Breingan (re-solo after 

Above: Noel Hawley (Wrekin GC) receiving 
the Jerry Odell memorial trophy from the CFr, 
Dave Gordon. Below: Gareth Davis, the first 
trom North Wales GC to achieve a 16th birth
day solo, with his instructor, DCFI Ken 
Payne. 

CLUB NEWS 


24 years). The pre-Bronze course by Colin 
Hamilton and Dave Hatton encouraged many to 
fly Silver heights and durations. 

Membership is growing and we have some 
vacancies on our courses for all needs up to AEI 
and cross-country. Phone 059 284 543 for de
tails. Visitors are also made welcome including 
the Bidford contingent who had exciting flying 
on New Year's day. 
G.N. 

Obituary - Frank Ireland 
Frank died peacefully on February 26. He and 
his late wife Tibby will best be remembered by 
older members as the couple who set up and 
developed the high standards of the then new 
clubhouse in 1961. 

Frank, a master carpenter, turned his consid
erable skills to glider repairs and established our 
workshops, becoming a much respected senior 
inspector. After the couple gave up the club
house, Frank ran the workshops until his retire
ment in 1975. 

He will be remembered as cheerful, obliging 
and willing to help with any job large or small. 
We send our sympathy to his family . 

SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill) 

Fergus Glen and Elizabeth Warner went solo on 

Elizabeth 's 16th birthday in February when 

Denis Maynard also soared the K-8 for 50min. 


The CAA safety presentation delivered by 
David Hockings was well attended and informa
tive. 

Various projects are nearing completion 
thanks to Alan Pettitt (leading the Tost winch re
furbishment); Peter Mortimer and Ken Eggleton 
(new launch point control caravan) and Geoff 
Nicholls (co-ordinating the retrieve vehicle en
gine overhaul). 

Jonathan Mills, our first home-grown CIFI, has 
taken over from Chris Rowland. Our thanks to 
ChriS - borrowed for two years from Booker. 
J.R. 

SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield) 
At our AGM in March John Hawkins (clubhouse 
and premises officer) and Colin Robinson (PR 
and vice-chairman) retired by rotation (our 
thanks for their hard work) and were replaced 
by Tim Brewer and Bill Sisson. 

Congratulations to Paul Chantler (going solo) 
and Stuart Ross, Bill Sisson, Tim Brewer, Paul 
Marrio!, Sue Hill, Andy Bushby and Peter Hord 
(AEI ratings). Our thanks to Ron King and his 
gang for refurbishing the K-13 fuselage. 

A new DG-500 will be delivered this summer. 
W.R.S. 

STAFFORDSHIRE (Seighford) 
The move to Seighford was delayed by Ilast 
minute Ilegal complications which have virtually 
been resolved but gave us a few weeks' worry. 
However work is proceeding rapidly on the new 
field, thanks to a remarkable number of volun
teers who are revealing unsuspected fencing 
and shovelling skills. 

We are delighted the Avro GC have joined us 
at Seighford but are sorry to lose a few valued 
members who live too far away. Our thanks to 
the clubs, particularly Derby & Lancs and the 
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IN RIDGE. THERMAL AND WAVE SOARING. 

Soar the Cotswolds and into the Welsh 
mountains. Come for a day or a week. 
Clubhouse or caravan/camping 
accommodation. Holiday courses. AEI 
courses by arrangement. Easy access 
M4/M5. 

Details and brochure from: 

The Manager. Bristol & Gloucestcrshirc 

Gliding Club, Nympsfield, 

Nr. Stonehouse, Glos. GLIO 3TX. 

• 0453 860342/ 860060 

BUCKMINSTER 
• 7 days a week May-Sept Weekends 

& Wednesdays throughout the 
year. 

• 1-5 day courses from May to 
September 

• Aerotow and winch facilities 
• Club fleet - Puchacz (2), K13, K8 

and Astir 

• Visitors always welcome  you will 
find us 5 miles south of Grantham 
and 3 miles west of the A1. 

EAST MIDLANDS 
~GlIdIng Club 

s.IIIIy AItIfeId (Nr GIMttrMrI), ~ 
Tel. BIll (0!33) 3D3IID4or""" (OIID2) SOT137 

Open to everyone. 

We winch and aerotow from Gransden Lodge 
throughout the year, mostly at weekends. 
We also -run introductory mini·courses and 4 
day intensive winch courses from April to 
September. 

For general information write to 
The Secretary, Chris Sullivan 

10 Kentings, Comberton 

Cambridge CB3 70T 

Tel. 0223-263480 


For Course details write to 
The Course Secretary 

PO Box 16, F!oyston, Herts SG8 7TV 

Tel. (0763)208021 


June/July 1992 

Midland, who offered flying to members during 
our temporary shut-down. 

The AGM was well attended with awards 
made to David Thorpe, Nigel Jennings, Simon 
Watson, Geoff Oultram, Roy Goodwin and Peter 
Gill. Nick Tetlow joins the committee with Pauline 
Goodwin as vice-chairman, joining her husband 
Roy as treasurer. 
P.J.G. 

STRA TFORD ON AVON (Snitterfield Airfield) 
The new SZD Junior is very popular with sev
eral good soaring flights during its first week. 
The Dart 17 has a new trailer, hopefully ready 
for its Portmoak trip, the workshop ,is taking 
shape and a replacement cable towing vehicle 
has been promised. 

Bookings for the July course and trial lesson 
evenings are healthy. Congratulations to Tony 
Murphy on Silver height. 

Martyn Davies retires as CFI after three years 
and is succeeded by Dave Benton , Thank you 
Martyn for your hard work. 
H.G.W. 

SURREY HILLS (Kenley Airfield) 
Intensive winter flying produced solos for 
IRichard Mace, Mike Hughes, Alan Frost, Dave 
Williams and Norman Heals. The K-7 and K-13 
have been re-covered and the new K-8 is very 
popular - many thanks Terry. 

Our AGM was well supported with awards 
going to Richard Mace, Dennis Henley and Tricia 
Pearson. We have Roger Warren as the full time 
instructor and are now ,flying Monday to Friday 
from 0900 to dusk. Steve Dowes has just gained 
his assistant rating making him our first home 
grown instructor. Well done. But we are still short 
of instructors for the evening shift and if anybody 
is interested please call Peter Poole on 0883 
743196. 
PAP. 

THRUXTON (Thruxton Airfield) 
There have been successful expeditions to 
Bassingbourn (of B17 fame) to help run a course 
for the Army and to Aboyne where, despite very 
rough conditions, Andy Mercy and Barry Lovett 
flew Gold heights. We congratulate Mark 
Thomas (going solo) and Bob Bottomley (AEI 
rating). 

We have a second Blanik and a re-engined 
tug , 
B.L. 

TRENT VALLEY (Kirton in Lindsey) 
The annual dinner-dance was a great success 
and there were good soaring days in March. 
Our very successful safety evening with mem
bers from Strubby and Scampton members was 
followed by supper, making it a pleasant inter
club social event. Our Super Cub had an exten
sive three year C of A. 

Congratulations to Paul Gardner. Vin 
Geraghty and Peter Rocks on their AEI ratings, 
and every success to our young instructor, 
Andrew Cullum, who is joining Gillian and Bryan 
Spreckley at the European Soaring Club, Le 
Blanc. 

Roger Smalley has retired as an instructor 

after many years of stalwart service but contin
ues to fly his Swallow. 
A.J.D. 

TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch) 
Our open day in February was a great success 
with free flying for all BFG personnel and radio 
and television. coverage - our thanks to the hard 
work by members. 

Congratulations to Mike Gazzard and Andy 
Gardener (AEI ratings) and to Borkhardt Dreyer 
(Bronze badge) . Our K-8 is being refurbished. 

Chris Gilbert has returned to the UK and we 
thank him for all his work as our engineering of
ficer. 
LF. 

ULSTER (Bel/arena) 
Operations resumed on March 7, an excellent 
ridge day in a stiff NW, after a short closedown 
for the tug's three year C of A. 

Our big recruitment drive this year is ,to be 
group air experience evenings on Friday for 
which our geographical position favours us. In 
high summer sundown is well after 10pm. 
R.R.R. 

VALE OF WHITE HORSE (Swmdon) 
There were some creditable flights on our first 
soaring weekend with Sue Sellman achieving a 
Bronze leg and Silver height minus a barograph!. 
Congratulations to John Johnson and Peter 
Finnegan (going solo) and to those who received 
trophies at our very enjoyable annual dinner ,in 
March. 
LC.W. 

WELLAND (Lyveden) 
At our recent AGM Ken Preston (chairman), 
Chris Hill (treasurer) and Ken Wells and Reg 
Inman were elected to the board of manage
ment. 

At the annual dinner a presentation was made 
to Phil and Belly West for their hard work over 
12 years. The main speaker was David Evans 
and trophies went to Barry Chadwick (two), Paul 
Warburton, Ken Payne, Bob Rowland and Bob 
Jackson. 
R.H.S, 

WREKIN (RAF Cosford) 
Congratulations to Graham Campbell, secre
tary, on going solo and to John Marriot, our lat
est tug pilot. Our hangar and clubhouse have 
been rewired. 

Thanks to a spate of north-westerlies we have 
had some great days soaring the Wrekin - our 
favourite hill! 
R.J. 

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank) 
Congratulations to Andy Wright (Diamond 
height) and Martin Newbery (Gold height). 

The wave and ridge soaring has allowed mem
bers and visitors to make full use of our superb 
club fleet. We have courses for all levels of expe
rience and full catering and residental facilities. 
~L a 

Please ssnd all copy to our Cambridge editorial 
office, not to the BGA. 
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GLIDING HOLIDAYS 
IN THE 

SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS 
ARGYLL & WEST HIGHLANIJ GUllING CENTRE 


Conne l Ai rfi eld. North Connel. By Ob:.Hl. 

Argyl l. Scotland. Td/fax 051) 2154 2Rl:{ 


Our Organ isl.Ition is (kdicalCd to Ihl' training n,'GliJer Pilots. 
W~ giw 5 day or I d.kY coursc.!S or inslrw.:lion which 1,lke 
pupils from abinitio 10 t\ E ill.'. lnu': ltl( kvcl and tJnwards to 

adv<Ult:cd mountain/wavl: soaring. 

Our school is based OT! a 1200rn hard ru nway !.urTountll'd by 

Ih~ hi,£,hcst mounlains in the Drili.-;h Isles. 


lllc rc j~ much 10 leam ht'lX: abtlu, all aspects of the spurt ~IIHJ 


our ve ry experienced Instructors ilrt he re 10 he lp no matter 

what level of c ... pcricncc you have Of require. 


For infnmwfiol1 andji'('(' hmchlfr~.( , ,'011/0("1: 

TRALEE BAY HOLIDAYS 
Phone 063172 217 

COME 

GLIDING 

w ith the 

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB 

Perranporth, Cornwall 

5 da)' Courses - May to September 

Under BCiA in s l r u(,.~ lors. Beginners wt'il:omc. 
Trcvella:-o Airfield is only one m ile from Pcrranporth 's 

golden sands. one of Comwall's favourite family 
ho liday centres. 

RUTH PHILLIPS 
BOSWENS, WHEAL KITTY, ST. AGNES 


(0872) 552430 

II no reply please phone 0726 842 798 


V 

--EnSTOne 
--EAGLES 

EiUdlngDub 

FI~ th .. bLduhful Gohwold.. f'o m \\.,;~ top 
5oo....ring 10000Ai-;0,., . A~'O'"O/w;'-«.. . Iau...,c. ~-=). 
N,w m~mb..." ,.j, .~ j.ol>V',J,I~.b ~<J 
5 do.~ Cou,rO:'"tS -lJr?I1 ""'i~d w;V"a.. lo.ul")c \.-/ ,r ~.> r~5. 

Details trom ENSTONE EAGLES GLIDING CLUB 'LTD 

Enstone Air1leld. Church Enstone, Oxon. ox 1 4 N P 

Te lc (0608) 677535 (0869) 50767 (evenings) 

MARCHINGTON GLIDING 

CLUB 


Situated in the Midlands. Offers Holiday 
courses from April to September. 

Good local soaring and 
cross-country. 


Private owners welcome. 


Please Contact: 

Course Secretary 


Marchington Gliding Club 

Marchington Airfield, Morton lane 


Marchington, Nr Uttoxeter ST14 8lP 

Telephone: 021 3556248 


BOOKER 

LAUNCH PROBLEMS SOLVED 

FLY AT BOOKER 

EFFICIENT 5 TUG AEROTOW OPERATION 

DAILY TASK AND MET. BRIEFING 

5 DAY PACKAGE AVAILABLE INC. TEMPORARY 
MEMBERSHIP, TRAILER PARKING AND HALF Booker Gliding Club 
BOARD ACCOMMODATION AT BISHAM ABBEY, 
NATIONAL SPORTS CENTRE ... £135 

For colou r brochure write or phone: 

BOOKER GLIDING CLUB 
Wycombe Air Park, Marlow, Bucks SL7 3DR 

Tel: 0 ..9 ......2501/529263 

AT THE LONG MYND 


our holiday courses are now 

well under way, and pilots are 


enjoying smooth, reliable 

launches from the powerful 

SKYLAUNCH winch and 


Pawnee tug 


Whether you are beginning 

gliding, already flying solo, or 


perhaps a ppl wishing to convert 

to gliding, MGC HOLIDAY 

COURSES will give you the 


intensive training which leads to 

rapid progress. Prices begin at 


£300 and are inclusive of 

ALL FLYING, 


ACCOMMODATION and 

MEALS. 


A NEW VENTURE FOR 

ESTABLISHED PILOTS 


wishing to improve soaring 

performance and progress to 


Gold C - book one of our MGC 

TASK COURSES which will run 


22nd - 26th JUNE 

20th - 24th JULY 


17th - 21st AUGUST 


Course fee of £50 includes 

met. interpretation, lectures, full 

brief and de-brief, task setting, 


and the opportunity to fly dual X 

Country in a K21 with John 


Stuart (flying and other charges 

extra) 


All this, and beautiful scenery 
as well! Places on all courses 

are limited so ring Janet Stuart 
soon on 058861-206 

LEARN TO GLIDE 
at the 
LAKES GLIDING CLUB 
Walney Island Airfield, 
Barrow in Furness, Cumbria 

June to September 1992 

5 day courses 


£225 

includes flying, meals and accommodation 


Probably the best value in the UK 

30 minutes from the Lake District 


For brochure, please contact 
Course Secrelary Peler Lewis 


The Gallery, Cavendish Slreel, Barrow In Furness 

Telephone 0229 837494 


Holiday courses from June to September 
beginners to Silver C. Book nowl 

Motor Glider Courses throughout the year 
Bronze or Silver C to PPL (SLMG). 
Visiting Aircraft welcome - ideal cross-country 
site - cheap aerotows and temporary member

. ship. 

Friendly dub - accommodation on site 
licensed bar. 

Write to: The Course Secrelary, Mrs G. Edwards, 
G\ Slones, Hare Slreel, Bunlinglord, Herts SG9 OAD. 
Tel: 0763 89460. 

NORTHUMBRIA 
GLIDING CLUB 
Currock HIlI, ChopwelI, 
Newcastle upon 1\'ne NE17 7AX 

Holiday Courses 1992 

May-Sept. 


Soar the beautiful Northwnbrian country
side. Many local places of interest to visit. 

Winch and aerotow launches. 

Club expeditions welcome. 

Contact: 
The Course Secrelary 


5 The Oval, Houghlon Park, Houghlon·Le·Spring 

Tyne & Wear. 091 584 3011 
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HUSBANDS BOSWORTH 

COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB 
We provide 1-5 day courses for both 

ab-initio and advanced training 
March-October. 

Excellent fleet of single seaters for hire 
mid-week. 

The place to be to enjoy gliding to the full. 

Specialist courses: AEI, Field 
approaches, Lead and follow, Aerobatics 

and Cloud flying. 

Coventry Gliding Club 
Husbands Bosworth Airfield 
Lutterworth, Lelcs. LE17 6JJ 

0858880521 

KENT GLIDING CLUB 

Challock, 
Ashford, 
Kent 
TN254DR ~ 

Courses to suit all grades of pilots 
from beginners to cross country 
with modem Gliders. Situated on 
North Down thermal and ridge site. 
Meals and accommodation in 
comfortable licensed Clubhouse. 

For FREE brochure, write or 
phone: 
Challock 0233 740274 or 
740307 !:! ac 

GLIDING HOLIDA YS! 


SOARING EQUIPMENT LIMITED 
Exchange Propellers for Motor Gliders 
Fixed price overhauls and repairs 
Delivery and fitting included 
Quiet Propellers for Towing 
Leading-edge Protection Tape 

193 RUSSELL ROAD HOFFMANN 
BIRMINGHAM B13 8RR 

PROPELLERS Tel: 021-449-1121 Fax: 021-449-9855 

Have the time ofyour life discovering the magic world of 
cloudscapes, stunning views and silent soaring flight! Glide with 
our instructors, learning the 

controls under expert guidance 

in our modern dual-control 2 

seaters! Inclusive holidays give 

you flying activities all day, 

meals, accommodation and a 

friendly bar, in the heart of the 

Dunstable Downs. 

Send the coupon off or call us 

now: 

London Gliding Club; 

telephone: (0582) 663419 for a 

free brochure: 

To: London Gliding Club, Tring Road, Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU6 2JP: Please send me 
your free brochure: 

Name __________________________________________________ _ 

Address _________________________________________________ 

~G 

LONDON GLIDING CLUB 


SOUTH WALES 

GLIDING CLUB 


U5K, GWENT 
COURSES FROM MAY TO SEPTEMBER 

UNDER BGA INSTRUCTORS 

AEROTOW LAUNCHES 

BEGINNERS WELCOME 

TASK WEEK. ALL LEVELS OF PILOTS. 
JULY 26TH - 1 ST AUGUST 

WAVE. MOUNTAIN AND THERMAL SOARING 

HUGH EVANS (COURSE SECRETARYI 
58 MERLIN CRESCENT, BRIDGEND, 

MID-GLAM CF34 4QW. Tel: 0656 658089 

~~11~ t? ~~ 
~~2D~~ ~ 

A~~~t~ CiiIbVI SITTHE. .. 

Th. Airfield. POCK LlNGTON 
EaS! Yo rksh ire Y04 2NR 

Situated on the edge of the picturesque 
Yorksh ir. Wolds within easy reach of the 
histonc Cit y of YORK . the Moors and the 
sctnu.: Yo rkshire coast. 

• EXCELLENT LAUNCH FACILITIES (wlnch /"roto"") . 

• ON·SITE ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE. 
• COMFORTABLE CLUBHOUSE. BAR & 

• FL Y YOUR GLIDER OR OURS. BRIEFING ROOM. 

Writ< or give us a rIng - 0759 303579 
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LASHAM 

Does your hOme club operate only at weekends? 

At Lasham we operate all week, every week which 
means we could provide a useful supplement to 
your training . Whether you are not yet solo and 
would benefit from a week's consolidated 
instruction, or a budding cross-country pilot 
needing soaring or field-landing training, we have 
the expertise and facilities to help. 

Apart from our large two-seater fleet and excellent 
aerotow and winch launch facilities, we have a 
comprehensive briefing room for lectures or 
instructional videotapes if bad weather prevents 
flying. 

On-site accommodation for club expeditions is 
always available by arrangement. 

Absolute beginners are of course always welcome 
- we have a large choice of co~rses and types of 
membership to suit your needs. 

Lasham Gliding Society 
Nr, Alton, Hants 
Tel: 0256 381322381270 

SHENINGTON 

GLIDING CLUB 

New club with exciting growth 

potential 
• 	 M40 Corridor near Banbury (Approx. I 

hour from London) 
• 	 Ridge site, 7 day operation 
• 	 Winch and Aerotows 
• 	 Secure caravan/traiJer storage - economic 

hangarage available 
• 	 Triangular 1000 metre runways 
• 	 Airfield restricted to Gliders only 
• 	 Economic membership and flying rates 
• 	 New members and visitors welcome 

EDGE HILL AIRFIELD, SHENINGTON, 

OXFORDSHlRE 


CONTACT: 
Paul (0295)680553 

Brian (0608) 662763 


The most comprehensive in the air : 
Daily weather and task briefing . Soaring & competition 
training courses. 14-glider fleet - Junior to Nimbus 2C. 
Day, week, month hire rates. High performance training 
available in Janus. 

The most convenient on the ground: 
On-site budget accommOdation . Easy walk to four mo
tels. Pleasant country town, all activities . Mountain, river 
scenery one hour by car. Melbourne two hours train, car. 

it's got to be 

BENALLA 

Wrrle or phone John Williamson lor details: 

PO Bo" 46, BENALLA, VIC. 3872, Au."",Ia. 

Tel: (0) 57 621058. F.,,: (0) 57 625599 


For discount travel and details 01 alternative Aussie 

Holidays quote '8enal/a Gliding' to: 


TRAVELBAG, 12 High StrMI, ALTON, 

Hants GU34 8BN. Tel: 0420 88724 


SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD. 

SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954 

Repairs and major overhauls undertaken on all 
glider types and most PFA aircraft 

Main agents for ~Aerolene' light heat 
shrink fabric 

LASHAM A'IIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR 
Telephone HERRIARD 0256 381359 

Make Insurance problems 
just plane sailing . • • 

CONSULT THE AVIATION INSURANCE SPECIALISTS 

FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: MARTIN CASEY 

f~ 
LOWNDES LAMIBERT 

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES, 	 AVIATION LIMITED 

AND POWERED AIRCRAFT Lowndes lambert House, 53 Eastcheap 
London, EC3P 3HLFACILITIES AT LLOYD'S 
Tel (071) 283-2000 Telex 8814631 

Member of B.I.I.Il.A. Fax (071)283-1970 
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.......---. ~ 'Ne,e~ your ~'6 re·covere~? 

RTHE LOWEST PR\CES~~~\\JERY~ Write or phone; 
fO ANTEED-ON-TIME Y04 2NR . 
GUAR. f.eld pocl<.lington,yo~1<. I . f '" ~ P.:l"ric.
The AIr I, . j" .Ho?l1 Nfl 

/,. '!7/~(/d((>l:7
0159 306061 r/tk 

~Has your Diy failed its Cof A ? 

~ Is your clu~ ~13 Tatty1 
~Bro~en .our S~ylar~ ~ 

The YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB 

Our superb glass fibre fleet caters for absolute beginners or pundits. You can be assured of the best opportunities for 

gliding ,in this most beautiful county. 


5-day courses for beginners & experienced pilots 


With over fifty years of successful soaring at one of Europe's foremost panoramic sites, the YORKSHIRE GLIDING 

CLUB welcomes visitors from all over the World. 


Residential and catering facilities. 


The Yorkshire Gliding Club (pty) Ltd, Sutton Bank, Thirsk, N. Yorkshire 
(0845) 597237 

Grob Twin III 18mtr, now all carbon 
25KG lighter 

Self-Launcher: Full dual control 
VP propeller 
Highly automated operation 
First SL with FAA certification 
50 sold 
Short delivery 

Sailplane Is the same specification but sans 
engine. 

Send for details: 
JOHN ADAMS 
SOARING (OXFORD) LTD 
Hoo Mill, Ingestre, Stafford 
Tel : 0889-881495 Fax: 0889 882189 

Anglia Sailplanes 
MANUFACTURING: SERVICES: 

Yuasa Gel Cell Batteries Seat Harnesses Made/Refurbished C of A Inspections to 
6, 12 or 14 volt, various AlHours Wing Tip Wheel Mod Kits Giiders &Motor giiders. 
P,rices : 12v 7A1H £26.45, 12v 18A1H £55 Oversize Pins/Bushes Repairs to ali Aircraft 
Battery Chargers from £12.95 Winch Cable Parachutes Structures. Specialising 
Rechargeable Torches from £39.95 in wooden aircraft. 
Plus our usual range of fabrics, dopes, accessories and tools Aircraft We.ighing 

For further details and price list, phone or write to Stu Hoy at: 

Anglia Sailplanes Crown Cottage, Lower Street, Gissing, Diss, Norfolk IP22 3UJ . Tel : 037977 4114 

·r 
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PENGUIN 

WAY 

OFF 

TRACK 

Gastro-gnomes 

Q"" th' rno" '''''''"9 tht", '" A<'",Decloux's article on the French National Centre 
at St Auban (February issue, p22) was her dis
closure that the operating day is an intense 
12Xhrs stretch, from 7.45am to 8pm, with a mere 
30min for lunch. 

Anyone with substantial experience of trying 
to transact business in or with France between 
noon and 2.30pm will be astonished at this aber
ration by, presumably, otherwise normal French 
men and women at St Auban. 

Even in my very limited experience of gallic 
gliding, principally at Fayence, I quickly learned 
the cardinal importance of getting airborne and 
well established in lift before the tuggies left for 
lunch, to avoid the 3hrs torpor which then sets iii . 

For Frenchmen anywhere, even gliding in
structors, to give up what seems to foreigners to 
be the quasi-religious ritual of the long and lubn
cated lunch in favour of that Anglo-Saxon apos
tasy, the quick snack, is dedication indeed. 

Surely the obsessive French interest in lunch 
results from the fact that, for breakfast, their gas
tronomic genius seems unable to produce any
thing more varied, and less dreary, than bread 
and jam. Towards the end of the 12-night (and 
12-breakfast) stint that I suffer in a Parisian hotel 
every second year, the petit pain is, indeed, just 
that - only not so petit. 

SAILPLANE 

& ENG. 


SERVICES LTD. 

C's of A 


REPAIR TO GLASS-FIBRE 

STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AlC 


DART 17R - £7,550 

K-4 -£2,300 


SPARES K-13; 

PIRA T and SWALLOW 


WRITE OR PHONE: 

KEN BLAKE 
BUXTON (0298)24365 
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERV'ICES L TO. 
HOLMFIELO RO., BUXTON, OERBYS. 

Paddy proven~al 
Talking of France, a clubmate who speaks 
French fluenlly took his then-new PIK 200 down 
to Provence after his syndicate partner had flown 
for Ireland in the World Champs at Chiiteauroux 
with a green Fablon shamrock plastered on its 
not his - nose. 

In Provence Alan had, perforce, to land aux 
vaches - not in some fragrant lavender field or 
otherwise appropriately aromatic setting but one 
growing pommes de terre. 

Three French pilots eventually arrived from 
the site with his trailer, to retrieve him from the 
inevitable lengthy inquisition by the flies. 

They looked around and surveyed the sea of 
spuds. "Pourquoi pas, " inquired one With an ex
pressive galliC shrug, ''pour un irlandais?" 

What free air? 
We've heard a lot about the forthcoming peace 
dividend, ever since the old eastern bloc began 
breaking up, the Berlin Wall tumbled, the Iron 
Curtain was lifted and the animosities between 
the superpowers into which the world had been 
locked for more than 40 years were replaced by 
fraternity, ritual toasts and back-slapping all 
round. 

But as the Germans clamp down still further 
on the military low flying by all and sundry which 
has rent their airspace, and their ear-drums, for 
nearly five decades; even as RAF Tornado and 
Jaguar squadrons are disbande~ and their air
craft put into store; and even as, In response to 
domestic pressures rather than foreign insults, 
the Yankees at last Go Home, I bet a pound to a 
penny that Whitehall will find good reasons why 
the tight military hold on so much UK airspace 
can not be relaxed . Indeed, with even more of 
Scotland subjected to special regulations to per
mit low flying than was the case before, the 
cross-country flying situation could get even 
worse. 

Greater airspace freedoms are likely to be as 
illusory as substantial tax reductions, or greater 
social spending, even if defence budgets, as a 
proportion of GOP, are cut. The one truism is 
that free airspace is like virginity - once lost, It IS 
never regained. 

Playing the field 

My Shorter Oxford defines a fie'ldsman as a 
fielder at cricket or, in another sporting context, 
one who habitually backs the field. What an agri
cultural fieldsman is or does I have no idea. 
Maybe he catches otherwise escaping Min of Ag 
grants for his farming clients or is, perhaps, a 
compulsive gambler in gumboots. . 

But whatever John Staley does to earn hiS 
crust, I do know that "Get off my land" which he 
has started with Mike Cuming (ilast issue) has 
every appearance of being the most worthwhile 
and educational series S&G has run since Tom 
Bradbury first hove in sight. It's a bright idea of 
the Eos to run these pieces in sync with the sea

sonal changes in the appearance of the coun
tryside. 

At Bellarena we need all the help we can get 
at crop recognition from the air. On our side of 
the water agriculture, both north and south, is so 
overwhelmingly grass-based that we get little 
practice at identifying crops that bite. It's one 
compensation for our fields being generally 
rather small that, surface-wise, they're virtually 
certain to be landable. 

The upshot is that we tend to feel rather un
easy when we fly cross-country in England or 
lowland Scotland and see, at the height of the 
season, what a very small number of the fields 
in sight are actually usable. . 

My first ever field landing, caught out while 
soaring locally from Lasham, was Into cereal
albeit early in the season before any damage 
was done to anything but pride. But that did not 
stop my proffered note going straight into the 
back pocket of a man who, despite his propri
etorial air, I later found was merely the manager 
of a Fleet Street baron's farm. 

There was a typically warmer and cheaper re
ception years later in Scotland - where else? 
when I landed in standing oats in Co Angus on 
the last day of Aboyne's first Competition 
Enterprise. 

In conversation with the farmer it transpired 
that he was a second cousin of our own club 
chairman, sharing a common surname. He airily 
dismissed my offer to pay for damage to his crop. 
"Don't worry -I'll charge it to ,the gas company," 
he said. 

When I commented on the amiability of this 
utility he explained that it had run a pipeline be
neath his field four years earlier and he was able 
to claim compensation for reduced yield. a 
AVIATION PA'INTINGS OF THE YEAR 
The Guild of Aviation Artists annual open exhi
bition is at the Carisbrooke Gallery, 63 
Seymour St (Marble Arch), London from July 
13-24. Over 200 works will be selected and, 
going by previous years , gliding ~s almost sure 
to be represented. r-----------.
I I 
I LAKE I 
I . I
I KEEPIT \··· I 

I Australia's I 
: Soaring Centre ; 
I * Superb cross country soaring 7 days a I 

week Oct to April II * Fleet includes LS7, LS4, Astir , Ubelle, I IHornet, & Twin Astir. 
* Friendly Club atmosphere I

I * Kangaroos & birdlife abound in Nature Park 
I * Home club of World 15m Champion Brad I 

Edwards II * Justin Wills' favourite site 
I * Fly 1000km in lS7 & win $1000 in prizes I 
I KEEPIT SOARING CENTRE, I 

via Tamworth, NSW. 2340 II Ph +6167697640 Fax +6167697681 
..-----______ 01 
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MARTIN CLEGG 


FIRST FIELD 

LANDING 


Martin had been gliding 
lor 18 months with the 
Cleve lands GC when he 
wrote this article and 
had a Bronze badge and 
two Sliver legs. 

Aft.,""'og,,, ab,"' ao ho", 10 the oI"b', 
Astir one of our full category instructors headed 
my way in a Discus and offered a "Follow me" 
style instructional flight. As I am a fairly inexperi
enced cross-country pilot I grabbed the opportu
nity, even though I had set my heart on returning 
to base and having a cup of coffee to return my 
circulation to my nether regions. 

"Fly at 65kt" was the first instruction and I set 
off along the cloud street, staying a little below 
him. But by the end of the street my initial 370011 
had dropped to 1 00011. 

The sight of the Discus circling gladdened my 
heart and I hurriedly dropped in below him and 
slightly into wind to catch the thermal. But I was 
a little taken back when the Discus opened his 
airbrakes to come and join me as I searched for 
his thermal. 

Still undaunted he set off across wind to the 
next street. I was feeling a bit disturbed but anx
ious not to miss the lesson the instructor obvi
ously had in mind for me, I followed. 

I was now just over 2000ft with 3 to 4kt sink 
and started field spotting. I saw two fields on the 
downwind side of a village, split only by a small 
road and a row of trees. The northerly field 
looked perfect but the other , a rough figure of 
eight shape, had four large oak trees and a sin
gle track across the centre. As I had been taught 
to have at least one extra field as a back up in 
case there were problems with the first , this site 
seemed attractive. 

The odds on landing out seemed high and 'I' 
resolved not to fly out of range of the two fields. I 
saw the Discus circling at 150011. I'd never Ihave 
found lift there , I thought as I got under the 
Discus with about a 500ft height split , only to find 
he hadn 't found lill either. 

"It's not working Pau l, 11m going back", I said, 
heaving the Astir towards the village and its two 
fields that promised safety. 

Paul's response wasn't exactly the one I'd ex
pected . "What on earth are you doing hereTo 
My full Cat had thought I'd turned back at the 
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:z: 
'-' ... 
C)......... ... ... 
:z:..,.end of the lirst street when we found it was dead. 
...I was down to my last 1 OOOft when I crested ...the village church with my two fields on either ;:

side. The Discus was at about 170011 when the 
pilot announced Ihe had found a good field . I did .......
a full turn to try and see the field being pointed '-' 

:;;out, lost another precious 100ft and wasted my ......chance of flying over my fields for a good look. .... 
I started my downwind leg at 70011 and as I ... 

~got to 500ft I found to my horror that the "per ... -...fect"field was criss-crossed with low wire fenc ... 
:a:ing and a safe landing would be impossible. ... 
'-'I immediately looked to my alternative field 

and planned a right hand circuit . As I got close I 
found this wasn't a bowl of cherries either but at 
least it was landable, The road was where I :z: 

'-' ...thought but now I could see the flat steel fence C)...running along both sides. ......My planned landing before the road was now ... ...impossible. I touched down the other side of the 
:z:..,.road, careering down and up the sides of a rather 
0;;alarming dip in the field . ...I was a little shocked to see a herd of cattle :z:...materialise and make their way towards the Astir 

and more than a little shocked to see the Discus .......
sitting on the ground about 100ft to my right. I '-' :;;thought he'd found a good field! ......I was we" aware how fortunate I had been. .... 
The training had worked and the actual landing ... 

:a:
came as a reflect, leaving me able to work out ... -...the problems as they arose. ... 

:a:My mistakes were many and I will try and high ... 
light a few , though you pundits will see many '" 
more. 
1. It was obvious the flight wasn't working out :z: 

'-'so why continue out of range of the base on ... 
Qa local soaring trip? ......2. Once I had realised the new street wasn 't ... ...working and I had spotted the last reason ...

able field, I should have turned back down :z:..,.
wind to try and find better ones or at least use ... 
my height to survey my landing area with ... 

:z:...more leisure. 
3. I had let myself be distracted by a well mean  .......ing radio call on a crucial over-flight of my se

'-' :;;lected field. It would have been nice to have ...seen those little fences at more than 50011. ... ....
4. No matter who you are following , it's your air  ... 

:a:craft and your neck. So if you are unhappy, ...turn back and be safe. -.......5. Never trust a full Cat! II :a:... 
'-' 

:z: 
'-'GLIDING BOOKS ... 
Q......Read all about it! All the gliding ......books are available from the ... 
:z:..,.BGA shop from the best authors ...- Piggott, Bradbury, Wallington , ... 
:z:...Reichmann etc, Ask us to send 

you our complete list of all the ....... 
'-'books and gliding accessories :;;......available from our shop. .... ...

Tel 0533 531051  ~ ... -AccessNisa Credit Card ...... 
:a:bookings accepted ... 
'-' 
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VAL PENNY 


BEG,I,N,NING 
GLIDING 
A wife's eye view 

I..,.,.,'"" to ,_, _ we.~ 0" • S""".Y 
before we discovered gliding. Maybe ,it was DIY, 
gardening or occasional trips to the coast. It all 
seems a million years ago. 

It started about four years ago in fact when a 
good friend whose father is an AEI pilot told us 
'there was a flying evening at the club. 'Why not 
we thought. It could be fun", We duly arrived and 
found the airfield to be a hive of activity. Was I 
really going to enjoy this? 

We put our names down on the flying list and 
waited for the big moment. I was going to make 
my husband go first whatever happened. If he 
didn't look green or deathly white I'd give it a try. 

When he eventually Ilanded, I can only describe 
him as being hooked. 

Now it was my turn. As the glider rose higher 
and higher I desperately tried to get lower and 
lower in my seat. "Are you all right?" :1was asked. 
"No," was alii could manage. " Would you like to 
go back?" "Yes" was my reply . After what 
seemed an eternity, and with my eyes tightly 
closed all the way, we finally landed. Gliding was 
definitely not for me. 

My husband was keen to take lessons and we 
visited the airfield every Sunday. Spring turned 
into summer and by this time both of us felt really 
at home in the club. Everyone was so friendly 
and made us feel really welcome. Sundays had 
taken on a whole new meaning. No laying in bed 
for a well earned snooze. The weather had been 
checked. If it was fine, we were off. 

Relaxing ________ 
and sunbath;ng~____

In the meantime I had discovered what an ex
cellent place the airfield was for relaxing and top
ping up the tan. Very pleasant days could be 
spent sitting in the sun and listening to tales of 
the thermal that got away. By now talk of cold 
fronts, warm fronts, circuits and sink had be
come very familiar. Since those early days I have 
taken quite a few glider flights and although I am 
not learning to fly I must admit to being just as 
hooked. Alii can say is roll on summer. 

Name/address/postcode ..... ....... ..................................... ................................................. .. 


.... ... ,... ,................. .. .... ........... ...... ... .......Tel: .............. ,... ,... ,... ,.... .. ,... ,.......... ,..... ....Dept: SPG 


CLASSIFIED 
SECTION 

TO PLACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE 
CLASSIFIIED SECTION, please send your 
remittance together with your wording to 
CHEIRON PRESS LIMITED, Hillview, 
Heathfield Road, High Wycombe, Bucks 
HP12 4DQ (Tel 0494 442423 or 0860 510407), 
before the 4th of the month of publication. 
Rates 70p per word with a minimum of 
£14.00. Black & White photographs ac· 
cepted £6.00 extra. Box No. £3.00 extra. 
Prices include VAT. 

FOR SALE 

K-SE excellent condition. recently refurbished. Full panel. Glass 
fibre trailer. Urgent sale due to Discus purchase £99500no . Tel 
Gary 0295 8 I 2544 

L SPATZ 55 . Good condition . Available im mediately £3500 . 
Also ASW·158 with trailer £1 t 5000no. Tet 0295 812544 

M-l00s. 15m sallptane. Excellent oondition. Complete with very 
good wooden trailer. New C at A to purchaser. Otters £5000. 
Tet 0745 591 255 

METAL DOUBLE-AXLE TRAtLER in excellent condition 
£I 6000no. Atso limings and tow out gear for Vega. Tel 071 706 
1382 

SLlNGSBY DART 15 - Professionally recovered and repainled 
lale 91. New canopy. superb new metal trailer with comprehen· 
sive fillings! rigging aids . The glider includes basic instruments. 
parachute. oxygen and TR720 radio. Probabty the best exam· 
pie in the UK £79500no . Tel Phil Holland 0617374674 atter 
6pm.. Peter Clay 0924 272246 daytime 

ASTIR CS quite immaculate . only 300hrsl launches. spigot 
mods completed. well instrumented, radio . good trailer. tlies SUo 

perbly £1 I 900. Tel 0908 562592 (home) 071 3335270 (work) 

K-6E, K-6CR, K-8 all in very good condition. Reasonable prices. 
For details Tel 0952 460420 (eves) 

K,SCR C of A July 92, basic panel . closed trai ler £4400 . Tel 
0430440401 

DG·SOO I 5117m 45/49: 1 includes Masak winglets, basic instru· 
ments , Bohli compass, Cobra trailer and lull tow out gear . 2 
years old but as new condition . Tel 0602 211480 (work) 0602 
333283 (home) 

WOODEN TRAtLER refurbished by Scholield £400 . Tel 0793 
7901601822300 or 0831 405272 
Pul a "PARROT" in your glider. Synthesized voice. ' Warning 
your landing gear is not down ." £39 + £2 .24 P & P. Tel 0582 
429806 
ALLOY TRAtLER, suit 15m glass £9500no . Wnter 12km baro
graph £250 . Tel 05297 538 
INSTRUMENTS: Rico electric varioldirector/averager. 80mm , 
Can adiust to suit glider £1500no. Mini accelerometer, Smiths 
£85. Tel 023 5 832253 (eves) 

GRUNAU BABY 3 with new C of A early June 92 on open 
trailer. Always hangared. To include full canopy for winter use 
£28500no . Tel John Garrett (Dorset) 0935 891445 
L5-7 hull. metal trailer, finings, tow out gear, Camp Number. no 
prangs. 400hrs, immaculate £30 000 - no olfers . Tel 0433 
620681 

BLANtK low hrs/launches , excellent co ndition . good instru
ments. open trai ler (closed trailer available) . 2 parachutes 
£5750 the lot. Tel 0203 317080 
GRUNAU BABY 3c . Basic instruments . new harness . partially 
enclosed canopy . Good condit ion. Tel Durham 0913891 702 
(eves) 
ASW-20 Instruments including Dittel IlX2000. director/com· 
puter. tai l wheel. glass trailer. parachute . very good condition 
throughout. 12 months C of A £21 7500vno. Tel 0453 872740 

ASK-13 with open trailer. instruments and radio. Extremely 
good condition throughout. 12 months C at A £17 500 . Tel 0453 
872740 

JANUS WING TESTER 
Fatigue tests are continuing in Australia on a 
Janus ring , albeit at a reduced tempo because 
of financial difficulties. The 20 OOOhr mark has 
now been pased without Significant problems 
merging . Every 6000hrs the wing is subjected 
to the maximum load factor of 6g, in which situ
ation the tip is deflected upwards no less than 
6m. 
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NIMBUS 28 Superb outfit , low hours, full panel , 720 , oxygen, 
barograph and parachute. Komettrailer with tow out gear and 
two man rigging aids £19 500. rei 0273 493412 

SKYLARK 4 very good condition . Rear hook, easy rig. For fur 
Iher details Tel Graham English 0829 261 289 

15-290 All metal 15m flapped glider. Good instruments, oxygen. 
Excellent all metal trailer. Thruxton based. £8250. Tel 026477 
2419 

GLIDER TRAILERS. For the best hand-made glider trailers. at 
sensible prices, talk to David SChofield. Tel 0793 
790t60/822300 or 0831 405272 

WINCH PARACHUTES possibly the best you can buy, super 
lIying . load bearing, lightweight but very robust, carelully rein
forced to redoce chafe. Cambrai Coverings, Ipswich Airport Tel 
.0473718473 

K-13 £12 000, BOCIAN £6000, K-7/13 £15000. All prices ex
elusive of VAT. All with one years C of A. Write Scottish Gliding 
Union. Portmoak Airtield, Scotlandwell. Kinros Tel· 059 284543 

SF-27 basic instruments, trailer. spolless condition . K-6E per
formance. lower costs £6300. rei 0904 703171 

L5-7 One owner. 100 launches to date , 345hrs, fully equipped. 
Very sweet. Price dependent on package. Tel 0509 890469 

WINGLETS FOR Discus, Ventus , ASW-24, ASW-20 and LS-7. 
Proven performance in flight . Designed by John Roncz, de
signer of airtoifs from Voyager to the wing saif on the Stars and 
Siripes catamaran that won Americas Cup. For details contact 
East Coast Soaring Inc. 127 York Street, Chester S.C. 29706, 
U.S.A. Tel 010 18035810518 

SrD CIRRUS 75. Buill 1975. 1/2 share available £7000, based 
at Lasham or Gt Gransden (Cambridge) . Double-paddle air
'brakes , metal trailer, complete rig . Tel Ed Mallhews 0763 
261222 (day) 0223 246356 (eves) 

OPEN CIRRUS 17.8m . TM6 radio (with Volmet). NH, T & S, 
ASI, mechanical varia, electric varia. Plumbed for oxygen, 
water ballast, tailshute . Bespoke aluminium trailer. Complete 
ouffit £13 OOOono . Tel Keith 0912737901 (office) 0207 280755 
(eves) 

NIM.BUS 2. New C of A. Excellent condition . Full panel includ
ing Cambridge Mk 4 and Dittel 720. Nearly new parachute. 
Cirrus-type air brake mod. AMF trailer wifh good fining for easy 
handling and rigging. £18250 . Tel 0453 544549 

GLIDER TRAtlER suitable for modern 15m sailplane. Wooden 
construction, glass fibre covered. Originally buill for ASW-20. 
£350. Tel 0453 762940 or 0453 763930. 

CHEVRON 2-32 116 share available based at Swansea. 
Training to PPL D also available from £42 per hr . Tel Swansea 
Air Sport 0792 2976 65 for more details. 

lS-7 hull. Excellent condition . Many extras. Competition 
sealed. View Booker. £24 750 . Tel Steve White 0494 436888 or 
Doug Hillon 0494 483252 

TRAILER, wooden, recenlly repainted, good condition. Will 
take most 15m gliders, presenlly Astir £5000no . Tel Angie 
04562266 (eves) 

L SPATZ 551957. Ex RAFGSA, proven good fun machine at 
Talgarth. Enclosed trailer. Tel 'Peter Sturdgess 0348 873205 

ASW-15A very good condition, aero tow and winch hooks. Full 
panel including CAV II, radio, Winter barograph, oxygen, trailer 
£10900. Tel 0223 461989 (eves) 333569 (day) 

K-7 Excellent condition, sprung wheel , trailer, radio. instru
ments . No prangs, new C of A £65000no. Tel 0902 372710 

K-7 excellent condition with open trailer. 12 months C of A. 
£6900 Tel 0964 563119 or 0522 521906 

FLY WORLD CLASS for £45000no. Excellent BG135, well in
strumented, C of A, purpose buill trailer, parachute. radio. BGA 
handicap 82, delight to fly . Further details Tel Gosport 523654 . 

WINTER BAROGRAPH As new £260. Tel 0904 798848 

SKYLARK 2a. Immaculately maintained. pristine condition . Full 
panel incl. varia audio, NH, radio . CIW parachute. barograph, 
new C a f A. Repainted wooden Irailer. Seen Lasham £3950 . 
Tel 0483 480323 

OlY 460/463. Basic panel. audio varia. T & Sand G meter. 
Nose hook filled . Covered trailer £4700. Tel (Devon) 0271 
862522 

ASW-15A Refinished wings. full panel. radio, oxygen , 
parachute, tow out gear. trailer , based lasham £11 500 or 112 
or 114 shares. Te I 0428 658202 (eves) 

ASTIR CS77 based at Rufforth . Spigot mods completed, new 
canopy , tail wheel. turbulator mod. Complete with instruments 
and metal trailer £135000no . Tel 0904 760426 (eves) 

VINTAGE KITE 2s buill 1947. Varnished fabric. open COCkpit, 
basic instruments with Cosim vario. Available refurbished with 
new C of A and trailer in July £30000no. Tel 0494 529263 

K-6E excellent condition . Complete with covered trailer , com
prehensive instruments including NH, T & S, aero graph elec
tronic barograph, radio, parachute £90000no. Tel Alan White 
0724858597 
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K-6E 1971 excellent condition. 1192hrs. 815 launches. Good in
struments including Winter mechanical flight director, radio. 
Parachute. AI4minium trailer . Tow out gear £9000. Tel 0933 
68Q189 

K-21 at Ueweni Parco 650hrs, immaculate, ex ATC Vanguard. 
Inc 720 channel radio, TIS. AMF trailer £25 500 + VAT. Tel 
0244336353 

K-7 recently refurbished. Full C of A. Offers Tel 0745 582 286 

ASTIR CS. Completely refurbished. new canopy , new main 
frames. Gel coat refinished . Basic instruments with electric 
varia, spar mod completed at sale or next winter with free C of 
A renewal. View at Booker any time. Tel 0494 529263 (day) 
0494488414 (eves) 
1S-29p 15m flapped 37 :1 glider with PZL and audio varios, TIS, 
accelerometer, parachute and metal trailer. 4S0hrs, full ' C of A 
£6500 . Tel Ray 0603763741 

ASTIR CS-77 Buill 1978, 850hrs. Complete outfit in excellent 
condition. throughout. 12 months C of A. Spigot mod done. Full 
instruments and Cambridge audiolvario. Oxygen , parachute , 
wing and canopy covers. One man tow out. Superb aluminium 
trailer with new tyres £12 5000no. (See Sales Sheet with photo, 
distributed to all Club secretaries) . Tel Ian Ashton 0254 390179 

MICROLlT-E SYNDICATE run by glider pilots based Mendips. 
MW6 3 axis, own hangar, 40 acre field . £2000 buys share. 
licence is 5hrs from Silver C. Tel Paul 0275 855824 

KESTREL 19 44:1. Very good condition . One man rig. Mk IV. 
oxygen. barograph. £12000. Tel Henry White 0926 843445, 
403881 (eves) 

ASTIR CS 1976 complete. fully equipped, 720 channel radiO, 
Langenfeld steel/glass trailer £11 OOOono. ASTIR JEANS 1979 
complete, fully equipped , 720 channel radio, Langenfeld 
steel/glass trailer £11 5000no . Tel 010494101 27874 (eves) 
24061 (day), Fax 010 49 4101200206 

RARE -the last flying LY-542K Stoesser. Unique fully aerobatic 
two-seater buill in Germany 1955, great paint scheme. Tel or 
fax 010 49 410127874 (eves124061 (day) Fax 010 49 4101 
200206 

BLANIK MANUFACTURED 1975 plus open trailer (full 
electrics fined). 1670hrs 7870 launches. Front and rear instru
ment panels, TM61 ra dio electric varia, front horizon with in
verter plus cable for rear horizon. All in good condition £5750. 
Tel Porren 0935 28081 

15-2902 High periormance metal Single seater. Fully refur
bished to very high standard with excellent closed metal 
trailer. Finished in colour and logos of your choice. ideal 
corporate advertisement. Clw NEW parachute £7000. 
BLANIK just completed thorough overhaul and re~life pro
gram £5000. SWALLOW pristine condition clw closed 
trailer and parachute £2500. K-4 two-seater clw open 
trailer £2500. All aircraH have new C of A. 

Tel/Fax 0754 86 221 

STO CIRRUS 
In excellent condltton 

Glass fibre trailer· 720 channel radio' BaH varia ... averager + 
audio· horizon' Sahli compass"electric T & S· brake mod' 
oxygen· chule • undercarriage warning' PZL varia .. ASI G 
Meter +clock • 

Probably the best kit around. Seen North Hill 

£13900 -New C of A 


Tel Brian Jeans 0404 41631 (daytime) 


C3 FLIGHT COMPUTER 
''The Best in German Technology 

at a price you can afford" 

New From SOl Electronics 
All usual flight computer modes + many extras 

9 Waypoints - Separate VariolCruise Damping (user 
Controlled) -Audio Frequencies selectable- Electronic 
or Pneumatic Compensation (adjustable) . and 
more!!! 
OPTIONS INCLUDE:- fully configurable Rear Display 
unit - Electronic Barograph - Analogue Vario as extra 
Readout - GPS and 'G ' meter under developmenl . 

ONLY £840 +VAT 
For details call Ernst on 0203 382190 

or Frank on 021 3532146 

"THERE I WAS, AT 10000 FEET, UPSIDE DOWN AND 
NOTHING ON THE CLOCK BUT THE MAKER'S NAME" 

.... and your battery as dead as a dodo just when you needed it most! 
Most glider batteries suffer permature demise due to use of the wrong 
charger, being the wrong type for the job or just plain maltreatment. 
Here at AmTech Electronics, we stock an excellent range of batteries 
and chargers suited to the needs of the most demanding glider 
electrical systems, all at sensible prices. 

Sealed Lead Acid Glider Batteries 
A range of batteries selected for their rugged qualities which make 
them ideal for gliders, 
12V 6.5 Amp/Hour Size: 151 x65x94mm l23.99 each + £2.00 p&p 
12V 12.0 Amp/Hour Size: 150x96x94mm l42.99 each + £2.50 p&p 
12V 15.0 Amp/Hour Size: 181 x16x 161mm l49.99 each + £3.50 p&p 

(Othey sizes available - please call) 

All battuies supplied with ouy batteYY caye infoymation 


AmTech Smart Charger 
Ensure a long life from your glider battery by using a quality charger. The 
AmTech Smarr Charger is designed specifically for applications where the 
battery is subject to irregular charge/discharge (cyclic) use and therefore is ideal 
for use with glider batteries. 
Unlike most units on the market, the AmTech Smarr Charger offers a faster 
charge rate and 'intelligent' monitoring of battery condition helping to maximise 
the service life of the battery. 
Fitted with L.E.D. charge status indicator, moulded mains plug and crocodile clips 
- please phone if connector required. Brand new on the market_ 

ONLY £16.99 each + [2_00 p&p 
(Suitable fay sealed lead acid battuies of 4.0A/H+) 

Telephone orders by credit card, despatch within one working day. 

Cheque orders, despatch Within 3 working days . 


AmTech Electronics 
9 The Cross Roads, Milton Lilbourne 

Pewsey, Wiltshire, SN9 SLQ 
I~ Tel: (0672) 62378 days, evenings & weekends 
I" , 
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K·6cR low hrs, exlended nose, nose hook, instruments, Col A, 
closed trailer £5950. Tel 0869 50313 (day) 086950974 or 0993 
8 t 1675 (eves) 

LAK·12 20m Open Class glider, UD 48 :1. Good handling , 
Engl ish inslruments, flight director, averager, jacking dolly , rig
ging aids , superb glass trailer. All in immaculate condition , 
available immediately £t6000. Tel 0206 382653 

TRAILER, lowline wooden construction, hydraulic brakes, gen
erally good condition , available Gransden Lodge. Suit 15m 
glass - current linings lor ASW-19. Tel 0223263480 

K·7 good condition, new canopies , new C 01 A, inslrumenls 
lront and rear £5500. Tel 0494 535005 

INSTRUMENTS: Ferranti Horizon with inverter, Bohli compass. 
Mini alii meter (57mm) Elliott Mk 26. Radio G/S. Tel 044284 
2445 

DART 17R One year's C 01 A, recovered last year. Full panel, 
NH, electric varia, radio, barograph, oxygen. New parachute , 
aerolow hook litted, good wooden trailer £85000no. Tel Alan 
Roberts 0744 22001 (day) 0744 815998 (eves) or Chris Wright 
0729824165 

K·6cR Good trailer, new parachute, lull instruments, electronic 
varia, barograph, £6750. Tel 0926 335506 (eves) 0203 683979 
(day) 

OLYMPIA 2. Superb condilion, new C 01 A, new canopy. Two 
trailers available, one open, one covered. For lurther delails Tel 
0302750472 

SKYLARK 2s Unique well maintained glider with enclosed 
trailer. Good panel with audio varia and radio. 12 months C 01 A 
£39500no. Tel Peter Harrison 0707 331299 (days) or 0582 
840689 (eves) 

1/4 SHARE VEGA 15/17m tips, based Aboyne. Tips translorm 
low speed performance. Fully equipped and well run syndicate . 
£48000no. Tel Sant Cervantes 0344 862207 

TRUST WinER 
• First choice for sofely-conscious drivers with over 3 million 

lowbors supplied . • Safety tested to B.S. and I.S,O. standards . 
See Yellow Page. lor your near••' IfHCiali., Ii"., or .foeJc;". 


WmER CHESTER CHl 3LL 

341166 

PENNINGTONS CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 

For accountancy and taxation services, 

11 Worton Coun, Worton Road, Isleworth, 
Middlesex TW7 6ER 

Telephone John Gorringe 

Day C81 5688745, Evening 0819483799 


T·21 's - Number lor sale (incl. number of ex-RAF) condition 
and prices vary bul all realistically priced, Also two K-4s sensi
bly priced - rare opportunity to participate in vintage gliding, Tel 
(oHice hrs only) 0787 6t919 

TAIFUN 17E motor glider 1986,420 TTSN. One owner since 
new, always hangared, NDH. Perfect condition lollowing lull 
lactory inspection and overhaul. LX155 transponder, many 
extras £36000. Tel Rhianon Taylor 0734 882222 (oHice hrs) or 
Fax 0734 885274. 

PROTECT YOUR GLIDER with lightweight 'Pyjamas. 
Waterproof or polyester/cotton. Soft Viyella canopy covers. 
Tel/Fax Ann Woolf 0256 58540 

HOFFMAN HO V62·R propeller hub; climb, cruise, leather. 
Superb condition. Flown 5hrs then stored since new. Tel 0509 
853902 

K·6cR goOd condition, C of A Juty 92, standard panel , open 
trailer £4800 + VAT . Tel 0602 618246 

CANNOT COPE WITH THE DEMAND? GLIDER UIS 

OR YOUR INSTRUCTOR THE SAME? 


Full rated instructor With or without K·21 

will overcome your problem . 


Also Christen Husky tow plane and 

ASH-25E available. 


Tel Mike Driver 0362 668924 

WANTED 

RADIO and 10 or t 2km barograph by new syndicate. Tet 0782 
398033 . 

S&G 1992 YEARBOOK 

Copies of the Yearbook have been sent to all 
club secretaries inviting them to place bulk or
ders with the BGA. It really is required reading 
for all glider pilots with such vital information as 
an update on airspace plus records, annual 
statistics, a comprehensive article by Tom 
Bradbury on wave followed by Graham 
McAndrew, national coach, telling you how to 
make the best use of the good wave days, all 
you want to know and more about parachutes, 
Platypus has his say, a club directory, 
Competition Nos., the latest on sites and a lively 
mix of articles from some of our most popular 
contributors. The bulk order will give your club 
some valuable funds with a generous 25% com
mission, or you can order your copy from the 
BGA at £3.45 Including p&p. 

THE EUROPEAN SOARING CLUB 


...---.z: ~ 
...-?'" 7' 

~ -~~~ 
~ --- Jl 

' ~ U \ Kiera Htbberd, 45 Sandlford Road, Holmes Chapel, 
~ \ Cheshire CW4 7BU Tel + Fax (0477) 34655/ 6 or Brian & Gill Spreckley 

Tel: (01 033) 54 37 34 08 
Fax: 0103354375072 

Soaring in Central France with 

Brian & Gillian Spreckley 


Club gltders available LS'6c, LS-4 , Pegasus, 

ASW-19, Astir 


Soanng & Cross ;~~~tt~e~~urses In ASW·21 

For lurther details ' 

Sl'fNGSBY SKYLARK 2 luselage or information regarding 
whereabouts. Minor repairs acceptable otherwise must be good 
condition. Please write At Gerber, 14 Bridgewater SI. 
Morningside , Brisbane 4170, Queensland, Australia or Tet 010 
61 73993282 

IMMEDIATE CASH or trade lor K-l, K-3, K-4, K-l0 or any other 
Vintage Glider in any condition. Write to Jim Stoia, Route 4, Box 
685. Manning , South Carolina 29102 USA or telephone (S. 
Carotina) 803 478 2211 (work) 8034784763 (home) 

MISCELLANEOUS 

LLEWENI PARCo Easter Saturday, 24 700ft all the winch 
Mike Faircfough, PIK-20 . Was your site ctamped? Come on hol
iday to Ihe accessible Wetsh wave. Tet 0745 813774 

LEARN TO FLY with High Adventure. Hang gtiding , paraglid
ing, sailing and more. Tet or Fax High Adventure 0983 752322 

WAVE FLYING - POLISH TATRA MOUNTAINS October
Apri l. Combine gliding with SKIING at ZAKOPANE. Mountain 
scenery. Simple accommodation . All standards catered lor. 
ALSO POZNAN AIR SHOW August. Accomm/Air Show 3 
days/gliding/sightseeing combined tour. Contact While Eagle 
Soaring at Wilczak 13/102 , 61 ·243 Poznan , Poland or tele
phone (01048)61 795815/205977 

SITUATIONS VACANT 

SLMPPL Instructor wanted by group 01 lour with Venture Falke 
based at Shobdon, all requiring Silver C conversions . Tet 061 
941 3345 (late evenings) , 

ACCOMMODATION 

SCOTtANDWELt, Kinross . Cosy, well-equipped cottage, 
open fire, sleeps 4, only a to minute walk to Portmoak . Tel 
0293883220 

4 Swr H o tel 
Accoll1lll()dation, 

Meals, Sauna."~~ Swimming Poo l, 

i~ 0 R T H Jac uzz i plus 
IN AlE S G C. Evening 

Entertainment,

5Day 5 DAYS 
FLYING 
JuneHoliday July 
August 

Courses £300 

t. 

0745 582286 " 
.':. GLIDING A_,!,

N PORTMOAK? 
. ."': , Just 2 miles from the 

. ajrfidd this (osy family ~., run hotd offers 

T II F L o M 0 N 0 REAL FOOD and 
CO N TRY I NN REAL ALE 

at reasonable prices . All rooms are en suite 

D INNER BED and BREAKFAST 
fro m .[3U.00 

Ir-.A'-;A"· 2-S-TA-R-'1 

K I NN~SS WOOD BY LO C I-I L~VEN 


PER TtlS lIlR E KY 13 1 11:--: 

TElErHON E OS 92 84253 FAC SIMI i.6 0 ,92 8469 3 
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GLIDING AT ABOYNE, 

ABERDEENSHIRE THIS YEAR! 


Tr) Ihe C hark , IOIl HOlel. AhoY lle. rive mil1U le, drive 
from Ihe Cluh. ram ily- rull HOle l. c.sL·c ll clll food and 
(omrortah lc (I ccomrnouat io n. A 1.... 0 ... (' Ir~ci.ltcring 
cOllage 10 s leep 5 in Holel grou ll tb. We spce ia li,c in 

se rving rood unl il I1Uflpm dilily. 

Tel: 03398 86475 

TASKMASTER 

£20000 OF GLIDER


ONL Y A PEN & RULER FOR 

TASKSEITING? 


ISN'T IT TIME TO MOVE UP? 


NAMES TASKFINDER PRINT COMP EXTRAS MAP DISPLAY 

~~~RT 

;V 
TP2 
TPJ 
TP4 
FINISH 
TASK DISTANCE 

USE t.j. ... +
~ ~--. KEYS 
',,~ . TO SELECT 

4: ~ 
TASKSET IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME WITH THE EASYTO 

USE PULL DOWN ME NU SYSTEM TO ACCESS THE 500, BGA TP LIST 


TASKMASTER AS USED IN THENATIONALSAND AEGIONALS 


PRICE ONL Y£49.95 
PRO-GLIDE 5Hollies Walk, woonon, Bedford MK43 9lB 


Please slale dis!< size &base club wilh order 


PC COMPA nSLE (512K) ANY GRAPHICS CARD 

TALGARTH 

BLACK MOUNTAINS 
GLIDING CLUB 

THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE PLAYGROUND 

We have more ridge, wave and thermal soar
ing than any other UK site . New club height 
record 32,500' (1.1.92) in SW Wave . 
364 days a year operations. Tuition provided 
for all levels . For advanced and ab initio 
course detai ls or any other enquiry. 

Tel : 0874 711463 (airfield) 
0874711254 } (evenings) 

or 0874 86619 

The "LS" Agent in UK - Sales • Spares • Repairs 
MARTYN WELLS 
(Wells DeSign ltd.) 
Brailes, Banbury, Oxon. 
Workshop Tel. 060 885 790 
Home Tel. 060884211 7 

ORDER NOW:

LS4, LS6, LS7 
MOTORISED GLIDER COMING SOON 

REPAIR 
i MAINTENANCE 
CofA 
FACILITIES FOR ALL 
GLIDERS IN OUR PURPOSE 
BUILT WORKSHOP 

For pity's sake talk to David Schofield and get organised on a part exchange! 

For details of all trailers and Ikits from up to the minute 15 metre to vintage machines 
call 0793-790160 or 822300 or 0831-405272. 

Spares - wheels - axles held in stock - all repairs carried out. 

Second-hand trailers available. 


SCHOFIELD AVIATION, The Hangar, Lotmead Farm, Lower Wanborough, Swindon, SN3 4AJ 
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BALTIC SAILPLANES LTD 

_.' ~ 

,.... • c: :, 
~ ~. .. 

BAROGRAPHS ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS 
Exceptional value. New Clockwork type With inverters. New 80mm Czech made, electric 

now available. Send for details. £160 + VAT 12v. Fast erect, Built·in Turn and Slip. £400+VAT. 

MINIATURE T & S - 4~v new £150 + VAT 

BALTIC SAILPLANES LTD 
Tel 0858467723 (anytime) • 0536 81777 (eves)· 0536 85552 (office) • Fax 0536 82603 

/~
Cotswold Gladers 

(Prop. T Cos) 

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN 
Glassfibre, carbon, kevlar, wood and metal inc. alloy. Blanik repair Agent. 
All types of repair undertaken - Motor glider engine approval 
Kestrel/Libelle aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder drive NDT testing 
Machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc. Tig welding. 

Phone or write 
Tony Cox (Senior Inspector) LLOYDS APPROVED 
18 Stanton Harcourt Road CAA APPROVED COMPANY 
Witney, Oxon OX8 6LD Tel. & Fax 0993 774892 A119182189 

EDGEHILL REGIONALS 
22 - 30 August 

Your Last Chance to do Better!!!! 
SAE 21 Pitts Road Oxford OX3 8BA 


Tel: 0865611,90 


On goingl to press we heard from William 
Malpass that brothers Gerard and Jean·NOel 
Herbaud flew an ASH-25 1450km from Vi non
sur-Verdon in the French southern Alps to 
Fez in Morocco for two two·seater world 
records, distance and distance to a declared 
goal. More details in the next issue. 

WINDSCREEN & CANOPY 

RESTORATION & REPAIR 


IS YOUR CANOPY 
* SCRATCHED * CRAZED * HAZY * 
SOLVENT DAMAGED * CRACKED * 

ON-SITE OR IN-WORKSHOP 

REPAIRS 


CARRIED OUT. FREE QUOTATIONS 


~"'!Sib 

ENG1NEER1N(J 

Tel: (0533) 351831 
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JOINT AIR SERVICES 

T. A. and K. M. JOINT 

GLIDER FINDER 

Still having trouble finding the right glider for yourself? We can locate (at the correct price) the aircraft you want. I have contacts 
throughout Europe. Many happy syndicates so far, references available from them. You tell me the type and I will come back to 
you with a price delivered to UK with a UK CofA. No sale no fee. I do not buy and sell aircraft, only arrange, on your behalf the 
purchase of it. Promise of hassle free glider purchase, still got doubts? Give us a call- what have you got to lose? Some of the 

types located so far: Astir, K6CR, ASW-19, LS-3A 17 mtr, ASW-24, Nimbus 2C, Ventus BT, LS6C DG 200 15/17. 

42 Anstey Road, Alton, Hants GU34 2RB. Tel: 0420 88664 (eves) 
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S Logger™ 
The RD Logger"TM is a solid state data recording device 
designed for use in conjunction with GPS receivers equip
ped with a data output port, to record and subsequently play 

~ 
AVIATION LIMITED 

Introducing the 

back (onto a personal computer') the position and altitude of an aircraft or vehicle with respect to time over a period of time. 

The rate of data logging can be varied between 1 and 999 seconds with a default rate set at 30 seconds. An event marker 
is provided to enable the pilot to log additional fixes, for example when rounding a turning point or using the engine of a 
turbo or motor glider. A password system for use by official observers or competition organisers is also provided. The 
Logger"TM is capable of storing over 6000 consecutive positions. This equates to 50 hours at the 30 second logging rate 
(less with a faster rate). Once the non-volatile memory is full it automatically overwrites the oldest data. 

With the Logger"TM you have the most advanced position and height recording system available and it will give an 
added dimension to your GPS. You will be able to analyse your flight in a detail never before made possible by 
displaying your f.light onto your personal computer and using the computer generated map facility in the supplied 
software. You will be able to zoom in and out, look in detail at your track around turning points and provide a genuine 
"how I flew it" analysis with track, groundspeed and height. 

Your Logger"TM comes to you complete with pre-wired cables, software (with BGA gliding turning points as well as 
VORs, airfields and major towns of Europe) and is ready to connect up to your GPS and IBM PC. 

NOT SUPPLIED IS A PLUG FOR GPS AND BATTERY 

INTRO~~g:ORY ONLY £299+VAT= £351.53 BROCHURE ON REQUEST 

<3l CAM B RID G E 
Quality Instruments for the Discriminating Soaring Pilot 

~ 
L-NAV S-NAV CAV-II 

• Vario/NAV System • Vario/NAV System· Graphic Glide • Vario • Averager· Audio 
• Graphic Glide Display Display· Automatic Hold Switch 

Complete with • Automatic Hold Switch • Programmable tasks· Flight Statistics 
Vario Flask • GPS Compatibility • GPS Compatibility· Stick mounted control 

• Integrated Camera & Tumpoint control £329+VAT 
Complete System £1190+VAT (£1398.25) (£386.58)

Complete System £1730+VAT (£2032 .75) 

Our record speaks for itself. FOR "'lORE INfORMATION CONTAC I 

The S-NAV was used by aU three champions at the 
1991 World Soaring Championships in Uvalde, Texas RD Aviation Ltd. 
CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS 25 Bankside Industrial Estate, KIDLINGTON, Oxon OX5 1JE 

W ARREN-SUGARl:lUSH AIRPORT 
RR BOX 109-3 WARREN. VERMONT 05674 
PHONE: (802) 496-7755 FAX (802) 496-6235 

Tel: 0865-841441 
SHOP HOURS 

Fax 0865-842495 24 Answerphone & Fax 

ALL CAMBRIDGE PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 2-YEAR WARRANTY. 0900-1830 Mon-Fri 1000-1230 Sats 



DID YOU KNOW 

THAT 


SOUTHERN SAILPLANES 

REPAIR GLIDERS? 


WE WE RE SPEAKI NG TO SOMEONE RECENTLY WH O SAID 

IIBUT YOU ONLY SELL GLIDERS" 

OUR PRIMARY BUSINESS IS 

THE REPAIR OF GLIDERS 


Alongside this: 

We are agents and provide a service back-up service for Schempp-Hirth 
sallplanes 

Repair (CAA Approval AI / 91 30/ 8 7) wood, steel tube and reinforced plastic 
powered aircraft 


Supply parts for Robin aircraft 


Restore vintage aircraft 


Prepare gliders for competitions 


Fly gliders in competitions 


Stock a large variety of instruments 


Carry out instrument installations 


Glider trailers 


We like to think that we do all these to a high standard. Our policy is 
"Would the final result be good enough for us?" 

If you need any of the above, telephone or come and see us at Membury 

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES 

(Ralph & Steve Jones) 

Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks. R616 7TH 

Tel: 0488 71774 Fax: 0488 72482 



